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Abstract
Innovations in technology in recent decades have supplied our lives with afford-able digital devices not only for enterprises but also for personal uses. The explo-
sion of digital devices has been leading to a data deluge where an immense amount
of data has been continually produced at an ever increasing and extraordinary scale.
This phenomenon has been widely coined as “big data”. Big data has the potential
to revolutionise research, science, education, health and well-being, manufacturing,
and many other disciplines in our social activities. However, data themselves –
medical records, traffic patterns, enterprise content and transactions, online user-
generated content such as Facebook and blog posts, tweets, online searches, signals
from wearable devices, etc. – are not ready for harvesting information. Turning
big data into actionable information and insights requires modelling and compu-
tational techniques to reveal trends and patterns within collected datasets. When
dealing with big data, there are many challenges which are broadly categorized by
four dimensions (called four V’s): volume (implying enormous amounts of data),
variety (referring to the multiple sources where their types are both structured and
unstructured), velocity (dealing with streaming data), and veracity (referring to the
uncertainty of data, e.g., with biases, noise, and abnormality). Seeking for an eleg-
ant machine learning framework that can deal with these challenges is the objective
of this thesis.
Bayesian analysis provides us with such an elegant framework for analysing data
which has been widely embraced in AI and machine learning community. The
popularity of Bayesian approaches in data analysis is due to a number of attract-
ive advantages over other methods. These include natural incorporation of prior
knowledge; the flexible mechanism to construct advanced models based on simple
components; prevention from overfitting; handling with missing data; and explicit
interpretation of uncertainties over parameters and models. Bayesian framework
naturally manages veracity challenge dimension. Bayesian nonparametrics, in par-
ticular, provide us even more flexible mechanism in which models can grow in size
and complexity as data accumulate. They are particularly applicable to the prob-
lems of big data where fixing the size of models is usually difficult, especially in
streaming settings. Therefore, we ground the work of this thesis on the recent theory
of Bayesian nonparametrics.
xvi
We first deal with the variety dimension of data by proposing a rich Bayesian non-
parametric graphical model called context sensitive Dirichlet process model. Data
usually present in heterogeneous sources. When dealing with multiple data sources,
existing models often treat them independently and thus cannot explicitly model
the correlation structures among data sources. To address this problem, we pro-
posed a full Bayesian nonparametric approach to model correlation structures among
multiple and heterogeneous datasets. The proposed framework, first, induces the
mixture distribution over primary data source using hierarchical Dirichlet processes
(HDP). Once conditioned on each atom (group) discovered in the previous step,
context data sources are mutually independent, and each is generated from another
hierarchical Dirichlet processes.
The velocity challenge in big data requires learning algorithms that can learn from a
data stream. To this end, we developed a streaming clustering framework using Di-
richlet process mixture (DPM) models which are the fundamental building blocks in
Bayesian nonparametric modelling. Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) models are the-
oretically suitable to learn streaming data due to their complexity relaxation to the
volume of observed data. There are many inference algorithms for efficient learning
with BNP models. However, few works leverage streaming nature of BNP to apply
to real applications. In order to handle the “never-ending” nature of data in stream-
ing settings, we present two variational algorithms which allow the complexity of the
models to grow when necessary. One of them enables to learn fully Bayesian called
TFVB (truncation-free variational Bayes) while the other supports hard clustering
called TFME (truncation-free maximisation expectation). We further leverage on
the works of (Broderick et al., 2013) to provide the streaming learning framework
for the popular Dirichlet process mixture models.
Besides massive data stream, big data also has large (petabyte and exabyte) scales
(the volume challenge). Learning massive collections of data, which contains millions
of documents or billions of data points under a Bayesian nonparametric setting, is a
challenging task. The challenges come from dealing with not only big but noisy data
within the complex models induced from the Bayesian formulation. While there are
several efforts to design inference algorithms for latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
in large scale settings (Liu et al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2012) which took advantage of
multi-core or distributed systems, the distributed inference methods for HDP is not
yet available. We then aim to fill in this gap by developing an inference algorithm
for the HDP on the distributed platform Apache Spark, which allows us to handle
the volume challenge of big data.
In addition, the rich and interwoven nature of raw document contents and their con-
textual information requires a pressing need for joint modelling and, in particular,
clustering the content-units (e.g., forming topics from words) and the content-groups
(e.g., forming cluster of documents) — a problem known as multilevel clustering with
context (Nguyen et al., 2014) (MC2). To this end, we also address the multilevel
clustering with contexts problem at scale, by developing effective posterior inference
algorithms for the MC2 model using techniques from stochastic variational inference.
A challenging aspect about inference for MC2 is the computational treatment in the
clustering of discrete distributions of contents jointly with the context variables.
Unlike either the Dirichlet process or HDP mixtures, the context-content linkage
present in the MC2 model makes the model more expressive, while necessitating
the inference of the joint context and content atoms. These are mathematically
rich objects — while the context atoms take on usual contextual values, the con-
tent atoms represent probability distributions over words. To maintain an accurate
approximation of the joint context and content atoms, we employ a tree-structured
mean-field decomposition that explicitly links the model context and content atoms.
Similar to the work in Chapter 5, the approach can be directly parallelizable, and
we provide parallelized implementations that work both on a single machine and on
a distributed Apache Spark cluster.
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We are at the dawn of a new revolution in the Information Age: data. “Everyanimate and inanimate object on Earth will soon be generating data” (Smolan
and Erwitt, 2013). While we collectively are tweeting 8,000 messages around the
world every second, our homes, cars, cities and even our bodies are also constantly
generating terabytes of signals. This phenomenon has been widely referred to as
“big data” which brings the potential to revolutionise research, education, manufac-
turing, health and well-being, and many other disciplines in our social activities.
However, resorting big data to actionable information involves dealing with four
dimensions of challenges in big data (called four V’s): volume, variety, velocity,
veracity. The volume dimension refers to a massive amount of data generated or
collected by electrical devices and enterprise systems in every second. Every day
we created more than 2.5 quintillion bytes data1. The quantity of data generated
in recent two years accounts for approximately 90% of the data in the world. Data
velocity refers to the increasing speed at which data are being generated. Social
networks such as Twitter or Instagram receive more than 200,000 posts every minute.
Data produced by human-being activities are usually diverse and referred as the
variety characteristic. Posts in social media include different types such as texts,
images, video, etc. However, the quality and accuracy of data are usually low.
For example, posts on Facebook or Twitter contain hashtags, typos, or colloquial
language. This property of data is mentioned as veracity.
This deluge of data requires automated algorithms for analysing. Fortunately, ma-
chine learning provides a set of methods that can automatically discover hidden pat-
terns in data which can be used to predict the future data or to make the decisions
in some circumstances. The challenges are that these data not only present in a
massive amount but also co-exist in various forms including texts, hypertext, image,
1A quintillion is 1018, i.e., one quintillion bytes is approximately 109 GBs. These numbers are
recorded in 2013 and growing (see infographics by Ben Walker, the marketing executive at voucher-
cloud at http://www.vcloudnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/big-data-infographic1.png).
1
1.1. Aims and Approaches 2
graphics, video, speech and audio from multiple channels. For example, in dealing
with social network analysis, data in network connection are accompanying with
users’ profiles, their comments, and activities. In medical data understanding, the
patients’ information usually co-exists in various channels such as diagnosis codes,
demographics, and laboratory tests. The needs for statistical modelling that can
handle hidden relationships from these related data sources are inevitable. Bayesian
statistical methods are increasingly popular as techniques for modelling in statist-
ical and machine learning. Bayesian learning framework naturally allows us to deal
veracity challenge dimension.
However, when using Bayesian parametric models for learning, we usually assume
that there is a finite (and often low) number of parameters in the models. One of
the limitations of parametric models is that we need to accomplish model selection
for the avoidance of over-fitting and under-fitting with every new dataset. Bayesian
nonparametric models, on the other hand, relax the assumption of the parameter
space to be infinite-dimensional. Therefore, Bayesian nonparametric models provide
a more flexible mechanism in which models can grow in size and complexity as data
expand. They are particularly applicable to the problems of big data where fixing
the size of models is usually difficult, especially in streaming settings. Therefore, we
ground our works in this thesis on Bayesian nonparametric methodology. Regard-
less of their advancement, the major burden of applying Bayesian nonparametric
modelling in real-world applications is time-consuming, slow converging inference
approaches for complex, high-dimensional and large-scale datasets. In this thesis,
we seek for novel Bayesian nonparametric models and scalable learning algorithms
which can deal with these challenges of the big data era.
1.1 Aims and Approaches
The aim of this thesis is to develop probabilistic graphical models for dealing with
the big data deluge. The challenges we strive to address in this thesis include:
• To construct novel Bayesian nonparametric models for effective modelling the
heterogeneity of modern datasets which are integrated from multiple sources
and are highly correlated.
• To develop practicable algorithms for inference and learning Bayesian non-
parametric models in big data settings in which data flow are overwhelmed and
presented with noise and unreliability in some sources.
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Bayesian methodology provides an elegant and integrated framework to manage the
uncertainty of data. Furthermore, Bayesian methods allow us to incorporate prior
knowledge naturally and to construct advanced models based on simple components.
Bayesian nonparametric methods, in particular, have recently emerged in machine
learning and data mining as an extremely useful modelling framework due to their
model flexibility capable of fitting a wide range of data types. A widely-used applica-
tion of Bayesian nonparametrics is clustering data where models for inducing discrete
distributions on a primary parameter space. Besides, the resilience to over-fitting of
Bayesian nonparametrics makes them be the suitable framework for learning with
big data. Therefore, we ground our works in this thesis on Bayesian nonparametric
methodology.
There are two ways to design scalable learning algorithms for probabilistic graph-
ical models which can deal with massive datasets. The first technique is to build
intrinsically learning algorithms for existing models to overcome the scalability lim-
itation. The second approach is to parallelize or to distribute learning algorithms
to leverage multiple cores or distributed systems. For example, in the work presen-
ted in Chapter 4, we used the first methodology to scale up learning algorithms
by (re)designing streaming learning methods. These algorithms do not only handle
“never-ending” data in streaming settings but also learn large-scale datasets. In
Chapter 5 and 6, we scale up the learning algorithms by combining two techniques.
First, we re-design learning algorithms for the models using the (stochastic) vari-
ational inference framework, then parallelize and distribute them on Apache Spark
systems. The obtained learning algorithms are several orders of magnitude faster
than existing methods.
1.2 Significance and Contribution
The significance of this thesis is twofold. The first contribution is the development of
Bayesian nonparametric models for learning from heterogeneous data sources while
the second is to develop scalable inference algorithms for a wide range of large-scale
statistical models including fundamental models. These models can be served as the
building blocks to build richer models in Bayesian nonparametrics such as Dirichlet
process mixture models (DPM), hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP) and richer
models like multilevel clustering with context (MC2). Primarily, our contributions
can be summarised as follows:
• A Bayesian nonparametric model to capture multiple naturally correlated data
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channels in different areas of real-world applications such as pervasive comput-
ing, medical data mining, etc. We also develop a derivation of efficient parallel
inference with Gibbs sampling for multiple contexts. We have further demon-
strated the proposed model to discover latent activities from mobile data to
answer who (co-location), when (time) and where (cell-tower ID) – a central
problem in context-aware computing applications. With its expressiveness,
our proposed model not only discovers latent activities (topics) of users but
also reveals time and place information. Qualitatively, it is shown that better
clustering performance than without them.
In seeking scalable learning algorithms that can learn modern real-world datasets
containing billions of data points, our contributions are:
• Two truncation free variational algorithms for learning with Bayesian non-
parametric models, particularly Dirichlet process mixture models with expo-
nential family derivation solutions. Based on developed variational inference
algorithms, our streaming learning algorithms can leverage on automatic “ex-
panding complexity with data” nature of Bayesian nonparametric models. In
addition, to cope with the availability of multiple data sources in practice, the
clustering model called Dirichlet process mixtures with product space is pro-
posed. We demonstrate our truncation-free algorithms with existing methods
which are qualitatively comparable. We also further show the application of
image and text analysis that can be learned on the fly with streaming data.
• A new inference for hierarchical Dirichlet process using collapsed variational
Bayes, which is referred to as the truly collapsed variational HDP (tCVB-
HDP). We further speed up the tCVB-HDP algorithm by proposing a scalable
parallelized and distributed implementation on Apache Spark – a modern dis-
tributed computing architecture. We have shown the improvement of proposed
implementation with extensive experiments to demonstrate that the proposed
algorithms outperform its parametric counterpart – LDA (which is available
in Apache Spark Machine Leaning library) with a competitive running time.
• A new theoretical development of stochastic variational inference for an im-
portant family of models to address the problem of multilevel clustering with
contexts. We note this class of models (MC2) include nested DP (nDP), DPM,
and HDP as the special cases. The approach can be directly parallelizable, and
we provide parallelized implementations that work both on a single machine
and on a distributed Apache Spark cluster. The experimental results demon-
strate that our method is several orders of magnitude faster than existing the
Gibb-sampler while yielding the same model quality. Most importantly, our
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work enables the applicability of multilevel clustering to modern real-world
datasets containing millions of documents.
We are going to describe these contributions in the following chapters. However, we
briefly outline the content of this thesis in the following section.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
We now provide an overview of the methods and results in the subsequent chapters.
Each chapter is presented with an introductory paragraph with some detailed out-
lines.
We begin this thesis by reviewing relevant literature in machine learning community
upon which we develop our models and learning algorithms in Chapter 2. This
chapter first describes probabilistic graphical models with three main pillars: rep-
resentation, inference, and learning. Two primary representations including directed
and undirected models are summarised. Exact inference and learning methods such
as elimination or sum-product algorithms are also introduced. Next, we present ex-
ponential families, one of the most expressive and computationally convenient classes
of probability distributions, which provide a statistical representation of graphical
models. We present computational details of three families (the Multinomial, Dirich-
let and generalized Dirichlet distributions) which are extensively used in consequent
chapters. Since we ground our methods in Bayesian methodology, Bayesian nonpara-
metric in particular, conceptual ideas of Bayesian learning and fundamental models
based on Dirichlet process, a widely used model in nonparametric Bayesian stat-
istics, are also discussed. For computational issues, we conclude this chapter with
two main streams of approximate inference methods for Bayesian models including
variational Bayes and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
In Chapter 3, we propose a full Bayesian nonparametric approach to model correl-
ation structures among multiple and heterogeneous datasets. The proposed model
induces mixture distribution over primary data source using hierarchical Dirichlet
processes (HDP). Once conditioned on each atom (group) discovered in the previous
step, context data sources are mutually independent. Each context data is gener-
ated from hierarchical Dirichlet processes. In each particular application, which
covariates constitute content or context(s) is determined by the nature of data.
We demonstrate our model to address the problem of latent activities discovery in
pervasive computing using mobile data. We show the advantage of utilising mul-
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tiple data sources regarding exploratory analysis as well as quantitative clustering
performance.
The second half of this thesis focuses on the development of learning methods that
can deal with streaming and high volume data. In Chapter 4, we aim to address
the challenges of learning from data stream without the need to revisit the past data.
In order to handle with “never-ending” data in streaming settings, we present two
variational algorithms which allow model complexity to grow automatically when
necessary. We first introduce two truncation-free variational inference algorithms
which do not need to fix the size of models. We further develop streaming learning
framework for the popular Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) and Dirichlet process
mixture with product space (of data channels) (DPM-PS). The latter allows us to
learn data from multiple data sources. Evaluation of streaming learning algorithms
with text corpora reveals both quantitative and qualitative efficacy of the algorithms
on clustering documents.
Chapter 5 scales up hierarchical clustering for large datasets. This chapter strives
to design learning algorithms for hierarchical clustering problems, e.g. topic model-
ling with massive collections with the total number of data points up to billions. We
develop a novel collapsed variational Bayes inference for HDP in which we collapsed
the stick-breaking variables and global topics without introducing any auxiliary
variables. We call the algorithm as truly collapsed variational Bayes (tCVB). We
further improve the scalability of truly collapsed variational Bayes by deploying on
distributed systems Apache Spark. Consequently, it usually takes days (to weeks)
to learn the large corpora with a single machine, we can learn the same data with
the distributed learning algorithms for hours.
A limitation of current nonparametric Bayesian models is its ability to deal with un-
structured data where meta–data exists at multiple levels such as the document or
group-specific information. This is largely due to the expensive computation when
more sophisticated model choices are made. In Chapter 6, we aim to address the
multilevel clustering with contexts problem at scale, by developing effective pos-
terior inference algorithms for the MC2 using techniques from stochastic variational
inference. We yield another speeding up level with a scalable implementation of the
proposed SVI-MC2 on Apache Spark. We have illustrated that our new algorithm
can scale up to very large corpora.
Finally, we conclude this thesis with remarks on contributions of the thesis and
discuss potential avenues for future research in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Related Background
The work of this dissertation has its root in a statistical approach to machinelearning. In particular, it builds upon the foundation of probabilistic graphic
models. Probabilistic graphical models offer a unified framework for constructing
large-scale statistical models and capturing the uncertainty. In the first part of this
chapter, we review elements of graphical models including graphical representations,
inference and learning methods. We then describe exponential families of probability
distributions, also known as log-linear models, which could, in most cases, provide
the alternative distributional view for graphical models. Exponential families can be
also considered as the solutions to maximum entropy problems and possess several
important properties that facilitate tractability and computational conveniences.
The area of Bayesian learning will then be briefly introduced with an emphasis
on the context of the exponential family. Finally, we conclude this chapter with
an introduction to two major approaches for approximate inference the graphical
models: variational inference and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
2.1 Probabilistic Graphical Models
Probabilistic graphical models1 (Pearl, 1988; Lauritzen, 1996; Jordan, 2004), which
combine probability theory and graph theory, provide an elegant framework for en-
coding uncertainty and structured complexity occurring throughout the complex,
real-world phenomena. The graph-base theory of graphical models provides intu-
itively appealing compound to compactly represent complex interactions of large
sets of random variables while the probability-theoretic side contributes means to
integrate models to data. The probabilistic aspect of graphical models also provides
mechanisms to stick the components in models into a consistent system. The be-
nefits of graphical models as modelling tools can be concisely summarised in the
1In this thesis, we use the terms “probabilistic graphical model(s)” and “graphical model(s)”
interchangeably.
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Figure 2.1: Probabilistic graphical model classification, courtesy of David Barber
(Barber, 2012)
Preface of (Jordan, 1998).
“Many of the classical multivariate probabilistic systems studied in fields
such as statistics, systems engineering, information theory, pattern re-
cognition and statistical mechanics are special cases of the general graph-
ical model formalism – examples include mixture models, factor analysis,
hidden Markov models, Kalman filters and Ising models. The graphical
model framework provides a way to view all of these systems as instances
of a common underlying formalism. This view has many advantages – in
particular, specialized techniques that have been developed in one field can
be transferred between research communities and exploited more widely.
Moreover, the graphical model formalism provides a natural framework
for the design of new systems.”
A probabilistic graphical model (PGM) is a graph where each node represents a
random variable while an edge between two vertices denotes the (conditional) de-
pendence assumptions between the corresponding nodes. At a high level, a graphical
model with n nodes introduces a joint probability distribution over some collection
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of random variables X , {X1, . . . , Xn}. For instance, if these variables are binary,
we need O (2n) parameters to capture the joint distribution. However, depending
on the conditional assumptions encoded by the structure of the graph, the graphical
model endowed with this collection of random variables will reduce the required
parameters exponentially. The independence properties in the joint distribution
that the graphical model exploits as structural characteristic existing in many real-
world applications. Therefore, graphical models provide a fruitful mechanism for
characterising large-scale multivariate statistical models.
In graphical models, the two most popular classes, which are classified based on
graphs forms, are directed (acyclic) graphical models and undirected graphical models.
The former is also known as Bayesian networks, belief networks, generative models,
causal models, etc. in the context of the AI and machine learning communities
(Pearl, 1988) while the latter is usually referred to as Markov networks or Markov
random fields in the literature of the physics and computer vision communities.
However, the categorization does not confine in that border. Though less popular,
there is also the work on chain graphs (Buntine, 1995; Lauritzen, 1996), hybrid
or mixed directed and undirected representations. Hierarchy for graphical model
classification is presented in Figure 2.1, borrowed from (Barber, 2012). A more
detailed discussion of these models can be found in the comprehensive book by
(Barber, 2012). In this section, we briefly review different aspects of graphical
models including representation, inference and learning.
2.1.1 Representation
Directed graphical models also known as Bayesian networks are directed acyclic
graphs (DAG) G (V,E), where V = {x1, . . . , xn} are n random variable nodes, and
E are the directional edges. An edge from a node A to a node B can be informally
interpreted as the “influence” of A to B. Each random variable or node in the graph
has a corresponding (conditional) probability distribution, p (xi | pixi), where pixi is the
collection of parental nodes of xi. Note that the (conditional) probability distribution
p (xi | pixi) can be discrete or continuous. The joint probability distribution can be




p (xi | pixi) , (2.1)
where again pixi are parental nodes of xi. The factorization in Equation (2.1) is ob-
tained by the conditional independence assumptions in a Bayesian network. These
are also called local Markov assumptions which state informally that a node is inde-
pendent of its ancestors given its parents. There is a one-to-one mapping between
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Figure 2.2: A simple directed graphical model (a.k.a. Bayesian network), adapted
from (Russell and Norvig, 2009). Each table associated with each node specifies a
conditional probability distribution.
local Markov assumptions in graph G and factorization of the joint probability dis-
tribution2.
The conditional independence relationships in a Bayesian network allow us to rep-
resent the joint distribution more compactly as we demonstrate in a simple example
with the network in Figure 2.2 which includes four binary random variables. Without
specifying any dependence structure on these variables, the full joint probability re-
quires O (2n) parameters. However, given the graph structure in Figure 2.2, the
joint distribution is now simplified to
p (x1, x2, x3, x4) = p (x4 | x2, x3) p (x2 | x1) p (x3 | x1) p (x1) .
The factorization in above equation can be viewed as a result of the chain rule of
probability
p (x1, x2, x3, x4) = p (x4 | x2, x3, x1) p (x2 | x1, x3) p (x3 | x1) p (x1) ,
which is then simplified with the dependency encoded in Figure 2.2. The number
of parameters to characterize the distribution now is O (23).
When working with a problem with a large number of random variables, many of
which are replicated and appeared in nested structures, a plate notation can be
a useful tool to capture replication and reduce the clutter of graphical models. A
simple graphical model with plate notation is depicted in Figure 2.3a which is neater
than its equivalent full representation in Figure 2.3b.
2One can refer details of the formal description of this mapping in (Getoor, 2007, Chap 2).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: A simple plate graphical model and its equivalent representation.
Examples. Many statistical models which are powerful methods in data analysis
and statistics can be represented under the umbrella of directed graphical models.
We illustrate two popular models which now can be interpreted in the language of
graphical models including factor analysis (and principle component analysis), and
Gaussian mixture model. The former is a ubiquitous technique for dimensionality
reduction while the latter is a powerful tool for density estimation in statistics and
clustering in machine learning.
Classical PCA (principle component analysis) is a well-established technique for
dealing with high-dimensional data in machine learning which projects observed
data vectors (of d dimensions) into a lower dimensional vector space (q dimensions,
q < d) so that the projected data are with the maximised variances. However,
classical PCA is sensitive to noise and outlying observations. Probabilistic PCA
(PPCA) can address these limitations. In Figure 2.4a, we illustrate the graphical
model for a broader class of model called factor analysis which includes PPCA.
The graphical model itself does not provide enough information to describe mod-
elling assumption. Therefore, a generative description is usually associated with a
model. The generative procedure for the model in Figure 2.4a is as follows: the lat-
ent variable zi with dimension q follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution, zi ∼
N (µ0,Σ0) where µ0 and Σ0 are mean and covariance matrix. The observation data
xi is generated from a conditional multivariate Gaussian, xi | zi ∼ N (Wzi + µ,Σ).
Note that W is a d× q matrix called weight matrix and µ is a d-dimensional vector.
Probabilistic PCA is a special case of factor analysis model wherein the noise cov-
ariance matrix Σ is isotropic, i.e., Σ = σI. Classical PCA can be obtained by taking
the σ → 0 limit.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Two statistical models are depicted as graphical models: (a) factor
analysis model which generalizes a well-known dimension reduction methods, prin-
ciple component analysis (PCA); (b) Gaussian mixture model with latent indicator
variables.
Another popular model in statistics and machine learning is Gaussian mixture model
which mixes several Gaussian components with appropriate mixing proportions. The
probability distribution for this mixture is
p (x | Θ) =
K∑
k=1
pikN (x | µk,Σk) ,
where ∑Kk=1 pik = 1. Working directly with the above mixture description might be
difficult for learning. This specification be equivalently viewed as a graphical model
by augmenting the mixture distribution with indicator variables, zi’s, which define
the Gaussian component the data point xi’s belong to. The graphical model for this
distribution is summarised in Figure 2.4b which now has the following generative
process





where Cat (pi) denotes a Categorical distribution with parameter vector pi, while
N (µ,Σ) represents a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ.
There are K Gaussian components in the model. The indicator variable zi defines
the component data point xi generated from. Therefore, we can use zi as the index
for the component as in Equation (2.2).
Undirected graphical models are the second most popular class of probabilistic
graphical models which are also known asMarkov networks orMarkov random fields.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Undirected graphical models: (a) A simple undirected graphical model
with 6 random variables, adapted from(Jordan, 2004); (b) its equivalent factor
graph.
A undirected graph G (V,E), where V = {x1, . . . , xn}, includes a collection of (max-
imal) cliques3 C of the graph. Each clique c ∈ C is associated with a non-negative
function ψc (xc) called a potential function. The joint probability distribution p (x1:n)







ψ (xc) , (2.3)
where Z is a normalisation factor to keep p (x1:n) as a proper probability distribu-
tion. Similar to directed graphical models, Hammersley-Clifford theorem asserts the
unique mapping between graph G and product of factors based on maximal cliques
of the graph under some conditions (cf. Koller and Friedman, 2009, Theorem 19.3.1).
Figure 2.5a illustrates a simple undirected graphical model with six random variables




ψ (x1, x2)ψ (x1, x3)ψ (x3, x5)ψ (x2, x4)ψ (x2, x5, x6) ,




ψ (x1, x2)ψ (x1, x3)ψ (x3, x5)ψ (x2, x4)ψ (x2, x5, x6) .
It is convenient to use an equal representation known as a factor graph (Kschis-
chang et al., 2001) to handle graphical models including cliques with high-order
potentials. Factor graphs are undirected bipartite graphs with two groups of nodes.
The round nodes represent random variables similar to those in undirected or direc-
ted graphs while the square nodes depict factors. Each arc between a variable and
a factor denotes the occurrence of that variable in the factor. A more fine-grained
3A clique is a fully connected subsets of nodes.
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Figure 2.6: A simple undirected graphical model a.k.a. Markov network or Markov
random field, a common model in computer vision. The shaded nodes, x1, . . . , x4
are observations which may correspond to pixels (or super-pixels) of an image, while
the hidden nodes z1, . . . , z4 are appropriate latent labels.
representation of factor graphs is convenient to exploit the structure of the graph
in developing inference algorithms. The factor graph in Figure 2.5b equivalently
represents the Markov network in Figure 2.5a. The factors f1, . . . , f4 correspond
to potentials ψ (x1, x2) , . . . , ψ (x2, x4) while the factor f5 involving three variables
x2, x5, x6 represents the potential ψ (x2, x5, x6).
Example. Let us consider a pixel labelling problem which aims to classify the class
label of each pixel from a pre-defined set of labels. The graphical model in Figure
2.6 defines a structure for learning the pixel label of images. This model is also
called pairwise conditional Markov random fields where the pixel observations x1:4
are independent when conditioning on their labels z1:4 (Bishop, 2006). However, the
model also captures the smoothness nature of images in which neighbour pixels tend
to share the labels, pairwise potentials between two adjacent pixels are defined. This
principle of constructing models is popular for learning computer vision problems.
2.1.2 Inference and Learning
Graphical models provide an elegant framework to deal with uncertainty in many
real-world applications. Based on the graphical representation, we can represent,
learn, and infer information and knowledge from the available data. These activities
involve two main types of algorithms: inference and learning. The main objective
of inference is to answer a query of variables of interest given certain evidences
provided for the remaining set of variables and the model parameters. There are
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Messages when running sum-product algorithm on an directed graph,
adapted from(Jordan, 2004): (a) Messages generated by the elimination algorithm,
message mji (xi) from node j to node i is obtained when all of its children nodes
(node k and l) eliminated and their messages (mki (xi) and mli (xi)) obtained (b)
The equivalent factor graph for undirected graphical model is on the left.
many forms of queries on the models such as conditional queries, marginal queries.
However, from the computational point of view, it suffices to focus on the problem
of marginalisation since a conditional query p (X | E = e) can be computed using
two marginal probabilities p (X | E = e) = p(X,e)
p(e) . Learning task usually refers to
the situation that we do not know the structure (dependencies between variables),
or the parameters of random variables, or both. In the following section, we describe
specific problems related to inference and learning commonly encountered in working
graphical models.
Before discussing on specific inference algorithms, it is essential to note that directed
graphical models can be converted to undirected graphical models4. This can be
performed via a procedure known as moralization as follows (Jordan, 2003; Bishop,
2006). All parents of the same nodes must be joined and then all directed links
are dropped to become undirected. Each conditional probability p (xi | pixi) now
becomes the potential of clique ci = {xi, pixi}. Thus we can exclusively work within
the undirected framework.
4However, the reserve is not true.
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Inference. We briefly outline three prominent classes of algorithms that seek the
solutions for the inference problems, including exact methods, simulating methods,
variational algorithms. For the comprehensive presentation, one may refer to (Koller
and Friedman, 2009; Wainwright and Jordan, 2008; Andrieu et al., 2003).
Exact algorithms. Let us consider the graphical model given in Figure 2.2 and
suppose that we would like to compute the marginal probability for wet grass which




p (x1, x2, x3, x4) .
We can naively compute the above probability by summing all possible values of
remaining variables with a computational complexity of O (24). However, this will
grow exponentially and an important ingredient of graphical model theory is to
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p (x1)m2 (x1, x4)
= m1 (x4) .
where mi denotes intermediate marginal distribution in which xi was marginalised.
The complexity of the new computation strategy is reduced to O (23) since each
term involving at most three variables. With more complex graphical models with
sparse dependency, the computational complexity can be scaled down significantly.
The technique used in the previous example is known as variable elimination. We
can choose different orders of elimination which will lead to different complexities.
The problems of choosing the elimination order that give the least computational
cost can be NP -hard (Arnborg et al., 1987). One limitation of the basic elimination
methodology is the restriction to a single marginal probability. If we wish to avoid
redundant computation when aiming to compute several marginals at the same time,
the sum-product algorithm (or belief propagation) can provide a solution for such
problems. We can consider the sum-product algorithm as a dynamic programming
algorithm for computing multiple marginals. Note that the sum-product method is
designed to work only on (directed or undirected) trees (Wainwright and Jordan,
2008).
The sum-product algorithm is constructed by leveraging the recursive structure of a
tree and using two main operators called generating messages with node elimination
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and aggregating messages from neighbours. In the elimination steps, we choose the
order in which all children of a node will be eliminated before that node is removed.









where mji (xi) denotes the message passing from node j to node i and xi as the
received node; N (i) is the set of neighbours of node i. The marginal of desired node
q can be computed by aggregating messages from its neighbours




Let us consider an example of graph with four nodes in Figure 2.7b. If we want to
compute the marginals of all nodes in the graphs, we need to “pass” messages to
all nodes using elimination algorithm to obtain the message in Equation (2.4). In
total, we will need to compute 6 messages. In a general case, it can be shown that
we need to calculate all of the 2E possible messages where E is the number of edges.
If our graphical models have loops or cycles as shown in Figure 2.2 (after moraliza-
tion), we can convert the graphical model into a tree, by clustering nodes together
as in Figure 2.2b. The obtained tree now contains nodes as cliques. The message
passing scheme can be applied to do inference on graphs. One of the most common
algorithms is called the junction tree algorithm (see (Jordan, 2003, Chapter 17),
(Koller and Friedman, 2009, Chapter 11), and (Barber, 2012, Chapter 6) for the
detailed presentation).
When working with complex graphical models, the running time of exact algorithms
usually increases exponentially with the induced width of the graph. Furthermore,
if some of the nodes are continuous random variables, the integrals of these vari-
ables usually cannot be obtained in closed form. Therefore, approximate inference
provides a tractable solution for inference problems on graphical models. There
are two popular groups of approximate inference methods: sampling algorithms and
variational algorithms. In this section, we provide a brief summary of these methods.
We will elaborate on these methods with more details in Section 2.4.
Sampling algorithms provide a general methodology for probabilistic inference (Robert
and Casella, 2005). The central idea of sampling-based methods is to evaluate the
quantity of interest by sampling corresponding probability distributions which are
computationally intractable. To sample from standard distributions, e.g. Uniform,
Beta, etc., inverse and transformation methods can be used, while rejection or im-
portance sampling methods allow us to sample from more complicated distributions.
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However, these methods suffer from high dimensionality of data which can be over-
come with a class of method called Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) including
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithms and Gibbs sampling as special cases. The com-
prehensive exposition of these methods might be found in numerous textbooks and
papers such as (Andrieu et al., 2003; Robert and Casella, 2005; Neal, 1993).
Variational algorithms, on the other hand, are another approximate inference meth-
ods based on the basic idea of casting a problem of computing probability distribu-
tion to an optimization problem. The optimization problem is typically formed to
minimise the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between proxy (approximate) distri-
bution and target (true) distribution. The simplest of the approximate distribution
is the mean-field approximation which decouples all the nodes (removing the edges).
The mean-field approximation introduces a lower bound on the likelihood which we
try to maximise. In this thesis we mainly ground our inference methods on this
variational framework. Hence we will develop the detailed presentation in Section
2.4 with complementary recommended readings include (Wainwright and Jordan,
2008; Jaakkola, 2000; Beal, 2003)
Learning. While the main goal of inference problems is to infer the marginal or
conditional probability for a known structure and known joint distribution graphical
model, the goal of learning is to construct the distributions of random variables and
the dependency structure between them. Depending on the availability of observa-





Known Parameters Parameters and Hidden Nodes
Unknown Parameters and Structure Parameters, Hidden Nodes, and Structure
Table 2.1: Four classes of learning problems with graphical models. Given observed
data, we need to learn three elements: parameters, hidden nodes, and structure.
The elements to be learned depend on the availability of structure and observability
data.
When the structure is known, the main objective of learning becomes a parameter
estimation problem which essentially exploits the inference algorithms described
earlier. The main algorithms to learn parameters include maximum likelihood es-
timates (MLE) or maximum a posteriori estimates (MAP) when the data are fully
observed or the Expectation Maximization (EM) when there are latent variables
(Murphy, 2012; Koller and Friedman, 2009). On the other hand, when the structure
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is unknown, it becomes a structure learning problem which is much harder to solve.
The key idea is to learn (iteratively) the structure then to learn the parameters.
When the structure is defined, the learning problem becomes a known structure.
Let us consider the case when the structure is unknown, but the data is fully observed.
One can consider a fully connected graph, but this will introduce an overwhelming
number of parameters. Another solution is to search for the highest scoring graph
where the scoring function is defined to maximise the posterior of the graph given
data (Murphy, 2001). The hardest case of all is when the structure is unknown, and
part of nodes are unobserved. There are a limit number of researches addressing
these challenges. One possible approach is first to use Laplace approximation to
learn the parameter of hidden variables which now turn the problem to the unknown
structure and fully observed (Heckerman, 2008; Chickering and Heckerman, 1997).
In this thesis, we only work with the parameter estimation problems where the
structure is known in advance.
2.2 Exponential Family
In this section we summarise exponential families, a broad class of probability distri-
butions which are popular in statistics and machine learning literature. Furthermore,
they are closely related to graphical models in which many popular models can be
represented through exponential families.
2.2.1 Exponential Family of Distributions
Definition and properties. Let x be a random variable taking value in the
domain X and T be a vector-valued function T : X → Rd so that T (x) is d-
dimensional vector. Let θ, also in Rd, denote the parameter. We represent the inner
product between two vectors x,y in Rd by 〈x,y〉 = xTy. The probability density
for exponential family with respect to base measure µ is defined as
p(x | θ) = exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)} , (2.5)
where A (θ) is simply a normalization term to make P (x | θ) sums up to one and
A (θ) = ln
{ˆ
X
exp (〈θ, T (x)〉) dµ (x)
}
.
The entity A (θ) is called log-partition function or cumulant function while the
vector T (x) is usually referred to as feature function or sufficient statistics. When
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normalization constant A (θ) can be ignored, one can write
p(x | θ) ∝ exp {〈θ, T (x)〉} .
As an example, consider a finite set X and θ = 0 (the zero vector). Then 〈θ, T (x)〉 =
0 (scalar zero), hence p(x | θ) ∝ 1 is the uniform distribution. The log-partition
function A(θ) in this case becomes A(0) = log |X | where |X | is the cardinality of
set X .
So far, we have conveniently ignored the constraints on θ so that A (θ) does not
diverge, that is
´
X exp (〈θ, T (x)〉) dµ (x) < ∞. While this is always true for finite
discrete random variable x, care needs to be taken if the domain X is continuous,
or discrete but infinitely countable. In the general case, the parameter θ should be
viewed as restricted to the set Θ =
{
θ ∈ Rd | ´X exp (〈θ, T (x)〉) dµ (x) <∞
}
.
Remark. In some settings, it is convenient to define a base function h : X → R+
which is induced from base measure µ (x) and defined
p(x | θ) = h (x) exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)} . (2.6)
In most cases, adding the term h (x) does not change the nature of the problem that
we are dealing with. We thus assume h (x) = 1 in most of the following discussion,
and will explicitly call out h (x) when we need to.
The log-partition function plays an important role while learning with exponential
families. We now look a deeper exploration of the properties of this function. One
of the most important properties of function A is the convexity which states that its
first and second order partial derivatives are the expectation and covariance matrix
of the feature vector, respectively
∂A (θ)
∂θ
= E [T (x)]p(x|θ) , and
∂2A (θ)
∂θ∂θ>
= Cov [T (x)] p(x|θ). (2.7)
Since the covariance matrix is always semi-definite, i.e., ∂2A(θ)
∂θ∂θ>  0, the log partition
function A (θ) is convex. Furthermore, the partial derivatives of the likelihood and
the log-likelihood also have the closed form, involving the difference between the
empirical feature vector, (T (x)), and its expectation, E [T (x)]p(x|θ).
∂p (x | θ)
∂θ
= p (x | θ)
(
T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ)
)
∂ ln p (x | θ)
∂θ
= T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ)





= −Cov [T (x)] p(x|θ).
The proofs for these properties are presented in Appendix A.1.
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Exponential families as conjugate priors. In some situations, especially in
Bayesian analysis, we are interested in the posterior of the parameter p(θ | x) for
a certain prior p (θ | η). It turns out that if the likelihood p(x | θ) follows an
exponential family form as in Equation (2.5), then the conjugate prior p (θ | η) can
also be established as an exponential family with the sufficient statistics[θ;−A (θ)]
as follows5
p(θ | η) = exp {〈η, [θ;−A (θ)]〉 −B (η)} , (2.8)
where η = [ηc; ησ] is the hyperparameter vector. Note that ηc ∈ Rd, ησ is a scalar,
and thus η ∈ Rd+1. Since the conjugate prior p(θ | η) is also an exponential family,
the following property holds (c.f. Equation (2.7))
∂B (η)
∂η
= E [θ;−A (θ)]p(θ|η) (2.9)
We can then show that the posterior p(θ | x) is in the same exponential family form
with the prior p(θ | η). First, examining the joint distribution for θ and x:
p (θ,x | η) = p (x | θ) p (θ | η)
= h (x) exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)}h (θ) exp {〈η, [θ;−A (θ)]〉 −B (η)}
= h (x)h (θ) exp {〈[T (θ) ; 1] , [θ;−A (θ)]〉} exp {〈η, [θ;−A (θ)]〉 −B (η)}
= h (x)h (θ) exp {〈ηc + T (θ) ; ησ + 1, [θ;−A (θ)]〉 −B (η)} .
The posterior is obtained as follows
p (θ | x,η) = p (θ,x | η)
p (x | η) = h (θ)
h (x)
p (x | η) exp
{〈






= h (θ) exp
{〈












= B (η)− ln h (x) + ln p (x | η) .
The following results6 are also hold for the conjugate pair of exponential family
p(θ | x) and p (θ | η) in Equations (2.5) and (2.8) after observing n samples x1:n




























where x1:n , {x1, . . . ,xn} s.t x1, . . . ,xn are i.d.d. samples of variable x; the hyper-
parameters η[n] = [ηc +
∑n
i=1 T (xi) ; ησ + n]; and η[new] =
[
η[n]c + T (xnew) ; η[n]σ + 1
]
.
5We use the column vector convention in this manuscript. The matlab-style is used to concat-
enate two vectors, i.e., [a; b] denotes a vector stacked from two vectors a and b.
6Here the base function h (x) is presented for completeness.
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2.2.2 Maximum Entropy and Exponential Representation
It is interesting that the exponential family naturally connects to the principle of
maximum entropy which was proposed by Jaynes in the 1950s (Jaynes, 1957, 1982).
The maximum entropy principle states that given some constraints about a prob-
ability distribution P , the probability distribution which best reflects information
encoded in the constraints is the one with maximum entropy. This principle is based
on a functional of the probability density function p with respect to base measure
µ, known as Shannon entropy:
H (p) = −
ˆ
X
p (x) ln p (x)µ (dx) .
Let P be the set of all probability distributions over the random variable x. As-
suming T : X → Rd is the usual feature mapping and a fixed vector α ∈ Rd. The
principle of maximum entropy is essentially an optimization problem
maximize H (p)
subject to E [T (x)]p = α, and
ˆ
X
p (x)µ (dx) = 1,
where p ∈ P is a probability distribution density over the random variable x. The
solution for the above constrained optimization problem indeed is an exponential
family, summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. (Cover and Thomas, 2006) For θ ∈ Rd, let P be the probability
distribution with density
p(x | θ) = exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)} , and
A (θ) = ln
{ˆ
X
exp (〈θ, T (x)〉) dµ (x)
}
,
with respect to the measure µ and E [T (x)]p = α, then p(x | θ) is the unique solution
that maximizes H (p).
Proof. See (Cover and Thomas, 2006, page 410-411)
2.2.3 Graphical Models as Exponential Families
We now discuss the connection between exponential families and graphical mod-
els. There are many graphical models which can be represented via an exponential
family form. Recall that joint distributions in graphical models are factorized into
product of functions as in Equations (2.1) and (2.3). If each of these functions is in
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exponential form, the joint distribution will then be in exponential form due to its
log-linearity property. Therefore, the theory and properties exponential family can
be directly applied to a majority of graphical models. We present a few well-known
cases.
Example 2.2. Let us consider a directed graphical model, called Gaussian mixture
model. This model has a graphical model representation shown in Figure 2.4b. For
the sake of simplicity, however, the observation xi now is scalar7. The mean vector is
also a scalar µk, and the covariance matrix Σk becomes a scalar value σ2k representing
the variance. The indicator variable zi remains as categorical variable taking values
in {1, . . . K}. The distribution of this indicator variable can be expressed in the
exponential from with sufficient statistics {Ik (zi) , k = 1, . . . , K} where
Ik (zi) =
1 if zi = k0 otherwise ,
and the associated parameters {pi1, piK}. The exponential family forms to specify
distributions over these indicator variables are






= exp (〈pi, T (zi)〉) ,
where T (zi) = [Ik (zi) ; . . . ; IK (zi)] is the sufficient statistic vector, and pi = [pi1, . . . , piK ]
is the mixing proportion sharing among zi’s.
Conditioned on zi = k, each xi is a Gaussian with mean µk and variance σ2k. Each of
these conditionals can also be represented in exponential family form with sufficient










conditional distribution p (xi | zi) now reads












Ik (zi)θk, T (xi)
〉)
.
Combining these two distributions, the joint distribution for each pair of variables
(xi, zi) is also in exponential form as follows






Ik (zi)θk, T (xi)
〉)
∝ exp (〈θxzi , T (xi, zi)〉) ,
where θxzi =
[
pi;∑Kk=1 Ik (zi)θk] and T (xi, zi) = [T (zi) ;T (xi)]. As we can see, the
joint distribution now also can be rewritten in the exponential family form since it
is the product of exponential families
p (x1:n, z1:n) ∝
n∏
i=1
p (xi | zi) p (zi) .
7Note that we use normal letters to denote scalar variables while using bold letters for vectors..
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Example 2.3. Another example we would like to introduce is an undirected graph-
ical model. Let us revisit the graphical model presented in Figure 2.5a but the nodes
in this graph are now assumed to be modelled with a multivariate Gaussian distri-
bution, a.k.a. Gaussian Markov random field (Speed and Kiiveri, 1986). Suppose
that there are n nodes in our graphical model G (V,E). The model can be repres-
ented in exponential family form with the dimension d = 2n+ |E|, where |E| is the
number of edges in the graph. The sufficient statistics are {x1, . . . xn, x21, . . . x2n} ∪
{xi,j : i, j = 1, . . . , n, (xi, xj) ∈ E} which can be rewritten in two groups: a vector
x = (x1, . . . xn) and a symmetric matrix xxT. The multivariate Gaussian for rep-
resenting this graphical model has the mean µ ∈ Rn and the covariance matrix Σ
where Σij = 0 if (xi, xj) /∈ E. The exponential family form of this Gaussian Markov
random field now reads















is the component-wise inner product of two matrices (also called















Note that the graphical models which can be viewed as the exponential families
do not drop their flexibility. In Example 2.2, the nodes in the graphical model do
not need to belong to the same exponential family form. The exponential forms of
graphical models can be heterogeneous combinations of exponential family members.
2.2.4 Some popular exponential family distributions
We introduce in this subsection some popular distributions encountered throughout
this thesis via the language of exponential family.
2.2.4.1 Multinomial and Categorical distributions
Multinomial distribution defines a distribution on integer-valued random vector of
K dimension x = (x1, . . . , xK) representing event counts, where xk denotes the
number of times the k−th event occurs in N independent trials. The probability
mass function for this distributions is
p (x | µ) = h (x)µx11 · · ·µxKK ,
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where µ = (µ1, . . . , µK) satisfies
∑K
k=1 µk = 1. Each component µk represents the
probability of k-th event occurring. The base function h (x) is
Γ
(∑K
k=1 xk + 1
)
∏K
k=1 Γ (xk + 1)
= Γ (N + 1)∏K
k=1 Γ (xk + 1)
,
where Γ (·) is gamma function. We usually denote x ∼ Mult (µ). Incorporating the
constraints ∑Kk=1 µk = 1 and ∑Kk=1 xk = N into probability mass function to obtain
a minimal representation, we can rewrite the above probability mass function in the
exponential form as follows






























Denoting θk = ln µkln(1−∑K−1k=1 µk) = ln µkµK , the Multinomial distribution can be ex-
pressed in a new parameter set θ = (θ1, . . . , θK−1) as follows8
p (x | θ) = h (x) exp (〈x,θ〉 − A (θ)) ,






















Therefore, multinomial distribution is an exponential family distribution with suf-
ficient statistics T (x) = x and log-partition function A (θ) described in Equation
(2.10). Using the property of log-partition function in Equation (2.7), we have
E [x] = µ. The parameter set µ is usually called the mean parameter of multino-
mial distribution while θ is called the canonical natural parameter.
When x is a one-hot vector which consists of 0s in all components except a single 1,
i.e., N = 1, the probability distribution for this random vector is called Categorical.
We denoted x ∼ Cat(µ). Categorical can be viewed as a special case of Multinomial
distribution. In some cases, for convenience, we represent the random vector as
scalar index value of one-hot vector x, which has the support from 1 to K . The
probability mass function with mean parameter µ for Categorical can be simplified
to
p (x | µ) = µI1(x)1 · · ·µIK(x)K ,
8Note that the new presentation is minimal with (K − 1)–dimension, which can be extended to
K–dimension by setting θK = 0.
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since h (x) = 1. The representation with natural parameter is
p (x | θ) = exp (〈T (x) ,θ〉 − A (θ)) ,
where the sufficient statistics is a one-hot vector T (x) = [I1 (x) ; · · · ; IK (x)], while
the log-partition function A (θ) now reads









Dirichlet distribution, denoted as θ ∼ Dir (η), defines a distribution for random
variable θ belonging to a simplex ∆K−1 =
{
θ ∈ RK : ∑Kk=1 θk = 1, θk ≥ 0}. The
probability density function of a Dirichlet distribution with a K -dimensional para-
meter η is







k=1 ηk and ηk > 0. We can rewrite the exponential family form for this
density function as follows
p (θ | η) = exp (〈T (θ) ,η − 1〉 − A (η)) ,
where sufficient statistics T (θ) = [ln θ1; · · · ; ln θK ] and log-partition functionA (η) =∑K
k=1 ln Γ (ηk)− ln Γ (η0). Note that 1 denotes the one vector of K–dimension. Di-
richlet distribution possesses several interesting properties which are elegant and
computationally tractable for using as a fundamental block in Bayesian modelling.
Properties. First three useful properties of Dirichlet distribution include agglom-
eration (or aggregation), decimation, and neutrality. The proofs for these prop-
erties can be found in (Frigyik et al., 2010). Let us consider a random vector
x = [x1; . . . ;xK ] ∼ Dir (θ). If (I1, . . . , Ip) is a partition of set {1, . . . K}, the follow-
ing identity is satisfied∑
i∈I1










called agglomeration (or aggregation) property. While the decimation states that if
(τ1, τ2) ∼ Beta(θ1β1, θ2β2) where β1 + β2 = 1 then
[τ1x1, τ2x1, x2 . . . , xK ]) ∼ Dir(θ1β1, θ1β2, θ2, . . . , θK). (2.12)












which is simply a vector x with i–th
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component removed and scaled by the sum of the remain elements. We also have
the following property
x−k | xk ∼ (1− xk)Dir(θ−k),
where θ−k is the vector θ eliminating the k–th component.




, Var [θk] =
ηk (η0 − ηk)
η20 (η0 + 1)
, Cov [θk, θl] =
−ηkηl
η20 (η0 + 1)
.
One of the important properties is useful when working with variational inference
for Dirichlet distribution is expectation of the sufficient statistics
E [ln θk] = ψ (ηk)− ψ (η0) ,
where ψ (·) is the digamma function, the logarithmic derivative of the gamma func-
tion, i.e., ψ (·) = (ln Γ (·))′ = Γ
′ (·)
Γ(·) .
Conjugate prior. Dirichlet distribution is usually used as the prior distribution
for Multinomial (and Categorical) distribution(s) due to the conjugacy9. Consider
the case when n independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations x1:n =
{x1, . . . ,xn} generated from a Multinomial distribution with parameter θ, i.e., xi ∼
Mult (θ). Each of observation xi is a K–dimension where the k−th element is
denoted xik. We choose the prior for parameter θ as a Dirichlet distribution of
parameter η, i.e. θ ∼ Dir (η) . The posterior of parameter θ given the observations
x1:n is





where the posterior hyper-parameters η[n] is a vector with the k–th element η[n]k =
ηk +
∑n
i=1 xik. Specifically, if x is Categorical distribution then η
[n]
k = ηk +nk, where
nk is the number of observations with value k, i.e. nk =
∑n
i=1 Ik (xi). The predictive
and marginal likelihoods now are
predictive likelihood:p (y | x1:n,η) =

























Γ (yk + 1)
,








Γ (nxi + 1)∏K












9In Bayesian analysis, conjugacy is the relationship between two classes of distributions: prior
p (θ) and likelihood p (x | θ). It mentions that if the posterior distributions p (θ | x) are in the
same family as the prior probability distribution p (θ).
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where ny =
∑K
k=1 yk and nxi =
∑K
k=1 xik. When the observations follow the Categor-
ical distribution, we can obtain more simplified predictive and marginal likelihoods
as follows






∝ ηk + nk, (2.13)
















2.2.4.3 Generalized Dirichlet distribution
Generalized Dirichlet distribution (GD) is a generalization of the Dirichlet distribu-
tion endowed with a more general covariance structure which was first introduced
by (Connor and Mosiman, 1969). The density probability function of random vector
θ = (θ1, . . . , θK−1) and θK = 1−∑K−1l=1 θl in minimal canonical form is














k=1 B (ak, bk)
,
where a = (a1, . . . , ak−1), b = (b1, . . . , bk−1) are two vectors of (K − 1)–dimension;
and B (a, b) = Γ(a)Γ(b)Γ(a+b) is beta function. The above distribution also can be equi-
valently constructed as follows. If zk’s are i.i.d. random variables from Beta dis-
tributions, i.e., zk ∼ Beta (ak, bk) and θ1 = z1, . . . , θk = zk∏k−1l=1 (1− zl), then θ
is generalized Dirichlet distributed vector. We use the notation θ ∼ GD (a, b) to
denote that θ follows generalized Dirichlet distribution.
The generalized Dirichlet distribution p (θ) also complies to the exponential family
form as follows
p (θ | η) ∝ exp (〈η, T (θ)〉 − A (η)) ,
where the sufficient statistics is a vector of 2 (K − 1)–dimension
T (θ) =
[








and the natural parameters is 2 (K − 1)–dimension η = [η1;η2] where 10
η1 = [a1 − 1; . . . ; aK−1 − 1],
η2 = [b1 − (b2 + a2); . . . ; bK−2 − (bK−1 + aK−1); bK−1 − 1] .
10The inverse mapping is ak = η1k + 1, and bk = η2k + 1 +
∑K−1
l=k+1 (η1l + η2l − 1).
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B (ak, bk) .
When bk = ak+1 + bk+1 for k = 1, . . . , K − 2, a generalized Dirichlet distribution re-
duces to a Dirichlet distribution with the parameters [a1 − 1; . . . ; aK−1 − 1; bK−1 − 1]].









while the variance and covariance between two components of θ come with more
complicated structure than those of a Dirichlet distribution. It is shown that
(co)variance can be positive (Lochner, 1975) (note that the covariance between two
components of a Dirichlet distributed vector is always negative)
Var [θk] = E [θk]
(
ak + 1








Cov [θk, θl] = E [θl]
(
ak




al + bl + 1
− E [θk]
)
, l > k.
We can also compute the expectation of sufficient statistics as follows
E [ln θk] = ψ (ak)− ψ (ak + bk) +
k−1∑
l=1













(ψ (bl)− ψ (al + bl)) .
Conjugate prior. Similar to a Dirichlet distribution, a generalized Dirichlet dis-
tribution can be used as the conjugate prior for the likelihood x ∼ Mult (θ) or
x ∼ Cat (θ). The posterior is also a generalized Dirichlet distribution. The pos-
terior of parameter θ when observing n data point x1:n is now a generalized Dirichlet
with new hyper-parameters a[n], b[n] as





where the k–the element of vector a[n] and b[n], a[n]k = ak +
∑n







l=k+1 xil. We can also obtain the marginal and predictive likelihood as
follows



















marginal likelihood:p (x1:n | a, b) =
n∏
i=1
Γ (nxi + 1)∏K
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where nxi =
∑K




k are hyper-parameters of the posterior, which


















Generalized Dirichlet distribution is a conjugate prior for not only Multinomial but
also Categorical. The posterior for the conjugacy pair, generalized Dirichlet and
Categorical, is the same as Equation (2.14) except that the hyper-parameters are
a
[n]
k = ak + nk and b
[n]
k = bk + nl, where nk is the number of observations getting
value k, i.e. nk =
∑n
i=1 Ik (xi). The predictive and marginal likelihood are given as















marginal likelihood:p (x1:n | a, b) =
K−1∏
k=1




















2.3 Learning from Data with Bayesian Models
2.3.1 Bayesian Methods
One of the central problems when using graphical models is to estimate the model
parameters from data in the presence of the latent variables. There are broadly
two schools of thoughts regarding this problem. We can think each of these latent
variables as having a one particular, but unknown, value or an uncertainty quantity.
The former perspective is usually called frequentist approach, while the latter is
referred to as Bayesian approach, in which the parameters are not fixed values but
are considered as random variables which follow some probability distributions called
prior distributions. Some advantages of Bayesian approach include (Wasserman,
2013, Section 11.9), (Robert, 2007, Chapter 11), and (Neal, 2004)11:
• Providing a principled framework for combining prior information and ob-
served data. When new observations come, the previous posterior distribution
can be considered as a prior;
• Providing interpretable answers with appropriate variances of estimated para-
meters;
11Also see “A Defense of the Bayesian Choice” (Robert, 2007, Chapter 11) for an interesting
discussion on the choice for Bayesian methods.








Figure 2.8: Bayesian learning process includes four main phases: defining models
with priors, collecting observations, estimating the posteriors, and using the ob-
tained posteriors for predictions or making decisions.
• Providing an elegant mechanism to build up a broad range of graphical models
including hierarchical models, missing data problems.
However, there are also limitations associated with the Bayesian approach. Two
outstanding ones are:
• The question on how to choose good prior distributions, and
• The high computational cost incurred since computing the posterior is usually
intractable, especially for models with a large number of parameters.
In this thesis, we would like to handle the data at a large scale, which requires a
robust and resilient framework to represent the model, extract information, know-
ledge and perform reasoning. The Bayesian methodology provides a refined tool to
work within the umbrella of graphical models. Together, they allow us to develop
robust and scalable learning models for modern datasets. The learning process with
Bayesian paradigm can be summarised in Figure 2.8.
In the first step, we use the probabilistic and statistical languages such as graphical
models - as used in this thesis - to formulate our problem of interest. This might
include developing a (graphical) model that represents and expresses aspects of our
knowledge, e.g. independence assumptions, distributional forms. The model will
introduce a collection of unknown parameters. Since these parameters are uncertain
values, we need to describe their prior distributions which express our beliefs or
prior knowledge about the parameters. The observed data may be available in hand
or needed to collect and to pre-process (cleaning, wrangling, etc.).
The main bottleneck in Bayesian learning is, however, often related to the third
phase – computing posteriors which are the distributions for the parameters – given
the observed data. We can use these posteriors to predict, reason or to make de-
cisions.
The posterior distributions for the model parameters after observing data are com-















Figure 2.9: Conceptual level of Bayesian learning.
puted by combining the prior distributions with the likelihood using Bayes’ theorem
p (Θ | D) = p (Θ) p (D | Θ)
p (D) , (2.17)
where Θ denotes the parameter of a model; D is the observed data. Since the data
D observed and fixed, i.e., p (D) is a normalising constant, the above equation can
then be written as a proportionality
p (Θ | D) ∝ p (Θ) p (D | Θ) . (2.18)
To making prediction for a new data point y given the observed data D, one might
marginalise out the parameters as follows
p (y | D) =
ˆ
Θ
p (y | Θ) p (Θ | D) dΘ.
When computing posterior in Equation (2.17), we implicitly assume that the choice
of models already made. However, we are usually unsure which model is right or
the best. The schematic in Figure 2.9 shows the conceptual level of learning with
the Bayesian paradigm. In this diagram, we explicitly introduce model M as an
unknown entity. But how to choose the “right” model that most described our
observed data D? One popular solution is that we can compare models based on
the evidence, i.e., the marginal likelihood, for each model. The evidence is the
probability of the observed data D when we assume the model M
p (D |M) =
ˆ
Θ
p (D | Θ) p (Θ |M) . (2.19)
For two models M1 and M2, we prefer to choose the model that provides higher
marginal likelihood p (D |M). Also note that each model M may have a different
parameter space Θ.
Example 2.4. Let us reconsider Gaussian mixture model (GMM) introduced in
Figure 2.4b. In Section 2.1.1, GMM has three groups of (value) parameters: µk
and Σk - parameters for multivariate Gaussian distribution, and vector of mixing
proportion pi - which has the sum as one. In the context of Bayesian learning, we
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Bayesian Gaussian mixture models: (a) graphical model for Bayesian
Gaussian mixture model; (b) an example of using Gaussian mixture model to cluster
data: choosing the number of clusters K using model selection with training (valid-
ation) data has failed (adapted from (Liang and Klein, 2007)).
now assume that these parameters are random variables which have the probability
distribution as follows






where I is the identity matrix of the appropriate size. These probability distributions
for the parameters are called the priors. Data generation will remain as Equation
(2.2) with the covariance matrix Σk = (λτ)−1 I. The graphical models for Bayesian
Gaussian mixture models are depicted in Figure 2.10a.
In machine learning community, Gaussian mixture models are usually used to cluster
the data. One often chooses the number of clusters K in advance. The value of K
can be considered as a parameter which specifies the structure and complexity of
the model M in (2.19). One class of the methods to select the value K is to use
cross-validation which selects the model (in this case K) based on the likelihood of
validation set12. Another class referred to as Bayesian model selection uses marginal
likelihood or minimum description length as the metrics for evaluating the best-fit
model M . However, the strategies of model selection sometimes do not work. Let
us consider a clustering problem in Figure 2.10b, which was introduced in (Liang
and Klein, 2007). We would like to cluster (red) data points in 2-dimension real
values. In order to define the number of clusters, we use cross-validation method
and maximum likelihood as criteria for selecting the complexity of the model. Un-
fortunately, when we increase the number of clusters, the training likelihood also
12A validation set is a subset of training set which is not used for training a model.
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improves appropriately. In contrast, the test likelihood grows for some initial values
of K but declines after a certain number of clusters (K = 4). Furthermore, model
selection methods are usually costly, especially for learning with large-scale data-
sets, since we need to train our datasets on many candidate models to select the best
one. In streaming settings, when data come, we need to redo the model selection
step for the previously observed data. Hence, there is a pressing need for an eleg-
ant and efficient framework which can deal with model selection difficulties and, at
the same time, retain attractive properties of Bayesian learning such as conjugacy,
computational tractability, posterior consistency, etc. The Bayesian nonparamet-
rics introduced in the following section will summarise such a recent and elegant
framework for learning from data.
2.3.2 Bayesian Nonparametrics
We now summarise one of the notable streams of work in Bayesian nonparametrics,
Dirichlet processes, and its extensions which are powerful tools for modelling and
learning algorithms in the machine learning community in recent years. Dirichlet
process and clustering models using it as a fundamental component such as Dirich-
let process mixtures (DPM), Hierarchical Dirichlet processes, and nested Dirichlet
processes shall be respectively introduced.
2.3.2.1 Dirichlet process and Dirichlet process mixtures
Dirichlet process
A notable strand in both machine learning and statistics literature focuses on Bayesian
nonparametric models of which Dirichlet process is at the crux. Dirichlet process
and its existence were established by Ferguson in his seminal paper in 1973 (Fer-
guson, 1973). A Dirichlet process DP (α,H) is a distribution of a random probability
measure G over the measurable space (Θ,B) where H is a base probability measure
and α > 0 is the concentration parameter. A measure-theoretic definition (Ferguson,
1973) proceeds as follows.
Definition 2.5. (Dirichlet Process) Let (Θ,B) be a probability measure space, H
be a base probability measure and α is a positive scalar number. A random prob-
ability measure G is called a Dirichlet Process, denoted by G ∼ DP (α,H), if its
resultant measure on any finite partition A = {A1, . . . , An} of Θ follows a Dirichlet
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distribution
(G (A1) , . . . , G (An)) ∼ Dir (αH (A1) , . . . , αH (Ak)) . (2.20)
One intuitive way to interpret the Dirichlet Processes is through the Dirichlet distri-
bution using the decimation property discussed earlier in Equation (2.12). Starting
with one-dimensional θ, we wish to split it infinitely into (θ1, θ2) , (θ1, θ2, θ3) and so
on. In (Ferguson, 1973), Ferguson showed the construction of Dirichlet Process via
Gamma Process and Kolmogorov extension theorem. Later, Sethuraman proposed a
constructive approach using stick-breaking construction for Dirichlet Process in (Se-
thuraman, 1994). The existence of Dirichlet process can be stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.6. (Existence of Dirichlet process) For any base measure H on (Θ,B)
and concentration parameter α, there exists a unique stochastic process satisfies
Equation (2.20). This is the Dirichlet Process DP (α,H) given in Definition 2.5.
Properties. Once we have the Dirichlet process, we can obtain the following prop-
erties. Draws from a DP(α,H) is discrete. Precisely, it means there is always a
positive probability of drawing a certain sample, unlike continuous distributions
such as Gaussian where there is 0 probability for sampling any single number.
Although G is discrete and H may be continuous, G has the same support as that
of H. For instance, if H is a d–multivariate Gaussian then G is a distribution
over Rd; H is a Poisson then G is a distribution over non-negative integers and
so on. The marginal distribution of a realisation from a Dirichlet process, i.e., the
mean, becomes its base probability measure. We can formalise them in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.7. (Moments of Dirichlet process) The mean and variance of Dirichlet
process are
E [G (A)] = H(A) Var [G (A)] = H (A) (1−H (A))
α + 1 ,
where G ∼ DP(α,H), for any A ∈ B.
The Dirichlet process can be used as a conjugate prior for i.i.d. samples from its
realisation. The posterior distribution is then also a Dirichlet process and computed
as follows
Theorem 2.8. (Posterior distribution of Dirichlet process) Let G ∼ DP (α,H) and
θ1, . . . , θn ∼ G then the posterior over G is also a Dirichlet process, i.e.,
G | θ1, . . . , θN ∼ DP
(
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The above theorem can be restated in a different view which is sometimes useful
for developing inference algorithms for Dirichlet process-based models, especially in
clustering applications.
Theorem 2.9. (Mixed representation for DP posterior) Let G ∼ DP (α,H) and
θ1, . . . , θn ∼ G , which are grouped into K distinct values, denoted as φ1, . . . , φK, and
nk be the count of samples equal to φk, i.e. nk =
∑n
i=1 Iφk (θi), under the assumption





where (β1, . . . , βK , βr) ∼ Dir (n1, . . . , nK , α) and Gr is also the Dirichlet process with
the same parameters, i.e. Gr ∼ DP (α,H).
From the definition of Dirichlet process and the property of negative correlation
between any two elements of a draw from a Dirichlet distribution, the probabilities
of any two disjoint sets in a Dirichlet process have a negative correlation.
The original definition and representation by (Ferguson, 1973) in Equation (2.20)
sometimes are not convenient to work with when using for analysis and inference
in a Bayesian setting. Three other representations provide more flexibility than its
original description when dealing with Dirichlet process as summarized below.
Pólya’s urn scheme
The Pólya’s urns scheme was introduced by (Blackwell and MacQueen, 1973), there-
fore also called Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme. From the posterior obtained in
Theorem 2.8, we can compute the predictive likelihood of a new observation θn+1 as
follows
θn+1 | θ1:n ∼ α




α + nδθi , (2.21)
The above result can be obtained using predictive likelihood of Dirichlet distribution
in Equation (2.13). Random variables θ1:n can be grouped into Kn < n distinct
values and denoted as φ1:K , {φ1, . . . , φK}. Equation (2.21) can be rewritten as
follows
θn+1 | θ1:n, α,H ∼ α




α + nδφk , (2.22)
where nk is the number of elements θi in group k, sharing the same value φk. The
clustering effect of Dirichlet Process also becomes apparent since the predictive dis-
tribution places a mass of nk at the k–th position, which implies this position is more
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likely to be observed if several examples at this point were seen previously. Since the
probabilities of drawing θ1:n are 1, 2α+1 , . . . ,
α
α+n−1 respectively, the expected value











Var [Kn] = α (ψ (α + n)− ψ (α)) + α2
(
ψ








The number of distinct groups (also called clusters), Kn, has a logarithmic growth
with the number of samples n . Theorem 2.10 describes the conditional probability
of the number of distinct values K given the number of observed data points n
and concentration parameter α. Notice that α play a role to control the number of
clusters directly, a larger α implies a greater number of clusters a prior.
Theorem 2.10. (Antoniak, 1974) Let G ∼ DP (α,H) and θ1, . . . , θn be n i.i.d.
samples from G . These θ’s values can be grouped into K clusters where 1 ≤ K ≤ n.
The conditional probability of K given α and N is
p(K = k | α,N) = αk Γ(α)Γ(α +N)Stirl(N, k), (2.23)
where Stirl(N, k) is the unsigned Stirling number of the first kind (Hsu and Shiue,
1998; Buntine and Hutter, 2010).
Chinese restaurant process
The above Pólya’s urns scheme provides a good intuition as to why a Dirichlet
process can impose a clustering structure on its samples θ1:n. Another representation
that can be directly linked to the Pólya’s urns scheme was provided by (Aldous,
1985) called Chinese restaurant process (CRP)13. The CRP introduces the clustering
structure explicitly by defining a distribution over partitions of n points.
More specifically, this representation explicitly presents a set of latent variables z1:n
which are the indicator variables denoting the cluster label for each sample data θi.
The following metaphor can describe this scheme. Let us assume that there is a
(Chinese) restaurant with an unlimited number of tables each of which has infinite
seating space. The indicator variable zi denotes the table (i.e. cluster) number of the
customer i-th. We start with an empty restaurant in which the first customer always
sits at table 1, i.e. z1 = 1. When the customer n+1 arrives at the restaurant with K
occupied tables, s/he then either chooses a new table with a probability proportional
to α or any existing table with probability proportional to the number of customers
sitting at that table. The Chinese restaurant process analogy is illustrated in Fig
13Indeed, the name of CRP is coined by Jim Pitman and Lester Dubins (Aldous, 1985).
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2.11. From this process, we can induce the predictive distribution over indicator
variable zn+1 as follows
p(zn+1 | z1:n) ∝
nk if zn = k and 1 ≤ k ≤ Kα if zn = K + 1 , (2.24)
which we will denote as zn+1∼CRP (α | z1:n).
Figure 2.11: After n customers have entered a restaurant, K tables are occupied.
Each table k is associated a parameter φk which is drawn from base probability meas-
ure H. The incoming customer n+ 1 will choose a table to sit with the probability
described in Equation (2.24).
Stick-breaking construction
It is still not very clear one can explicitly represent a Dirichlet process which can be
implemented in a computer program. Fortunately, in the 1990s, Sethuraman (Seth-
uraman, 1994) introduce an alternative way to construct Dirichlet process through a
process called stick-breaking construction. This new constructive definition provides
a clearer view on the discreteness of a Dirichlet process as well as allowing compu-
tational methods to be developed.
This process recursively starts with a stick of length one, which is then randomly
split into two parts, keep the first part called pi1. We repeat the same procedure to
the remaining part and continue the process infinitely. At each step, the random




(1− vl), vk ∼ Beta(1, α).
The infinite sequence of weights pi = {pik}∞k=1 is said to be distributed according
to a GEM (Griffiths-Engen-McCloskey) process (Pitman, 2002), denoted by pi ∼
GEM(α). Due to property of Beta distribution, the expected length for each stick
length pik is E [pik] = α
k−1
(1+α)k . The Dirichlet process realisation G is a discrete random
probability distribution which is now constructed from above stick lengths pik’s as






where φk’s are i.i.d. sampled from the base probability measure H, i.e., φk ∼ H,
which are called atoms.
Dirichlet process mixture model (DPM)
Due to its discreteness, the Dirichlet process is often not applied directly to model
data (e.g., it is unable to model continuous data). Alternatively, it can be adequately
used as a nonparametric prior on the mixture components θ, which in turn serves
as the parameters within another likelihood function F to generate data - a model
which is known as Dirichlet process mixture model (DPM) (Antoniak, 1974; Escobar
and West, 1995).
Before introducing the DPM model in detail, we proceed to review the Bayesian
Gaussian mixture model in Example 2.4. In this model, the mixing proportion pi
is a random variable of fixed K–dimension and is endowed with a Dirichlet prior
distribution. Instead of using a parametric prior whose limitation is shown in Section
2.3.1, Dirichlet process mixture model uses Dirichlet process as a prior. Furthermore,
it is convenient that Dirichlet process also induces infinite collection of “atoms”
which will be managed as the prior for data generation. Note that in Bayesian
Gaussian mixture model in Example 2.4, we use a Normal-Gamma distribution as
the prior. It can be recognised that Dirichlet process provides an elegant prior for
modelling with mixture models since its base measure H can be flexibly chosen.
To make it precise, we now present the generative processes and graphical mod-
els for a DPM. We use three views on the Dirichlet process to develop different
representations for DPM. Suppose that we want to model a set of observations
x1:n , {x1, . . . , xn} which are generated from a corresponding set of (latent) para-
meters θ1:n , {θ1, . . . , θn}. Each parameter is drawn from the realization G of a
Dirichlet process, whereas each observation xi follows a distribution of parameter
θi, e.g. F (θi). Using Pólya’s urns view, we can summarize the generative process
for DPM as follows
G ∼ DP (α,H) , θi ∼ G, xi ∼ F (θi) . (2.26)
This view does not reflect the clustering characteristic of DPM since it is not clearly
present the ties between parameters θi’s. However we can introduce the indicator
variables zi for each data point xi which indicates the cluster label the data point
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belongs to. Moreover, since multiple θi ’s can simultaneously take on the same value,
we also introduce the distinct values for θi’s as φ1:K , {φ1, . . . , φK}, where K is the







φzi if zi ≤ Ki−1φnew otherwise , xi ∼ F (θi) , (2.27)
where φnew ∼ H. The usual representation of mixture models for DPM, e.g. Bayesian
Gaussian mixture model, can be obtained using the stick-breaking representation in
2.25 as follows
pi ∼ GEM (α) , φk ∼ H, zi ∼ Cat (pi) , xi ∼ F (φzi) . (2.28)
From the above construction, DPM yields an infinite mixture model representation:
p (x | α, λ) =
∞∑
k=1
pikg (x | λ) , (2.29)
where g (x | λ) = ´
φ
f (x | φ)h (φ | λ) dφ and f, h denote the density functions for F
and H respectively. However, since the expected number of atoms has logarithmic
growth respect to the number of observations n; and pik’s decrease exponentially,
there is a small number of clusters will be used to model the data a priori. Dirichlet
process mixture models have been embraced with great success and enthusiasm
recently (Gelfand et al., 2005; Neal, 2000). The crucial advantage is its ability to
naturally address the problem of model selection - a major obstacle encountered
in many parametric mixture modelling approaches, such as the Gaussian mixture
models whose number of mixtures cannot be specified apriori in a principled way.
Figure 2.12 shows graphical model for DPM.
One useful result which has been proved by (Ishwaran and Zarepour, 2002), which
shows that DPM can be viewed as the limiting case of their finite counterpart models.
Theorem 2.11. (Ishwaran and Zarepour, 2002) In a finite setting, let φk ∼ H,
pi = pi1:K ∼ Dir (α) and finite mixture model G(K) , ∑Kk=1 pikδφk . Consider the
realization of Dirichlet process defined in Equation (2.25) and let f (φ) be a meas-
urable function and integrable with respect to H, then
ˆ
f (φ) dG(K) (φ) d−→
ˆ
f (φ) dG (φ) ,
as K →∞, and d−→ denotes convergence in distribution.
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(a) Generative view (b) Stick-breaking view
Figure 2.12: Graphical presentations for Dirichlet Process Mixture model: (a) Gen-
erative process in Equation (2.26) which is directly represented in the figure. Gener-
ative process in Equation (2.27) is also depicted by this graphical representation but
need to include details about CRP distribution; (b) This graphical model illustrates
the generative process in Equation (2.28).
2.3.2.2 Advanced Dirichlet process-based models
To model multiple datasets which are related, MacEachern (MacEachern, 1999)
proposed a general framework called dependent Dirichlet processes for coupling mul-
tiple Dirichlet processes in a certain way to leverage connection between correlated
datasets. The mechanism for coupling DPs depends on the assumption of natural
dependencies between datasets. Following the idea in this framework, there are sev-
eral popular models introduced and applied to real-world problems. In the following
sections, we present two of these models including the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
(HDP), and nested Dirichlet Process (nDP) which serve as the key existing models
upon which the work of this thesis is built.
Hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP)
Let us consider the case when we have a corpus of J documents where there are Nj in
the documents j-th. With the assumption that each document is related to several
topics, we can model each document as a mixture of latent topics with Dirichlet
process mixture model. Though topics in different documents may be different,
documents usually share some of the topics each other. There is a need to model
this topic sharing phenomenon which is the motivation for hierarchical Dirichlet
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.13: Graphical model for hierarchical Dirichlet process: (a) The generative
view where G0 is the realisation of Dirichlet process with concentration γ and base
measure H while each j–th document is modelled by a mixture with Gj prior - again
a Dirichlet process realisation with concentration α; (b) The Chinese restaurant
franchise representation which is a similar metaphor with Chinese restaurant process
for Dirichlet process. In this view, there are two collections of indicator variables
zji’s indicating the chosen table of data point xji while cji denoting the arranged
dish of table t in restaurant j; (c) The constructive representation of HDP using
stick-breaking scheme with latent topic indicators zji’s. In this view, pij represents
topic proportions of j–th document while β are topic proportions of the corpus.
process (HDP) models. In HDP, the topics among documents are coupled using
another Dirichlet process mixture.
Hierarchical Dirichlet processes were first introduced by (Teh et al., 2006). Formally,
an HDP is a distribution (G0 is a sample of this distribution) over a set of random
probability measures over (Θ,B), Gj j = 1, . . . , J , which again is a Dirichlet pro-
cess (i.e. distribution) over each group of data. Figure 2.13 depicts graphical model
for HDP in generative view and stick breaking view. The generative representation
is described as follows
G0 ∼ DP (γ,H) , Gj ∼ DP (α,G0) ,
θji ∼ Gj, xji ∼ F (θji) . (2.30)
For Dirichlet process mixture models, we used the metaphor Chinese restaurant
process to generate a representation of it. We also have a similar analogy called
Chinese restaurant franchise which includes J restaurants. Each restaurant has a
capacity infinite the number of tables, each of which will choose a dish. The dishes
will be shared among these restaurants. In this representation, we introduce two
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sets of indicator variables: zji’s defining the table label that the i–th customer in
restaurant j (xji) sat. Each table in a restaurant will be assigned an index value t;
cjt, the t–th table in restaurant j, indicates the dish label has been chosen for that
table. Combining the values of two index variables zji and cjzzji , we can identify the
dish a customer i at restaurant j will eat. We can summarise the generative process
as follows
zji ∼ CRP (α | z−ji) , cjt ∼ CRP (α | c−jt) , xji ∼ F (φcjzji ). (2.31)
Using the stick-breaking representation of Dirichlet process, we represent the stick-
breaking construction for HDP as follows








zij ∼ pij, xji ∼ F (φzji).
Note that pij is sampled from a Dirichlet process not from a GEM process because
it not only depends on the concentration at document level α but also depends on















For this construction, we can obtain the expectation of each mixing proportion for
document j as E [pijk] = βk, which means that if βk is large then the pijk’s will likely
be large for every j.
Nested Dirichlet processes (nDP)
Coupling Dirichlet processes in a manner like HDP may not be applied in some
applications. For instance, if one would like to model the distribution of the people
heights in a suburb, s/he can use (Gaussian) mixture models or nonparametric
counterpart, Dirichlet process mixture model. Furthermore, s/he has an idea to
model for all suburbs around Australia where people heights in the suburbs can
share the information (e.g., because Asian people will have similar heights across
suburbs and so forth). HDP can be a good candidature for model choice. However,
she observes that some suburbs can have similar structure (e.g. the same number of
groups and heights) whilst HDP can only model sharing clusters between suburbs,
not the whole mixture (i.e., not only we would like to share the statistical strengths
across suburbs, it is desirable to cluster suburbs as well). Nested Dirichlet process
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Graphical model for nested Dirichlet process (a) Generative view for
nDP where the Dirichlet process is used as a base measure for another Dirichlet
process; (b) Constructive view of nDP using stick-breaking scheme with mixture
indicator dj which index the Dirichlet process realisation of group j and latent topic
indicators zji’s combining with indicator dj to determine the atom to generate data,
i.e., φdjzji .
(nDP) (Rodriguez et al., 2008) was introduced in 2008 to handle this. We will first
present the formal definition of nDP and then explain the difference between HDP
and nDP.
Conceptually, in a nested DP, the base measure itself is another DP. Figure 2.14
depicts graphical model for nDP. The generative representation of nDP can be de-
scribed as follows
G ∼ DP (α,DP (γ,H)) , θji ∼ Gj, xji ∼ F (θji) ,
Its stick-breaking construction proceeds as follows:



















Nested Dirichlet process is developed to couple documents in hierarchical modelling.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: Comparing stick-breaking representation with 3 groups of dataset
between: (a) sticks generated by HDP model; (b) sticks generated by nDP model.
In the HDP case, there is a unique base measure G0, and G1, G2, G3 share the atoms
of G0 but the weights vary among these distributions. In nDP case, there is four
active base measures G∗1, . . . , G∗4; G1 and G3 are identical to G∗1 while G2 is duplicate
G∗4.
The model introduces the correlation between two documents and two atoms as well.
Cov [Gi, Gj] = Cov [Gi (A) , Gj (A)] =
1
1 + α,
Cov [θji, θj′i′ ] =

1





Comparison between HDP and nDP
In HDP, Gj’s share all atoms of unique base measure G0. In the left side of Figure
2.1514, the distributions G1, G2, G3 share the same atoms which are realised in meas-
ure G0. The stick-breaking weights of these distributions are different. Meanwhile,
as shown in right side of the figure, the distributions are either the same or entirely
different atoms and weights.
14This figure imitates Figure 1 in (Rodriguez et al., 2008)
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To conclude this section, we introduce here a useful result regarding HDP (Teh et al.,
2006; Buntine and Hutter, 2010) to be used to derive inference for the proposed
models in following chapters.
Lemma 2.12. Let us consider the HDP model as described in Equation (2.32) and
θj1, . . . θjNj be i.d.d. samples from Gj for all j = 1, . . . , J . All of these samples of
each group Gj is grouped intoMj factors ψj1, . . . , ψjMj . These factors from all groups
can be grouped into K sharing atoms φ1, . . . , φK. Then the posterior distributions
stick-breaking of G0(denoted as β = (β1, . . . , βK , βnew)) and Gj’s (denoted as pij =
(pij1, . . . , pijK , pinew)) are





i=1 1 (ψji = φk) is the number of factors from all groups Gj
associated with atom k, and
(pij1, . . . , pijK , pinew) ∼ Dir (αβ1 + nj1, . . . , αβK + njK , αβnew) . (2.34)
2.4 Approximate Inference for Graphical Models
We have discussed how to form a graphical model to learn from data in Bayesian
settings, particularly in Bayesian nonparametric formalisation. Once we observed
data and define the structure of data with the introduction of latent nodes, we need
to learn the model parameters from data. However, exact methods for inference and
learning with graphical models in Section 2.1.2 are often not applicable for models
with high complexity and a massive amount of observed data. Before going into
details, let us recall that the main problem of Bayesian learning is to evaluate the
posterior given observations as in Equation (2.18)
p (Θ | D) ∝ p (Θ) p (D | Θ) .
The primary goal of Bayesian learning is to obtain this posterior. In this section, we
briefly introduce two main streams for approximate inference for graphical models:
variational Bayes (VB) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). For each line of
methodology, we form our review into two parts: general framework and examples
applied to some specific models relevant to work carried out in this thesis.
2.4.1 Variational inference
In variational Bayes framework, the intractable posterior p (Θ | D) will be approx-
imated with a tractable distribution q (Θ). We usually use the Kullback–Leibler
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divergence to evaluate the difference between two distributions, q (Θ) and p (Θ | D).
The posterior computation now becomes an optimization problem of finding q (Θ)
that minimises the Kullback–Leibler divergence between q(Θ) and p (Θ | D).
Let us consider KL divergence between approximation distribution q (Θ) and tar-
get distribution p (Θ | D), denoted KL (q | p), now our goal is to find q (Θ) that
minimises
KL (q | p) = −
ˆ
q (Θ) ln p (Θ | D)
q (Θ) dΘ = −
ˆ
q (Θ) ln p (Θ,D)
q (Θ) p (D)dΘ
= −F (q (Θ) , p (Θ,D)) + ln p (D) ,
where
F (q (Θ) , p (Θ,D)) =
ˆ
q (Θ) ln p (Θ,D)
q (Θ) dΘ = E [ln p (Θ,D)]− E [ln q (Θ)] .
Note that the expectation is computed with respect to q (Θ). In above equation,
the term p (D) is constant with respect to q (Θ). Therefore, F (q (Θ) , p (Θ,D))
maximization implies KL (q | p) minimization. This term is called Evidence Lower
BOund (ELBO) and denoted as F .
Naive mean-field approximation
There are several approaches to construct the tractable approximated distribution
q (Θ) which is also called the variational distribution. The most popular method
is naive mean-field approximation which assumes the total independence between
variables in models. We now further analyse the solution for optimization problem
with the objective ELBO function F (·). Without loss of generality, we can assume
that parameter set Θ includes m parameters, i.e., Θ , {θ1, . . . , θm}. The mean-field
assumption states that variational distribution q (Θ) is fully factorized as q (Θ) =∏m
i=1 q (θi). The ELBO can be written



























q (Θ) ln p (Θ,D)
q (Θ−i)
dΘ






where Θ−i is the parameter setΘ except θi, i.e., Θ−i = Θ\θi, and q (Θ−i) =∏
j 6=i q (θj) . In addition, here we introduce a new distribution p˜ (Θ,D), s.t.
ln p˜ (Θ,D) = E [ln p (Θ,D)]q−i =
ˆ
q (Θ−i) ln p (Θ,D) dΘ−i.
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Now suppose we keep the q (Θ−i) fixed and maximize F (·) in Equation (2.35) with
respect to distribution q (θi). Note that the second term in the RHS of Equation
(2.35) is constant w.r.t q (θi) and KL (· | ·) is non-negative. The maximal value of
F (·) is obtained when KL (· | ·) term is zero, which means
ln q (θi) ∝ ln p˜ (Θ,D) = E [ln p (Θ,D)]q−i . (2.36)
The proportional notation happens since p˜ (Θ,D) may be not a proper distribution.
Since we havem variables in our models, there are appropriatem updating equations
using the form of Equation (2.36).
The standard routine for naive mean-field variational inference starts by initializ-
ing all of the variational distributions q (θi)’s, then cycling through the variational
distribution of each variable q (θi) and replacing each before updating the next dis-
tribution. The convergence of this algorithm is guaranteed since ELBO function is
convex with respect to each variational distribution q (θi) when keeping the others
fixed (though ELBO is non-convex with respective to all variational distributions)
(Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004).
Variational inference for Dirichlet Process mixtures
Let us consider a particular application of variational inference for the Dirichlet pro-
cess mixture model described in Section 2.3.2.1. To our knowledge, this is also the
first specific application of the variational method to DP-based model, presented in
the work of (Blei and Jordan, 2006). The Dirichlet process mixture model defines
a probability distribution on data x as p (x | α, η) = ∑∞k=1 pik ´φ f (x | φ)h (φ | η) dφ
where pi is an infinite vector whose sum is unity. The parameters of the model are
Θ = {pi1:∞, φ1:∞} and observations are D = {x1, . . . , xn}. Computing the posterior
is intractable. Thus we use the variational framework to learn from the data. Since
the number of parameters in Θ is infinite, as suggested in (Blei and Jordan, 2006),
we truncate the dimension of pi and the number of active atoms φ to K. Note
that a GEM process becomes a generalized Dirichlet distribution when truncated
to K-dimension (Ishwaran and James, 2001). Therefore, we choose the variational
distribution for pi as generalized Dirichlet distribution p (pi | λpi1 ,λpi2 ) where λpi1 and
λpi2 are two vectors of (K − 1)–dimension. In this mixture model presentation, a set
of auxiliary variable z1:n is introduced as indicator variables. Each observation xi
is associated with an indicator variable zi which indicates the cluster that obser-
vation belongs to. The variational distribution for zi is Multinomial distribution.
Likelihood function is usually chosen as an exponential family
f (x | φ) = exp {〈φ, T (x)〉 − A (φ)} ,
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while its prior h (φ | η) is chosen to be a conjugate distribution for f (x | φ), i.e.,
h (φ | η) = exp {〈η, [φ;−A (φ)]〉 −B (η)} .
Now the set of parameters of the model Θ = {pi1:∞, φ1:∞, z1:n} has the variational
distribution at truncated level K as
q (Θ) = GD (pi | λpi1 ,λpi2 )
n∏
i=1












has the same form with the dis-
tribution of φ in the original model h (φ | η) but with different hyper-parameter.
Using the standard updating framework of variational inference in Equation (2.36),
we obtain the following updating equations for the variational distribution of pi











The indicator variables zi’s will be updated using the following equation
µzik ∝ exp (E [ln p (xi | φk)] + E [ln pik]) .





λφk = η +
n∑
i=1
µzik [T (xi) ; 1] .
Variational inference for Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
Using the variational framework, we are also able to develop the variational infer-
ence algorithm for Hierarchical Dirichlet process. The development will use the
Chinese restaurant franchise analogy in Equation (2.31). Following this represent-
ation, the posterior parameter now is Θ =
{
β,pi1:J , {zji}J,njj=1,i=1 {cjt}J,Tj=1,t=1 , φ1:K
}
.
The stick-length variables β, and pij’s are supposed to follow the generalized Di-
richlet distributions with K and T–dimension respectively (T–truncation applied
for all pij). Indicator variables zji’s and cjt’s are formalised with Multinomial dis-
tributions. Similar to Dirichlet process mixture models, we also use conjugate pairs
of exponential families to model the likelihood and prior of parameter φk. Thus the
variational distribution is
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where µzji’s are T–dimension parameters, while each µcjt has K–dimension. In this
variational distribution, two sets of variables β and pij’s are updated similarly but
with different statistics. The stick lengths for topic β use the statistics of indicator
variables cjt’s as















while the statistics of indicator variables zji’s are used to update the variational
distributions of pij’s























µcjtkE [ln p (xji | φk)] + E [ln pijt]
)
.




which accumulates the empirical expectation of sufficient statistics from all docu-
ments as follows








µzjit [T (xi) ; 1] .
2.4.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a class of sampling methods computing
expectations with respect to distributions. In Bayesian settings, this methodology
does not directly to calculate the posterior p (Θ | D) in Equation (2.18) but some
expectations with respect to this posterior, e.g. E [f (Θ)]p(Θ|D) for some function
f (·). In the context of simulation methods, the posterior distribution p (Θ | D) is
also called the target distribution. Although the target distribution is intractable
but sampling (drawing samples) from this distribution is doable and efficient. For
simple target distributions, when we have efficient methods to draw samples from
them, these methods are classified as Monte Carlo estimates. However, in most
of the cases, often in complex, high-dimensional systems, the samples cannot be
obtained directly from target distributions but the conditional distributions. We
can construct an ergodic Markov chain whose stationary distribution admits the
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target distribution and proceed the simulation on this chain. This scheme of the
methods is called Markov chain Monte Carlo methods.
In this section, we first review two essential concepts: Monte Carlo methods and
Markov chains Monte Carlo. Monte Carlo estimators which are based on independ-
ent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples are firstly introduced. Next, we briefly
describe how to draw dependent samples generated by a Markov chain simulation.
Under MCMC framework, we introduce two common algorithms for Bayesian pos-
terior inference, the Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampling algorithms. Finally,
we develop the sampling algorithms as examples for two Bayesian nonparametric
models introduced in previous sections: Dirichlet process mixture and Hierarchical
Dirichlet process.
2.4.2.1 Monte Carlo estimates from independent samples
Let θ be a random variable which has the probability density function p (θ) and
the mean E [θ] = µ, and θ1, . . . , θn be a sequence of i.i.d. random samples of the
distribution p (θ). When the number of samples n goes to infinity, i.e., n → ∞,
according to the Strong Law of Large Numbers (LLN), we have the sample average












This result immediately suggests that we can use the Monte Carlo method to ap-
proximate the expectation of random variables θ by drawing i.i.d. samples from
its distribution and compute a sample average. The convergence also guarantees
that we can obtain the expectation as much accurate as we want. In addition, for
measurable function f (·), we can also compute the expectation of the function with
respect to random variable θ as
E [f (θ)]p(θ) =
ˆ





where θi’s are i.i.d. samples from p (θ).
Monte Carlo estimators allow us to change the problem of integral computation to
the problem of simulation which is now more tractable. However, the conditions,
in which the samples can be mutually independently drawn from posterior distri-
butions, are difficult to satisfy in many Bayesian posterior inference settings. To
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, p (Θ,D)) . q (θ′ | θ): the proposal distribution.
Initialize the start state θ0























 . Compute acceptance probability.





> u then . Stochastically accept.
θt+1 ← θ′




return θ1, . . . , θn
end procedure
circumvent the mutually independent conditions of samples, Markov chain Monte
Carlo allows using mutually dependent samples form a Markov chain simulation.
2.4.2.2 Markov chain Monte Carlo
Markov chain is a discrete-time stochastic process which is memoryless. The memory-
less condition means that the future states of present state depend on that state but
are independent of past states conditioning on the current state . A Markov chain





the probability of transitioning from state θ to another state θ′ , both in S. Staring
from an initial state with a probability distribution p(0) (θ), a Markov chain evolves















Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for estimating the posterior p (Θ | D) is Markov

















p (θ | D) dθ,
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where θ, θ′ are realisations of the posterior p (Θ | D); and (2) the chain must con-
verge to a unique stationary distribution, i.e. ergodic, that is
p(t+1) (θ | D)→ p (θ | D) as t→∞, for any initial p(0) (θ) .
The second condition can be obtained with a reversible transition operator with















, ∀θ, θ′ ∈ S.
Many MCMC methods are constructed using reversible transition operators. Sim-
ulating a Markov chain with a unique stationary density p (Θ | D) and collecting
samples during its trajectory, we can use the Monte Carlo method to estimate the
expectation of a function f (Θ) with respect to the posterior p (Θ | D) as
E [f (Θ)] =
ˆ
S





where θi’s are samples collected during the trajectory of . All samples θi are not i.i.d,
they are sampled from ergodic and admitting the posterior as its stationary density.
Hence, the average of empirical functions converges to its expectation, according to










f (Θ) p (Θ | D) dΘ a.s.
Next we briefly describe two popular MCMC methods in Bayesian inference settings:
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampling and Gibbs sampling. For a thorough introduc-
tion to Markov chains, one might refer to (Robert and Casella, 2005; Andrieu et al.,
2003; Meyn and Tweedie, 2012).
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampling






which can be arbitrarily specified by the user and can be efficiently used to draw





, θ is the current state of the chain
while θ′ is the next state. The samples from the proposal distribution are not always















p (θ,D) q (θ′ | θ)
 .
We can summarise the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in Algorithm 2.1. The justi-
fication that the constructed Markov chain admits the posterior as stationary dis-
tribution can be found in (Robert and Casella, 2005).
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Algorithm 2.2 Gibbs sampling for Bayesian inference
procedure GibbsSampler(G, p (Θ,D)) . G: the graphical model.








for t← 1, n do
for i← 1, V do











return θ1, . . . , θn . θt is the collection of all parameter variables extracted from x(t)
end procedure
Gibbs sampling
Suppose that we have V variables Θ = {x1, . . . , xV } in our graphical models, the
Gibb sampling method draws samples of each variable using the conditional distri-
bution of current variable given the already sampled values of the rest. The Gibbs
sampling method can be considered as a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings
method in which we choose the proposal distributions as the conditional distribu-
tions. Thus the acceptance probability α
(
θ, θ
′) is always one. It is also be proved
that the Markov chain generated by the above routine will admit the posterior as
the stationary distribution if the chain is ergodic. A sufficient condition for Markov
chain induced by Gibbs sampling is ergodic is that all densities of conditional dis-
tributions exist and positive everywhere (Robert and Casella, 2005). The general
procedure for Gibbs sampling is described in Algorithm 2.2.
In the remainder of this section, we will introduce two Gibbs sampling algorithms
for learning and inference with Dirichlet process mixture models and Hierarchical
Dirichlet processes.
Gibbs sampling for Dirichlet process mixtures
Let us revisit the Dirichlet process mixture model in Section 2.3.2.1 using the Chinese
restaurant process in Equation (2.27). The parameter set for this model at itera-
tion t is Θ = {z1:n, φ1:Kt}, where Kt is the number of active clusters at the t-th
iteration. This set includes two groups of variables zi’s and φk’s. In order to derive
the Gibbs sampling inference algorithm for this model, we need to obtain the condi-
tional probabilities for these two sets of variables. First, we can have the conditional
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distributions for latent variables zi’s as follows
p (zi | z−i, φ1:Kt , x1:n) ∝ p (zi | z−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)
p (xi | zi, φ1:Kt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)
, (2.37)
where the term (1) is the Chinese restaurant distribution in Equation (2.24), in
which nk is the number of data points in cluster k among (n− 1) values of z−i. The
term (2) is p (xi | φzi) which is straightforward to compute if zi ≤ Kt. When xi gets
a new cluster, i.e. zi = Kt + 1, we can sample a new atom φnew from the prior p (φ)
and compute p (xi | φnew).
The conditional distributions for atom variables φk’s, given that latent variables zi’s
observed, are
p (φk | x1:n, z1:n, φ−k) ∝ p (x1:n, z1:n, φ−k, φk) = p (xφk | φk) p (φk) , (2.38)
where xφk = {xi : zi = k i = 1 . . . n} . If we choose p (x | φk) and p (φk) as a conjug-
ate pair of the exponential family, the density p (φk | x1:n, z1:n, φ−k) is also in expo-
nential family form which we can easily draw samples from. The Gibbs sampler for
DPM models iteratively draws samples from two sets of conditional distributions in
Equations (2.37) and (2.38).
Gibbs sampling for Hierarchical Dirichlet process
Gibbs sampler for HDP can be derived using the Chines restaurant franchise repres-
entation in Equation (2.31) in Section 2.3.2.2. Compared with DPM model, there
are two sets of indicator variable zji’s and cjt instead of one set of variables zji’s. The
atom variables φk’s have the conditional distributions similar to Dirichlet process
model but the statistics for computing posterior involving data from all groups, i.e.
xφk = {xji : zji = t, cjt = k ∀j, i, t} .
Before introducing the conditional distributions for indicator variables, we first de-
note some counting notations as follows: njt - the number of data points in document
j choosing table t; mjk - the number of tables in document j choosing the dish k.
While notations n−jijt and m
−jt
jk denote the above counting statistics but leaving out
observation xji or table t, respectively. Denoting c , {cjt : ∀j, t}, the conditional
distributions for of indicator variables zji’s at t–th iteration are computed as follows





where p (zji | z−ji) is CRP distribution for document j, which is
p (zji = t | z−ji) ∝
n
−ji








is computed similar to DPM model. While the values of cjt’s can
be drawn samples from their conditional distributions as








where xjt , {xji : zji = t∀i} is the collection of observations (customers) in docu-
ment j choosing table t. From the Chinese restaurant franchise representation of
HDP, we have
p (cjt = k | c−jt) ∝
m
−jt
jk if k ≤ K
γ otherwise
.
Other advanced strategies of Gibbs sampling methods can found in (Teh et al.,
2006).
2.5 Conclusion
Probabilistic graphical models provide the elegant tools to tackle challenging prob-
lems in machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI). In this chapter, we have
systematically reviewed how we can represent, inference, and learn with probabilis-
tic graphical models. One important class of distributions – the exponential family –
which is important to several research topics in statistics, machine learning and AI,
has also been introduced. Exponential families naturally provide a powerful mathe-
matical and statistical tool for many problems of our interest. Based on exponential
family representation, we can borrow established results from statistics community
to develop efficient inference and learning algorithms for our graphical models. We
narrowed our focus in this thesis to the Bayesian methodology which, to our belief,
is philosophically and naturally fitted to deal with learning and reasoning problems
in the big data era. We then introduced an emerging paradigm in Bayesian statis-
tics – the Bayesian nonparametrics – which can naturally deal with growing data
in modern datasets. In the following chapters, we introduce graphical models for
learning with complex data sources which are not only big in their sizes but also
growing with time.
Chapter 3
Bayesian Nonparametric Learning from
Heterogeneous Data Sources
We are entering the age of big data which are defined by the four V s dimensiondiscussed in Chapter 1. The main objective of this chapter is to develop a
statistical model and algorithms which can deal with the variety dimension in the
big data. The challenges are that these data not only present in massive amount but
also co-exist in heterogeneous forms of signals including texts, hypertexts, mages,
graphics, videos, speeches and so forth. For example, in dealing with social network
analysis, data present in the form of network connectivity accompanied by users’
profiles, their comments, and activities. In medical data analytics, the patient in-
formation usually co-exists with medical information such as diagnosis codes, demo-
graphics, and laboratory tests. This deluge of data requires advanced algorithms and
rich statistical tools for analysing and drawing insights. Machine learning provides
a set of methods that can automatically discover low-dimensional structures in data
which can be used for reasoning, making decision and predicting. Bayesian methods
are increasingly popular in machine learning due to their resilience to over-fitting.
Parametric models assume a finite number of parameters and this number needs
to be fixed in advance, hence hinders its practicality. Bayesian nonparametrics, on
the other hand, relax the assumption of parameter space to be infinite-dimensional,
thus the model complexity, e.g., the number of mixture components, can grow with
the data1.
Data usually present in heterogeneous sources. When dealing with multiple data
sources, existing models often treat them independently and thus cannot explicitly
model the correlation structures among data sources. To address this problem,
we propose a full Bayesian nonparametric approach to model correlation structures
among multiple and heterogeneous datasets. The proposed framework, first, induces
mixture distribution over primary data source using hierarchical Dirichlet processes
(HDP). Once conditioned on each atom (group) discovered in the previous step, con-
1This characteristic is usually called “let the data speak for itself”.
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text data sources are mutually independent, and each is generated from hierarchical
Dirichlet processes. In each specific application, which covariates constitute content
or context(s) is determined by the nature of data. We also derive the efficient in-
ference and exploit the conditional independence structure to propose (conditional)
parallel Gibbs sampling scheme. We demonstrate our model to address the problem
of latent activities discovery in pervasive computing using mobile data. We show
the advantage of utilising multiple data sources regarding exploratory analysis as
well as quantitative clustering performance.
Our aim is then to develop a full Bayesian nonparametric approach to model the
problem of multi-level and contextually related data sources and their correlation.
We use a stochastic process, being a Dirichlet Process (DP), to conditionally “index”
other stochastic processes. The model can be viewed as a generalisation of the hier-
archical Dirichlet process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006) and the nested Dirichlet process
(nDP) (Rodriguez et al., 2008). In fact, it provides an interesting interpretation
whereas, under a suitable parameterisation, integrating out the topic components
results in a nested DP, whereas integrating out the context components results in
a hierarchical DP. For simplicity, correlated data channels are referred as two cat-
egories: content and context(s). In each application, the modeller will define which
the covariates constitute content or context(s) based on the semantic and nature
of collected data. For instance, in pervasive computing application, we choose the
bluetooth co-location of the user as content while contexts are time and location.
Our main contributions in this chapter include: (1) a Bayesian nonparamet-
ric approach to model multiple naturally correlated data channels in different areas
of real-world applications such as pervasive computing, analysis of electronic med-
ical record data and so forth; (2) a derivation of efficient parallel inference with
Gibbs sampling for multiple contexts; (3) a novel application on understanding lat-
ent activities contextually dependent on time and place from mobile data in pervasive
applications.
3.1 Motivation
Two fundamental building blocks in Bayesian nonparametric models are the (hier-
archical) Dirichlet processes (Teh et al., 2006) and Beta processes (Thibaux and
Jordan, 2007). The former is usually used in clustering models, whereas the later
is used in matrix factorization problems. Many extensions of them are developed
to accommodate richer types of data (Wulsin et al., 2012; Rodriguez et al., 2008).
However, when dealing with multiple covariates, these models often treat them in-
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dependently, hence fail to explicitly model the correlation among data sources. The
presence of rich and naturally correlated covariates calls for the need to model their
correlation with nonparametric models.
In practice, data usually appear into collections which can be modelled together.
From the statistical perspective, it is interesting to extend the DP to accommodate
these collections with dependent models. MacEachern (MacEachern, 1999) intro-
duced the framework that induces dependencies over these collections by using a
stochastic process to couple them together. Following this framework, nested Dirich-
let process (Rodriguez et al., 2008) induces dependency by using the base measure
as another Dirichlet process shared by collections which are modelled by Dirichlet
process mixtures. Another widely used model driven by the idea of MacEachern
is hierarchical Dirichlet process (Teh et al., 2006) in which dependency is induced
by sharing stick breaking representation of a Dirichlet process. All of these mod-
els are supposed to model single variable in data. In topic modelling, for instance,
HDPs allow nonparametric modelling of the document proportions in LDA. In this
application, the model ignores other co-existing variables such as time, authors.
When dealing with multiple covariates, one can treat the covariates as independent
factors. With such independent assumption, s/he cannot leverage the correlated
nature of data. There are several works dealing with these situations. Recently,
the work by Nguyen et. al. (Nguyen et al., 2014) tried to model secondary data
channel (called context) attached with the primary channel (content). In this model,
the secondary data channel is collected in group-level, e.g., time or author for each
document (consisting of words) or tags in each image. In the case of other datasets,
observations are not at group-level but data point-level. For instance, in pervasive
computing, each bluetooth co-location of each user includes several observations
such as co-location, time stamp, location, etc. There is a motivation for modelling
in these kinds of applications. Dubey et. al. (Dubey et al., 2012) tried to model
topics over time where time is treated as context. The models can only handle one
context while modelling but cannot leverage the multiple correlated data channels.
Another work by Wulsin et. al. (Wulsin et al., 2012) proposed the multi-level
clustering hierarchical Dirichlet process (MLC-HDP) for clustering human seizures.
In this model, authors assumed that data channels are clustered into multi-level
which may not be suitable for aforementioned datasets. Consequently, there is
the need for nonparametric models to handle naturally correlated data channels
with the certain dependent assumptions. In this chapter, we propose a model that
can model jointly the topic and the context distribution. Our method assumes a
conditional dependence between two sets of stochastic processes (content-context)
which are coupled in a fashion similar to nested DP. The content models the primary
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observation with HDP and the dependent co-observations are modelled as nested
DP with group index provided by the stochastic process from the content side. The
set of DPs from the context side is further linked hierarchically in the similar fashion
to HDP.
3.2 Context sensitive Dirichlet processes
3.2.1 Model description
Suppose we have J documents in our corpus, and each has Nj words of which
observed values are xji’s. From the topic modelling perspective, there are a (specified
or unspecified) number of topics among documents in corpus where each document
may relate to several topics. We have an assumption that each of these topics is
correlated with a number of realisations of context(s)2 (e.g. time). To link the
context with topic models we view context as distributions over some index spaces,
governed by the topics discovered from the primary data source (content), and
model both content and contexts jointly. We impose a conditional structure in
which contents provide the topics, upon which contexts are conditionally distributed.
Loosely speaking, we use a stochastic process to model content, being DP, and to
conditionally “index” other stochastic processes which model contexts.
In detail, we model the content side with an HDP, where xji’s are given in J groups.
Each of group is modelled by a random probability distribution Gj, which shares
a global random G0 probability distribution. G0 is drawn from a DP with a base
distribution H and concentration parameter γ. The distribution G0 acts as a base
distribution in a DP with concentration parameter α to construct Gj’s for groups.
The specification for this HDP is similar to Equation (2.30) in which the θji’s are
grouped into global atoms φk (k = 1, 2, . . .). The left side of graphical model in
Figure 3.1a represents the process of content data generation. The generative de-
scription for the content side can be summarized as follows
G0 ∼ DP (γ,H), Gj ∼ DP (α,G0) , (3.1)
θji ∼ Gj, xji ∼ F (· | θji).
For each observation xji, there is an associated context observation sji which is as-
sumed to depend on the topic atom θji of xji. Furthermore, the context observations
of a given topic Sk = {sji | θji = φk} are assumed to be distributed a mixture Qk.
2For simplicity, we will consider one context and generalise to multiple contexts
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Given the number of topics K, there are the same number of context groups. Now
to link these context groups, we again use the hierarchical structure that has the
similar manner with HDP (Teh et al., 2006) where Qk’s share the global random
probability distribution Q0. Formally, generative specification for conditional in-
dependent context is depicted in the right side of Figure 3.1a. The context data
generation can be encapsulated as follows
Q0 ∼ DP (η,R), Qk ∼ DP (ν,Q0) , (3.2)
ϕji ∼ Qk, s.t θji = φk, sji ∼ Y (· | ϕji) .
Stick-breaking representation
Based on the above generative specification for the proposed model, it is usually
difficult and inefficient to proceed the inference. We present the stick-breaking for
CSDP model which is depicted in Figure 3.1b. Starting with the content side,
the global random distribution G0 ∼ DP (γ,H) admits the following stick-breaking
representations (Sethuraman, 1994):





Each document j is modelled by a Dirichlet process Gj ∼ DP (α,G0) which also
admits the following stick-breaking representations (Teh et al., 2006):




where φt’s are global content atoms generated when constructing G0 in Equation
(3.3). To generate to the content observation xji, we introduce an indicator variable
zji playing indexing role for the atom φzji , which the observations are sampled from.
The content observations are generated as follows:





For the context side, we can use the same generative procedure with the content
side. However, we should take into account of the partition as induced by the content
atoms. The stick breaking construction for context is
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(a) Generative representation (b) Stick-breaking representation
Figure 3.1: Graphical representation for the context sensitive Dirichlet process model
with single context which is conditional independent given a content topic: (a)
generative view which describes the process of data generation; (b) stick-breaking
view which is useful to develop the inference method.
The difference in generative process between the observations of context side in
Equation (3.6) and those of the content side in Equation (3.4) is that the indicator
variable lji will be sampled from stick portion vector τ zji determined by the indicator
variable in the content side zji.
3.2.2 Model Inference using MCMC
Extract inference in Bayesian latent variable models is typically intractable (Blei
et al., 2003; Buntine and Jakulin, 2006). An efficient approximate inference method
as reviewed in Chapter 2 (c.f. Section 2.4.2) is MCMC. Here, we present the inference
algorithm for proposed model based on MCMC. The joint probability distribution
of the proposed model is p (x, s,Θ | γ, α, η, ν) where Θ , {z,β,pi, l, , τ ,φ,ψ}
are the parameters of the model while {γ, α, η, ν} are the hyperparameters. Note
that we use the stick-breaking representation in Figure 3.1b to learn the model.
Given observations x and s , learning procedure for the proposed model is to infer
the parameter set Θ. In this model, we also assume conjugacy between F and
H for content distributions as well as Y and R for context distributions since the
conjugacy allows us to integrate out the atoms φk and τm. To obtain an efficient
leaning algorithm and lower variance, we will integrate out some parameter sets
including the global content and context atoms φ,ψ and stick-length of lower layers
τ ,pi. This approach is also commonly known as the collapsed Gibbs sampler (also
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called the Rao-Blackwellised sampler) in the literature (Teh et al., 2006).
We illustrate the auxiliary conditional Gibbs sampling approach for inference, a sim-
ilar spirit with the approach in (Teh et al., 2006) developed for HDP. The sampling
state space now consists of {z,β, l, }. Furthermore, we endow Gamma distributions
as priors for hyperparameters {γ, α, η, ν} which are sampled through each Gibbs iter-
ation similar to the approach detailed in (Escobar and West, 1995). During sampling
iterations, we maintain the naming convention and the counting variables as follows
• φk: the parameter for each cluster in the content side which is called topic
parameter;
• ψm: the parameter for each cluster in the context side which is called context
parameter;
• njk: the number of content observations in document j belong to content topic
k, the marginal counts are denoted as nj. =
∑
k njk, and n.k =
∑
j njk;
• wkm: the number of context observations given the topic k belong to context
m. The marginal counts are denoted similarly to njk.
We now describe the sampling equations which are used in Gibbs sampling algorithm
Sampling content variables
Sampling the topic indicator z
Different from HDP, sampling of zji takes into account of influence from the context
apart from cluster assignment probability and likelihood
p(zji = k | z−ji, l,x, s) ∝ p(zji = k | z−ji).
p(xji = k | zji = k, z−ji,x−ji)p(lji | zji = k, l−ji). (3.7)
The first term can easily be recognised as a form of Chinese restaurant process.
The second term indicates the predictive likelihood of the observation for content
topic k (except xji), denoted as f−xjik (xji). Specifically, because of the conjugacy
assumption between F and H, we can (tractably) integrate out the topic parameter






f (xji | φk) ∏
j′ 6=j,i′ 6=i,zj′i′=k





f (xj′i′ | φk)h (φk) dφk . (3.8)
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The last term represents the effect from the number of observations of the con-
text to the appropriate topic k. Since we have lji | zji = k ∼ Cat (τk) and
τk ∼ Dir (ν1, . . . , νM , new) (see Equation (2.34) in Lemma 2.12), the Categorical-
Dirichlet conjugacy property allows us to compute the last term in Equation (3.7)
as
p (lji = m | zji = k, l−ji, ) =

νm+wk,m
wk,•+ν if k previousely used
νm
ν
= m if k = knew.
As a consequence, conditional sampling for zji is








k (xji) if k previously used
αβnewmf
−xji
new (xji) if k = knew.
Sampling stick weights β
We use the posterior stick breaking of HDP in Equation (2.33) where mk’s are the
auxiliary variables as follows
(β1, . . . , βK , βnew) ∼ Dir (m1, . . . ,mK , γ) . (3.9)
However, the value of mk will be computed as mk =
∑J
j1mjk where each mjk is
sampled using the result from Equation (2.23) as follows
mjk ∝ (αβk)m Stirl (njk,m) for m = 1 . . . njk,
where Stirl (njk,m) is the unsigned Stirling number of the first kind. We pre-compute
the Stirling numbers and store in files which will be loaded then. For large njk and
m, one can use the approximation methods mentioned in (Buntine and Hutter,
2010).
Sampling context variables
Sampling context indicator l
The key idea behind sampling lji is to group those lji’s indexed by the same content
assignment zji together and then utilise HDP inference as in (Teh et al., 2006).
Given the cluster assignment of content observations (z), context observations are
grouped into K groups of context. Let sk be the set of context observations indexed
by the same content cluster k. i.e. sk , {sji : zji = k, ∀j, i}, while s−jik is the same
set as sk but excluding sji. The posterior probability of lji is computed as follows
p (lji = m | l−ji, z, s,ν, ) ∝ p (lji = m | l−ji, zji = k, ) .
p (sji | lji = m, l−ji, zji = k, s−ji) . (3.10)
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The first term is the conditional Chinese restaurant process given content cluster
k which can be computed using the Chinese restaurant process, or equivalently its
Polya-urn characterisation
p (lji = m | zji = k, l−ji, ) ∝
(wk,m + vm) if m previously usedvnew if m = mnew.
The second term, denoted as y−sjik,m (sji), is recognised to be a form of predictive
likelihood in a standard Bayesian setting of which likelihood function is Y , conjugate
prior S and a set of observation s−jik (m) ,
{
sj′ i′ : lj′ i′ = m, zj′ i′ = k, j
′ 6= j, i′ 6= i
}
.
We can compute y−sjik,m (sji) using the similar integration formula in Equation (3.8). If
the context likelihood distribution function Y and its conjugate prior S have y (· | λ)

















(m) y (s | λm)
]
s (λm) dλm
Combining two terms, we obtain the final form to sample lji from
p (lji = m | l−ji, z, s,ν, ) =
(wkm + νm) y
−sji
k,m (sji) if mpreviously used
newy
−sji
k,mnew (sji) if m = mnew.
Sampling stick weights 
Different from HDP, sampling  requires more works as it depends on both z and
l. Let us isolate context variables lji’s generated by the same topic zji = k into one
group denoted lk , {lji : zji = k, ∀j, i}. The context observations are also isolated
in the similar way sk , {sji : zji = k,∀j, i}. The context side for each group k now
is modelled with the structure similar to HDP in which each data group is a newly
formed group with the context observations sk. Similar to sampling stick weights
β, we can sample  as follows
(1, . . . , M , new) ∼ Dir (h, . . . , hM , η) , (3.11)
where hm, m = 1 . . .M are auxiliary variables which represent number of active
context factors associated with the atom m. We also use the same technique to
sample m here. The value of each hm will be computed using collection of samples
hkm ∝ (νm)h Stirl (wkm, h) , for h = 1 . . . wkm
and summed up as hm =
∑K
k=1 hkm. Note that Stirl (njk,m) is the unsigned Stirling
number of the first kind.
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Sampling hyperparameters
There are four hyper-parameters in our model: α, γ, ν and η. Sampling α and γ is
identical to HDP, and therefore we refer to the work of (Teh et al., 2006) for details.
Here we develop the sampling derivation for ν and η.
• Sampling ν: After z’s have been sampled, the number of active topics K play
a role of grouping contexts intoK ‘documents’, we then utilize the results from
HDP to sample ν. Let us denote hk. =
∑M
m=1 hkm which is the number of active
context factors conditional topic atom k-th and h.. =
∑K
k=1 hk. (for readability
we denote H = h..), then using the results in Lemma (2.12), we obtain:
p (h1, . . . , hK | ν, w1.. · · · , wk.) =
K∏
k=1




Stirl (hk, wk.) νhk
Γ (ν)
Γ (ν + wk.)
.
Using the techniques in (Teh et al., 2006) we have:
Γ (ν)
Γ (ν + wk.)
= (ν + wk.)
νΓ (wk.)
















uvk (1− uk)wk.−1 duk,
where B (·, ·) is the usual Beta function, and the second equality is obtained
by using the integration of Beta distribution.
Suppose we have the prior v ∼ Gamma(a, b), the posterior distribution of ν is
p (ν | ·) ∝ p (h1, . . . , hK | ν, w1.. · · · , wk.) p (v)










uvk (1− uk)wk.−1 duk.
(3.12)
Here we introduce 2 groups of auxiliary variables u = {uk : k = 1, . . . , K} as
Beta random variables
uk ∼ Beta (ν + 1, wk.) , (3.13)
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Now the Equation (3.12) can be represented as the join distribution of ν,u, s







uvk (1− uk)wk.−1 ,
and the conditional distribution for ν given u, s is




















In summary, the value of hyper-parameter ν is sampled from Gamma distri-
bution in Equation (3.15) where sk and uk are drawn from Beta and Bernoulli
distribution respectively as in Equations (3.13) and (3.14).
• Sampling η: Using the similar strategy and technique from (Escobar and
West, 1995), we have
p (η |M, r, o,H) ∝λGamma (c+M,d− log r)
+ (1− λ)Gamma (c+M − 1, d− log r) , (3.16)





H (d− log r)
Therefore we sample η using Equation (3.16) together with the auxiliary vari-
able r which is sample as follows
r ∼ Beta (η + 1, H)
3.3 Context sensitive DPs with multiple contexts
Data in many real-world problems are rich. When multiple contexts exist for a topic,
the model can easily be extended to accommodate this. The generative and stick
breaking specifications for content side remain the same as in Equations (3.1) and
(3.3). The specification for multiple contexts will be duplicated from one context in
Equation (3.2). Figure 3.2 depicts the graphical model for context sensitive Dirichlet
process with multiple contexts. The generative model is
Qc0 ∼ DP (ηc, Rc) Qck ∼ DP (νc, Qc0) ϕcji ∼ Qck, where θji = φk




for all c = 1, . . . , C.




Figure 3.2: Graphical representation for the context sensitive Dirichlet process model
with multiple contexts. (a) Generative view for proposed model with C contexts
which are conditional mutual independent given the content topic; (b) Stick breaking
view with C contexts – an equivalent representation of generative view.
The stick breaking construction for the context side is duplicated the specifications
of context side for single context in Equation (3.5) for C contexts which is provided
below for all c = 1, . . . , C:















Using the same routine and assumptions on conjugacy of H and F , Rc and Y c, we
derive the sampling equations for variables as follows
Sampling z: in multiple context setting, the sampling equation of zji involves the
influence of multiple contexts rather than one:
p(zji = k | z−ji, l,x, s) ∝ p(zji = k | z−ji). (3.17)
p(xji = k | zji = k,z−ji,x−ji)
C∏
c=1
p(lcji = mc | zji = k, lc−ji).
It is straightforward to apply the result for one context case. The final sampling
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Algorithm 3.1 Multiple Context CSDP Gibbs Sampler
1: procedure mCSDPGibbsSampler(D) . D: input including xij and scij
2: repeat . J: the number of groups
3: for j ← 1, J ; i← 1, Nj do . Nj : the number of data in j-th group
4: Sample zji using Equation (3.17) . Sampling content side
5: for c← 1, C do . Sampling context side (can be parallised)
6: Sample lcji using Equation (3.10)
7: end for
8: end for
9: Sample β and  using Equations (3.9) and (3.11)
10: Sample hyperparameters using Equations (3.15) and (3.16)
11: until Convergence
12: return z, l1:C , β,  . return learned parameters of model
13: end procedure
equation for zji is
























mc if k = knew.
Sampling derivation of β is unchanged compared to the one context case.
Sampling equations of l1...C , 1...C are similar to one context case since groups of con-
text variables {lc, c} are mutually independent given the sampled values of z. We
can perform sampling for each context in parallel thus the computation complexity
in this case should remain the same as in the single context case given enough the
number of core processors to execute in parallel. We summarize sampling procedure
for the model in Algorithm 3.1.
3.4 Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the application of our model to discover latent
activities from social signals which is a challenging task in pervasive computing. We
implemented model using C# and ran on Intel i7-3.4GHz machine with installed
Windows 7. We then used Reality Mining, a well-known dataset collected at MIT
Media Lab (Eagle and Pentland, 2006) to discover the latent group activities. The
model not only improves grouping performance but also reveals when and where
these activities happened. In the following sections, we briefly describe the dataset,
data preparation, parameter settings for the model and exploratory results as well
as clustering performance using our proposed model.
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3.4.1 Reality Mining dataset
Reality Mining (Eagle and Pentland, 2006) is a well-known mobile dataset collected
by MIT Media Lab on 100 users over nine months (approximately 450,000 hours).
The collected information includes proximity using Bluetooth devices, cell tower
IDs, call logs, application usage, and phone status. To illustrate the capability
of proposed model, we extract proximity data recorded by Bluetooth devices and
users’ location via cell tower IDs. In order to compare with the results from (Phung
et al., 2014), we preprocessed the data and filter out the users whose affiliations are
missing or who do not share the affiliation with others and then sampled proximity
data for every 10 minutes. In the end, we had 69 users. For each user, at every
10 minutes, we obtained a data point of 69-dimension which represents co-location
information with other users. Each data point is an indicator binary vector of which
i-th element set to 1 if the i-th user is co-located and 0 otherwise (self-presence set
to 1). In addition, we also obtain the time stamp and cell ID data vectors. As a
consequence, we have 69-user data groups. Each data point in every group includes
three observations: co-location vector, time stamp, cell tower ID.
3.4.2 Experimental settings and results
In the proposed model, one data source will be chosen as the content, the rest will
be considered as the contexts. We use two different settings in our experiment.
In the first setting, co-location data source is modelled as content which is (69-
dimension)Multinomial distribution (corresponding to F distribution in the model),
time and cell tower IDs are modelled as Gaussian and Multinomial distributions
respectively (corresponding to Y 1 and Y 2 distribution in the model). We use the
conjugate prior H as Dirichlet distribution, while R1 and R2 are GaussianGamma
and Dirichlet distributions, respectively. We run the dataset with four different
settings for comparison: HDP - standard use of HDP on co-location observations
(similar to (Phung et al., 2014)); CSDP-50% time - co-location and 50% time stamp
data (supposing 50% missing) used for CSDP; CSDP-time - similar to CSDP-50%
time, except that whole time stamp data are used; CSDP-celltower - resembling
CSDP-time but with additional cell tower ID observations.
When modelling with HDP as in (Phung et al., 2014), the model merely discovered
hidden activities of users. It fails to answer more refined questions such as when
and where these activities happened? Our proposed model can naturally be used to
model the additional data sources to address these questions. In Figure 3.3a, the
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(b) Top 7 topics explored with CSDP-celltower
Figure 3.3: Results running CSDP model with RealityMining dataset: correspond-
ing top 7 topics discovered.
topic 1 (Sloan students) usually happened at a particular time on Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday while topic 5 (master frosh students) mainly gathered on Monday
and Friday (less often on the other days). Similarly, when we modelled cell tower
IDs data, the results revealed a deeper understanding of latent activities. In Figure
3.3b, we can observe the places (cell phone tower IDs)3 where the activities took
place. For topic 1 - Sloan student group activities, apart from Sloan School building
(cell no.1 or 40 ), they sometimes gathered at the restaurants (cell no. 44 ).
When using more contextual data, it does not only provide more exploratory in-
formation but also help the classification to be more discriminated. When using
only time as the context in Figure 3.3a, the user no. 94 is (confusingly) recognised
in both topic 2 and 6. But when location data is incorporated into our proposed
model, the user no. 94 is now dominantly classified into topic 6. To quantitatively
evaluate proposed model when using more context data, we use the same setting
with the work in (Phung et al., 2014). First, we ran the data model to discover
the latent activities among users. We then used the Affinity Propagation (AP)
algorithm (Frey and Dueck, 2007) to perform clustering among users with similar
3Since Reality Mining does not provide exact information about these cell towers however we
can infer information about some of them by using users’ descriptions. For example, cell no.1 and
40 are MIT Lab and Sloan School of Management which are two adjacent buildings. While cell no.
35 is located near Student Center and cell no. 44 is around some restaurants outside MIT campus.
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Purity NMI RI F-measure
HDP 0.7101 0.6467 0.9109 0.7429
CSDP-50% time 0.7391 0.6749 0.9186 0.7651
CSDP-100% time 0.7536 0.6798 0.9169 0.7503
CSDP-time+celltower 0.7826 0.6953 0.9186 0.7567
Table 3.1: Clustering performance improved when more contextual data used in the
proposed model.
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Figure 3.4: Top 4 time topics and their corresponding conditional user-IDs groups
discovered by proposed model.
activities. We evaluated clustering performance using popular metrics: F-measure,
cluster purity, rand index (RI) and normalized mutual information (NMI). As it
can be clearly seen in Table 3.1, with more contexts we observed, CSDP achieves
better clustering results. Purity and NMI are significantly improved when more
contextual data are observed while other metrics slightly improved when modelling
with contextual data.
In the second setting, we model time as content and the rest (co-locations, cell
towers) as contexts. The conjugate pairs remain the same in the previous setting.
In Figure 3.4, we demonstrate top 4 time topics including Friday, Thursday (upper
row), Tuesday, and Monday (lower row) which are Gaussian forms. The groups of
users who gathered in that time stamp are depicted under each Gaussian. It is easy
to notice that the group with user 27, 58 usually gathered on Friday and Monday
whereas other groups met on all four time slots.
3.5 Conclusion
We propose a full Bayesian nonparametric approach to model explicit correlation
structures in heterogeneous data sources. Our key contribution is the development
of the context sensitive Dirichlet processes, its Gibbs inference and its parallelability.
We have further demonstrated the proposed model to discover the latent activities
from mobile data to answer who (co-location), when (time) and where (cell-tower ID)
– a central problem in context-aware computing applications. With its expressive-
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ness, our model not only discovers latent activities (topics) of users but also reveals
time and place information. Qualitatively, it was shown that better clustering per-
formance than without them. Finally, although the building block of our proposed
model is the Dirichlet process, based on HDP, it is straightforward to apply other
stochastic processes such as nested Dirichlet processes or hierarchical Beta processes
to provide alternative representation expressiveness for data modelling tasks.
Chapter 4
Stream Learning for Bayesian Nonparametric
Models
In the previous chapter, we have proposed Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) modelsto capture the variety dimension in the big data. In this chapter, we aim to
develop an inference algorithm which can handle the velocity dimension in the big
data. We develop a streaming clustering framework using Dirichlet process mixture
(DPM) models, which are the fundamental building blocks in Bayesian nonparamet-
ric modelling.
Bayesian nonparametric models are theoretically suitable for learning streaming data
due to their complexity relaxation to growing observed data over time. There is a
rich body of literature on developing efficient approximate methods for posterior
inferences in BNP models, typically dominated by MCMC. However, very limited
work has addressed posterior inference in a streaming fashion, which is important
to fully realise the potential of BNP models applied to real-world tasks.
The main challenge resides in developing one-pass posterior update which is consist-
ent with the data streamed over time (i.e., data are scanned only once), for which
general MCMC methods will fail to address. We develop in this chapter a class
of variational methods suitable for posterior inference of the Dirichlet process mix-
ture models where both the posterior update and data are presented in a streaming
setting. We first propose new methods to advance existing variational based infer-
ence approaches for BNP to allow the variational distributions to grow over time,
hence overcoming an important limitation of current methods in imposing paramet-
ric, truncated restrictions on the variational distributions. This results in two new
methods namely TFVB (truncation-free variational Bayes) and TFME (truncation-
free maximization expectation) respectively where the latter further supports hard
clustering. These inference methods form the foundation for our streaming inference
algorithm where we further adapt the recent Streaming Variational Bayes proposed
in (Broderick et al., 2013) to our task.
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To demonstrate our framework for real-world tasks whose datasets are often hetero-
geneous, we develop one more theoretical extension for our model to handle assorted
data where each observation consists of different data types. Our experiments with
automatically learning the number of clusters demonstrate the comparable inference
capability of our framework in comparison with truncated version variational infer-
ence algorithms for both synthetic and real-world datasets. Moreover, an evaluation
of streaming learning algorithms with text corpora reveals both quantitative and
qualitative efficacy of the algorithms on clustering documents.
Our main contributions in the chapter include: (1) in Section 4.2.1, two trun-
cation free variational algorithms have been developed for learning with Bayesian
nonparametric models, particularly Dirichlet process mixture models with expo-
nential family derivation solutions; (2) in Section 4.2.2, the streaming learning
algorithms which can leverage the “expanding complexity with data” nature of
Bayesian nonparametric models are presented; (3) to cope with the availability
of multiple data sources in practice, the clustering model called Dirichlet process
mixtures with product space is proposed in Section 4.3; (4) the experiments to com-
pare our truncation-free algorithms with existing methods and the application of
image and text analysis which can be learned on the fly with streaming data are
summarized in Section 4.4.
4.1 Motivation
A common setting in big data era is that data are collected sequentially in time. Our
modern machine learning tools need algorithms to learn from data stream without
the need to revisit past data. More importantly, not only are data getting bigger in
size, but also they are growing complexity, structure, and geometry. Hence, dealing
with streaming data requires flexible models that can expand with data size and
complexity. Bayesian nonparametric models naturally fit this purpose since their
complexity, e.g., the number of mixture components, can grow as new data appear.
One challenge, however, for Bayesian models in general and Bayesian nonparametric
models in particular is that it lacks efficient inference methods to deal with large
scale and streaming data.
Two main inference approaches for BNP models are simulation methods such as
Markov Chain Mote Carlo (MCMC) and deterministic variational methods. To deal
with streaming data, sequential and particle MCMC methods were developed. How-
ever, MCMC algorithms are often unable to cope with large-scale datasets due to
their slow convergence and unpredictable convergence diagnosis (Cowles and Carlin,
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1996). On the other pillar, deterministic variational inference methods are preferred
in large-scale settings. The underlying idea of variational inference is to cast the
posterior distribution of the model to an optimization problem by introducing an
approximated (and tractable) variational distribution. The optimization problem
is obtained by formulating the distance between the variational distribution and
the posterior which usually is Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence. When turning the
posterior computation into an optimization problem, we can utilise available tech-
niques in optimization research domain. Significant efforts on scalable variational
learning with Bayesian nonparametric models have been made in recent years (Hoff-
man et al., 2013; Blei and Jordan, 2006; Kurihara et al., 2006, 2007; Tank et al.,
2015). Following this trend, in this chapter we seek a variational method which can
handle streaming data.
The first variational inference for a fundamental building block in Bayesian non-
parametric models, the Dirichlet process mixture (DPM), was developed by Blei et
al. (Blei and Jordan, 2006). Later works by Kurihara et al. (Kurihara et al., 2007)
attempted to develop collapsed variational version for the DPM models. However,
these works employed variational distribution with truncation technique which sets
the number of clusters fixed. By using truncation, these methods possess a techni-
cal limitation in growing model capacity with data – a key feature of nonparametric
modelling – and hence cannot be applied to a streaming setting.
To circumvent the problem of truncation, Kurihara et al. (Kurihara et al., 2006)
also suggested computing the evidence lower bound (ELBO)1 of variational approx-
imation as criteria to increase the number of clusters. This strategy usually induces
excessive computational burden. More recent works tried to avoid truncation by
using simulation in each variational iteration (Wang and Blei, 2012) and heuristics
(Lin, 2013). In this chapter, we used a different strategy which considers the number
of components as a variable and optimizes it. This approach allows circumventing
truncation with lightweight computational cost. Furthermore, we also use maxi-
mization expectation scheme proposed by Welling et al. (Welling and Kurihara,
2006) as an alternative strategy to overcome the truncation problem.
Regarding of streaming algorithms for nonparametric models, a recent work by Tank
at al. (Tank et al., 2015) is based on expectation propagation (EP) approximation
in which instead of minimizing KL divergence from variational distribution q to pos-
terior distribution p, KL (q | p), it optimizes the reserve KL divergence KL (p | q).
However, it is noticed by Broderick et al. (Broderick et al., 2013) that EP-based op-
timization is extremely computational demand, hence much less efficient. Moreover,
1Some authors, including Kurihara, call this term as free energy.
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(a) Collapsed representation for DPM with the
number of cluster.
(b) Variational distribution with tree-
structure dependency.
Figure 4.1: A new representation of Dirichlet process mixture models with the
number of clusters as a random variable.
EP-based methods are quite poorly understood in the context of nonparametric
Bayesian inference. Another line of works by Sudderth et al. (Bryant and Sud-
derth, 2012; Hughes and Sudderth, 2013) introduced an online learning algorithm
for Bayesian nonparametric models based on stochastic variational inference frame-
work which inherits limitation regarding defining the number of data points in ad-
vance. In this chapter, for the streaming algorithm, we adapt the recent framework
from (Broderick et al., 2013) and use proposed truncation-free variational inference
algorithms to introduce a new streaming algorithm for Dirichlet process mixture
models.
4.2 Streaming clustering with DPM
In this section, we describe two variational inference algorithms for Dirichlet process
mixture models in which no truncation is needed. Two algorithms are developed
for inference the models. The first algorithm is developed using mean field approx-
imation with the number of clusters treated as a random variable and optimized
during the learning process. The second algorithm follows maximization expecta-
tion approximation introduced in (Welling and Kurihara, 2006). In order to develop
a streaming algorithm for DPM, we follow the framework in (Broderick et al., 2013)
which was designed for parametric models.
A note on notations and shorten conventions is introduced in Table 4.1 for the
convenience of tracking the flow of the paper. We use the lower case bold letters
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Symbol Description
X Collections of observations X = {x1, . . . ,xn}
X−i Collections of observations except xi X−i =X\ {xi}
Z Collections of latent variables Z = {z1, . . . , zn}
Z−i Collections of latent variables except zi, i.e. Z−i = Z\ {zi}
Θ Collections of component variables Θ = {θ1, . . . ,θk}
Θ−k Collections of component variables except θk, i.e. Θ−k = Θ\θk
β A mixture proportion vector with K dimension, β = (β1, . . . , βK)
H The base probability measure in DP with density function f (· | ·)





(aka q (θk)) Variational distribution for mixture component variable θk
Table 4.1: Notations and shortened conventions
to denote a vector, e.g. x is a vector , while lower case normal letters present a
scalar value. We also use the upper case bold letters to notate the set of vectors (or
variables), e.g. X = {x1, . . . ,xn}.
4.2.1 Truncation-free variational inference
Mean field approximation
Let us reconsider DPM model defined in Section 2.3.2.1 of Chapter 2. Here we recall
the stick-breaking representation of the model as follows




zi | pi1:∞ ∼ Cat(pi1:∞), φk | λ ∼ H(· | λ), xi | zi, {θk}∞k=1 ∼ F (· | θzi).
Suppose that we have n observations x1, . . . ,xn from the mixtures of exponential
family f (x | θ) in Equation (2.5). The parameter θ also follows an exponential
family prior p (θ | η) as described in Equation (2.8). Each xi is associated with a
latent indicator zi indicating the cluster index that the data point belongs to. In
addition, we also consider the number of clusters, k, as a random variable which has
the support from 1 to n. We need to infer the following variables zi’s, θk’s, and k.
The mean field approximated distribution is assumed to take the form
q (k, Z,Θ) = q (k)
n∏
i=1








The variational distribution q (k) has the form of point estimate, i.e. q (k) =
δ (k −K). The conditional distribution q (zi | µzi , k) is a Multinomial distribution
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of the dimension n. However, the actual dimension of q (zi | µzi , k) is defined by the
value of k. In this form of variational distribution, we assume the tree-structure
dependency between k and zi’s. Therefore, our variational assumption is not naive
but tree-structure mean field. All other variational distributions q’s have exponential
family form and for convenience, we shall use either the natural or mean paramet-
erization as appropriate. We use the following convention in naming the variational
parameters: λ denotes a natural parameter; µ denotes a mean parameter; super-
script denotes the collection of random variables of being parameterized whilst sub-
script denotes the index of variables. For instance, under this convention, µzi is the























p (θ | η) are in the same class of distribution with different hyperparameters λθ and
η, respectively.
Note that though we maintain n distributions q (θt)’s, in each iteration, given k = K,
we will keep update q (θt) t = 1, . . . , K. The rest q (θt) K < t ≤ n will be the
same as initial q (θ0). Following the standard procedure for variational inference,
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it [T (xi) ; 1].
The probability p (zi = t | Z−i,X,Θ) is proportional to f (xi | θt) p (zi = t | Z−i),
hence we have
q (zi = t) ∝ exp
E [ln f (xi | θt)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)
+ ln p (zi = t | Z−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)
 (4.2)
The term (1) in Equation (4.2) can be computed as follows (for t > K , we use the
random initialization of variational distributions q (θ0))
E [ln f (xi | θt)] = E [〈[θt;−A (θt)] , [T (xi) ; 1]〉] (4.3)
=
〈
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The last equation is obtained by using the property of exponential family in Equation




. To compute the term (2) in Equation (4.2), we
first estimate p (zi = t | Z−i). Using Chinese restaurant process, we have




n−1+α if t = 1, . . . , K
α
n−1+α t > K.
(4.4)
Due to marginalisation of the stick-length β, the indicator variables zi’s are now
dependent on each other as shown in Figure 4.1b. The second term inside Equation
(4.2) can be computed exactly as





q (zj) ln p (zi = t | Z−i) .
Since this term could be too slow to compute due to exponentially complication of
zi’s, using approximation technique in (Kurihara et al., 2007), we can compute the
above equation as follows.
Let us consider nt as a random variable which sums over Bernoulli variables, i.e.,
nt =
∑n
i=1 1 (zi = t). Under the central limit theorem, this sum is expected to be




µzit Var [nt] =
n∑
i=1
µzit (1− µzit) . (4.5)
Using the following second order Taylor expansion for the moments of function















n−1+α t > K,
(4.6)
where n−it = nt − 1 (zi = t). Combining the results, we obtain the update for every
variational distribution q (zi) as follows
q (z = t) ∝
γit t = 1, . . . , Kγi0









t = 1, . . . , K,
γi0 = α exp (E [ln f (xi | θ)]) .
The variational distribution q (k), which we assume as a point distributed, i.e.
q (k) = δ (k −K) will follow the update
K = argmax
k
E [ln p (k, Z,X,Θ, α)] .
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We have




ln p (xi | zi,Θ) + ln α
k∏k
t=1 Γ (nk) Γ (α)
Γ (α + n) + const.
In the last equation, we use the exchangeable partition probability function (EPPF)
identity (Aldous, 1985; Pitman, 2002) to compute p (k, Z | α). Therefore,




E [ln p (xi | zi,Θ)] + k lnα +
k∑
t=1







piitE [ln p (xi | θt)] + pii0E [ln p (xi | θ)]
)
+ k lnα +
K∑
t=1








where piit and pii0 are normalized probabilities that the data point xi belongs to
cluster t ≤ k or t > k respectively. Note that these values are induced from γit and




l=1 γil + γi0
, t = 1, . . . , k pii0 =
γi0∑K
l=1 γil + γi0
where E [nt] =
∑n
i=1 piit for t = 1, . . . , k, and E [n0] =
∑n
i=1 pii0 .
The approximation for E [ln Γ (nt)]in above equation is obtained by using Taylor
expansion with first-order when E [nt] >= 1 , and zero otherwise
E [ln Γ (nt)] ≈
ln Γ (E [nt]) if E [nt] >= 1)0 E [nt] < 1 .
We can summarise inference routine as in algorithm 4.1.
Maximization expectation approximation
Now we derive an inference algorithm with Maximization Expectation framework




E [ln p (zi = k | Z−i,X,Θ)] (4.9)
=argmax
k
(E [ln f (xi | θk)] + E [ln p (zi = k | Z−i)]) ,
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Algorithm 4.1 Truncation-free Variational Bayes for DPM
procedure TFVB4DPM(D)
K = 1;
Initialize {q(zi)}ni=1 with dimension K + 1;
repeat
for k ← 1, K + 1 do
Estimate q (θk) using Equation (4.1)
end for






Compute q (zi) using Equation (4.2)
end for
Compute K = argmax
k
E [ln p (k, Z,X,Θ, α)]
using analysis in Equation 4.8
Compute q (zi) with dimension K;
until Convergence
Normalize {q(zi)}ni=1 with K dimensions;
return {q(zi)}ni=1 , {q(θk)}Kk=1
end procedure
Algorithm 4.2 Truncation-free Maximization Expectation for DPM
procedure TFME4DPM(D)
K = 1, Initialize zi = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n
repeat
for k ← 1, K do
Estimate q(θk) using Equation (4.10)
end for
for i← 1, n do
Compute zi using quation (4.9).
if zi = K + 1 then
K = K + 1




return {zi}ni=1 , {q(θk)}Kk=1
end procedure
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where E [ln f (xi | θk)]qθk is computed in Equation (4.3) and
E [ln p (z = k | z−i)]qz−i ∝
lnnk if k ≤ Klnα k = K + 1,
while the Equation (4.1) can be manipulated to:
q (θk) ∝ p (θ | η) p (Xk | θ) , (4.10)
where Xk = {xi | zi = k}.
In this scheme of updating, we do not need to optimise the number of cluster K. In
each iteration of update zi, the number of clusters will be increased when necessary.
Algorithm 4.2 summarises our Maximization Expectation inference algorithm for
DPM.
4.2.2 Streaming learning with DPM
In this section, we use the framework proposed by (Broderick et al., 2013) to develop
the streaming variational inference and maximization expectation algorithms for
DPM.
Consider i.i.d. data stream x1,x2, . . . generated from the (infinite) mixture model
p (x | Θ) with the prior p (Θ) and C1 , {x1,x2, . . . ,xS1} be the first batch of data.
Suppose that we have seen and processed b − 1 batches of data from which we
obtained posterior p (Θ | C1, . . . , Cb−1), denoted as p(b−1) (Θ). We can compute the
posterior after the b-th batch as
p (Θ | C1, . . . , Cb) ∝ p (Cb | Θ) p (Θ | C1, . . . , Cb−1)
= p (Cb | Θ) p(b−1) (Θ) .
This means that we treat the posterior after observing b− 1 batches as a new prior
for the incoming b-th batch of data. In our model, we approximate p (Θ | C) by an
approximation q (Θ) using variational Bayes or ME. Therefore the posterior p(b) (Θ)
can be recursively calculated as follows2






where A (C, qprior) is the algorithm to approximate the posterior qpost with prior
qprior which can be Algorithm 4.1 or 4.2 and q(1) (Θ) = A (C1, p (Θ)). We summarise
conceptual idea of the framework in Figure 4.2 and detailed inference algorithm in
Algorithm 4.3.
2Here we re-use the notation in (Broderick et al., 2013).
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Figure 4.2: Steaming variational Bayesian learning framework for Dirichlet process
mixture models. Model complexity (K) extended as more data observed which are
C1, C2, . . . , Cb.
Algorithm 4.3 Streaming inference for DPM
procedure StreamDPM(C1, . . . , CB, . . .)
b=1;
Approximate q(1) (pi, θ) using
Algorithm (4.1) or (4.2) with prior p (z, θ).
while there is more data do
b=b+1;
Collect new data batch Cb.
Approximate q(b) (z, θ) using Algorithm (4.1) or (4.2)
with prior p (z, θ) = q(b−1) (z, θ).
end while
return {zi}ni=1 or {qzi(z)}ni=1 , {qθk(θ)}Kk=1
end procedure
4.3 Clustering with heterogeneous data sources
4.3.1 DPM with product space (DPM-PS)
In the real-world applications, data usually exist in heterogeneous sources. In order
to cluster data from multiple channels, we present a Dirichlet mixture model with
product space distribution in this section. Though our analysis in this section is
performed with two channels of data, it is straightforward to generalise this analysis
to multiple channels.
Suppose we have two channels of data X and Y , each of which contains n data
points, i.e, X , {x1, . . . ,xn} and Y , {y1, . . . ,yn}. The base measure H of
Dirichlet process DP (α,H) is now a product space distribution which is the product
of two independent measures, H , Hx ×Hy. The stick-breaking representation for




βkδ(θxk ,θyk) where θ
x
k
iid∼ Hx, and θyk iid∼ Hy, k = 1, . . . ,∞ (4.11)
β = (βk)∞k=1 , βk = vk
∏
s<k
(1− vs) with vk iid∼ Beta (1, α)
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We can represent the Dirichlet process mixture with product space as follows
(θxi ,θ
y
i ) ∼ G xi ∼ Fx(xi | θxi ) yi ∼ Fy(yi | θyi )
where Fx (·) and Fy (·) are probability distributions for x and y respectively. Figure
4.3 depicts the graphical model for the proposed model which also includes gen-
erative (left pane) and stick-breaking (right pane) representations. The difference
between this model and DPM model in Section (2.3.2.1) is that base measure H is
the product of two independent measures (H1 and H2). Therefore, we can model
two channels of data in the same model. Though the proposed model is designed
for two channels, it can be directly extended to include more channels.
When we incorporate more data channels in the model, the inference methods in-
troduced in Section 4.2 need to be revised. In the following section, we describe the
variational inference in batch and streaming settings for the new model.
(a) Generative view (b) Stick-breaking view
Figure 4.3: Graphical presentation for Dirichlet Process Mixture Model with product
space.
4.3.2 Inference for DPM-PS
Mean field approximation














q (zi | µzi ) .
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The variational updates for cluster variables remains similar to those of DPM model,
i.e. Equation (4.1). However, the update equations for variables zi’s now reads












+ ln p (zi | Z−i)
])
. (4.12)













respectively, using Equation (4.3) whilst the predictive term
E [ln p (z | Z−i)] remains the same.
Maximization expectation approximation
Similar to DPM model, we keep other updates similar to the mean field approxim-















+ E [ln p (z = k | z−i)])
]
. (4.13)
Streaming learning with DPM-PS uses the same procedure with DPM model but
Equation (4.2) or (4.9) will be replaced by Equation (4.12) or (4.13) respectively.
4.4 Experiments





















(a) Bar topic data





















Figure 4.4: Perplexity with different algorithms (lower is better).
In this experiment, we demonstrate our algorithms in two settings: dataset in batch
and streaming (mini-batch) modes. The datasets include synthetic bar topics and
real-world dataset MNIST3. For the baseline methods, we choose two variational
3http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist
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Figure 4.5: Digit clustering results with MNIST data of TFME algorithm. Each
denoted image represents the average of all raw images in the cluster.
methods developed for DPM: non-collapsed in (Blei and Jordan, 2006) and collapsed
symmetric Dirichlet priors in (Kurihara et al., 2007)4, denoted as BJV and FSD,
respectively. Two our methods in Algorithms (4.1) and (4.2) are denoted as TFVB
and TFME.
In the batch setting, we will compare the inference performance of our algorithms
with the baseline methods for validation. In streaming setting, we will illustrate
the capability of our algorithms for learning on the fly with incremental data in
which the complexity of models will be learned automatically. All models were
implemented using Matlab and ran on Intel i7-3.4GHz machine with the installed
Windows 7.
4.4.1 Datasets and experimental settings
Our inference scheme is developed for the class of exponential which includes many
popular probability distributions. We will demonstrate experiments with two most
popular exponential distributions: Multinomial, and multivariate Gaussian.
Synthetic bar topics. We sample 1, 000 data points from ten 25-dimensional bar
topics which are shown in the top row of Figure 4.6. Each data point is a sample
from the 25-dimensional Multinomial distribution. We choose 80% of these as the
4In this paper, authors described two methods called TSB and FSD, however, they showed that
























Figure 4.6: Topics discovered by streaming algorithms with bar topics. The top
row is ground truth topics. The second, third and fourth rows are topics discovered
when new data come with new topics in each following batch. The last row depicts
topics discovered when observing new data but from old topics. Topics in red boxes
are two new topics discovered from mini-batch 2, whilst topics in green boxes are














Figure 4.7: Topics discovered by streaming algorithms with MNIST dataset. Mini-
batch 1 (red box) containing 4, 000 digit images with 0-2 digits is discovered with
7 clusters while after observing mini-batch 2 (green box) containing more 3, 000
images with 0-3 digits and mini-batch 3 (blue box) including more 3, 000 images of
5 digits introduce more clusters.
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Figure 4.8: Average dissimilarity between discovered topics with respect to observed
mini-batches: (a) Average dissimilarity between discovered topics increased when
more data observed using DPM-word model; (b) Average dissimilarity between dis-
covered topics (blue) and authors (orange) increased when more data observed using
DPM-word-author model.
training set, the rest is considered as the held-out data for testing. We run each
algorithm for 100 iterations. For BJV and FSD methods, we set different truncation
levels at T = 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30 and choose the best truncation level.
MNIST. We use a subset of 25, 000 digit images of this dataset. Similar to synthetic
data, we also split 80/20% of training-testing data. Each image with 764 (28× 28)
dimensions is reduced to 50 using PCA. We apply all four algorithms on this dataset.
We fit models in which the mixture component is isotropic Gaussian with mean µ
and covariance matrix τI. The base measure H and variational distribution q (µ, τ)





For two aforementioned datasets, we run in two different settings: batch setting in
which we run 4 algorithms and compute perplexity on testing data; streaming setting
in which we divide data into multiple mini-batches.
NIPS papers5. This dataset consists of 1, 740 documents with a vocabulary list
of approximately 13, 000 words. Documents are paper abstracts published in NIPS
conference from 1987 to 1999. Each document is associated with one or some authors
total of which is 2, 037. Each document in this dataset is associated with authors. We
use words and authors in each paper as two channels while learning with product
space model. We use this dataset to illustrate streaming clustering and learning
with product space Dirichlet process mixture model. For this dataset, we use the
Dirichlet-Multinomial conjugate pairs to model the likelihood and prior (for both
word and author observations), respectively.
5http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html
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Figure 4.9: Dissimilarity (Jensen-Shannon divergence) between discovered topics
using DPM-word model. The number of topics changes from 15 (the first mini-batch
observed) to 16 (the second mini-batch observed) then 17 (when the mini-batches
3,4,5 observed) and ultimately 20 (after all data learned). Colour tending to red
means more separation between topics.
Figure 4.10: Dissimilarity (Jensen-Shannon divergence) between discovered author
groups using DPM-word-author model. The number of topics changes from 15 (the
first four mini-batches observed) to 16 (two last mini-batches observed). Colour
tending to red means more separation between author groups.
4.4.2 Experimental results
Batch mode setting
Figure 4.4a shows the results on synthetic bar topics. The perplexity (lower is bet-
ter) of TFVB is lowest among four methods, however, it converges slower. In the
beginning, we usually set the number of clusters as a small number and let it be
increased which takes more time to reach the true number of components in com-
pared with truncation methods. In TFME case, we choose point estimation (hard
clustering) for each data point which can easier lead ELBO to the local minimum.
The predictive performance of baseline methods depends on truncation level which
is difficult to set in advance with “never ending” data from streaming applications.
The mean digit images of the discovered clusters from MNIST data are shown in
Figure 4.5. Figure 4.4b depicts perplexity (in log scale) running on MNIST data with
4 methods. Similar to bar topic data, TFME and TFVB also have the competitive
performance in compared with the baseline methods.
Streaming setting
For bar topics, we generate data as follows. In the first batch, 1, 000 data points are
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Figure 4.11: Cluster proportion changed when the numbers of mini-batches observed












Figure 4.13: Topic and author groups changed corresponding to data observed in
Topic 16.
generated from 8, 10 and again 10 topics correspondingly. Our streaming Algorithm
4.3 using TFME and TFVB could discover correctly the number of topics as shown
in Figure 4.6 without defining the number of clusters.
For MNIST data, we divide our digit data into 8 batches: 4, 000 digit images from
0 to 2, further each mini-batches of 3, 000 images with digit ground truth from 0 to
4,. . . 0 to 9 (7 more mini-batches). All these batches are run with TFVB and TFME
to check clustering results. As shown in Figure 4.7, with data from the first batch,
our algorithm finds 7 clusters of six digits. With new data coming from 8 then
10 digits, the algorithms incrementally discover more clusters without revisiting old
data from previous mini-batches.
For NIPS data, we divide this dataset into six mini-batches, each of which con-
tains papers published in two consecutive years except the last mini-batch with
papers from last three years (from 1997-1999). We run experiments with two mod-
els: Dirichlet process mixture model with word data (DPM-word) and Dirichlet
process mixture model with product space of two data channels - word and au-
thors (DPM-word-author). We then use Jensen-Shannon divergence to compare
(dis)similarity between discovered topics after every mini-batch. Figures 4.9 and
4.10 denote the separation between discovered topics and author groups. The left-
most matrix presents the topic dissimilarity between topics or groups when the
papers of the first two years (1987-1988) observed, while the rightmost matrix de-
picts that when the whole dataset of 13 years is observed. To summarise the trend
in various topics, we compute the average dissimilarity for all topics after each mini-
batch. When we have more data coming, our algorithms obtain more discriminative
clustering results which are demonstrated in Figure 4.8. As shown in Figure 4.11, the
topic 13 is contributed to the corpus more over time. The topic is not only changed
in the word spectral but also in the main contributing authors. From the early time
(1987-1988), the top contributing author is Tonerio M., but in the next four years
and six years after that, the leading authors are Siu K. and Jordan M., respectively
(Figure 4.12). The new emerging topics discovered in last two mini-batches (topic
16) actually include two topics: information retrieval (keywords: query, documents,
relevant; authors: Callan J., Isbell C.) and wavelet methods (keywords: wavelet,
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Figure 4.14: Predictive performance comparison between the streaming algorithm
(Stream-TFVB) and two batch algorithms (FSD and BJV): . Note that the running
time in Figure is presented in log scale.
time, coefficients; authors: Ma S., Simoncelli E.).
In the last experiment, we demonstrate the quantitative performance of our stream-
ing algorithms in comparison with the batch algorithms. We divided NIPS dataset
into five mini-batches. The first four mini-batches are used as training data while
the last mini-batch is used as the testing data. We run the batch algorithms, FSD
and BJV, four times. Every time, we use a subset of NIPS data which respectively
includes one to four mini-batches. Figure 4.14 depicts the predictive performance of
our streaming method (Stream-TFVB) compared to the batch algorithms (FSD and
BJV) on running time. The perplexities of three algorithms after the first mini-batch
is observed are varied because of the randomness of initialization. When we observe
a small amount of data, the predictive performance depends much on the initializ-
ation. However, when there are more mini-batches of data collected, the predictive
performance now mainly depends on data. Therefore, the perplexities of algorithms
become closed together. Our streaming algorithm obtained comparable perplexity
to the batch algorithms with much less running time. The batch algorithms require
more time as they need to revisit all old data batches in previous mini-batches.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have developed two truncation-free variational inference algo-
rithms for the Dirichlet process mixture models and demonstrated its applicability to
multivariate data from exponential family distributions. Based on these truncation-
free algorithms, we have introduced a streaming framework which can learn on the
fly in the truly streaming setting where data are never-ending collected. We have
demonstrated the advantages of our algorithms in comparison with other methods
including collapsed (FSD) and non-collapsed variational (BJV) in terms of automat-
ically learning the number of clusters. In addition, we have introduced the clustering
model for learning from multiple data sources, the evaluation of streaming learning
algorithms with this model for text corpora reveals quantitative and qualitative ef-
ficacy on document clustering. Incremental learning with our streaming algorithms
which leverage the natural property of nonparametric models makes these models
more practical. Though our methods were developed for Dirichlet mixture models,
extensions to other BNP models, such as Pitman-Yor process (Pitman and Yor,
1997), Hierarchical Dirichlet process (Teh et al., 2006) are straightforward by using
Chinese restaurant process representation (Aldous, 1985).
Chapter 5
Robust Collapsed Variational Bayes for
Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes
Learning massive data collections which contain millions of documents up tobillions of data points is a challenging task because data are not only big but
also noisy. Probabilistic graphical models in general, the Bayesian nonparametric
(BNP) models in particular, are powerful tools to represent and discover information
behind the data. Topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and its
nonparametric counterpart Hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP), are widely used
in a variety of applications such as text mining, image analysis, and collaborative
filtering. While there are several efforts to design inference algorithms for LDA in
large scale settings (Liu et al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2012) which take the advantage of
multi-core or distributed systems, the distributed inference methods for HDP are
not available. In this chapter, we aim to fill the gap by developing an inference
algorithm for the Bayesian nonparametric model - HDP, which allows us to handle
the volume dimension in big data.
Posterior estimation for Bayesian models includes two main streams of approaches
as reviewed in Chapter (2): variational Bayes inference (VB) and Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). Every method has its advantages and disadvantages. In this
chapter, we follow the line of variational Bayes inference which is usually preferred
in practical applications because of its determinism and easy assessment of conver-
gence. MCMC methods are guaranteed to converge if they run long enough, but
they are slow and convergence diagnosis is notoriously hard. They are more suitable
for small to medium-scale datasets. Variational methods are deterministic and fast,
but there is a fixed gap between the true posterior and approximate one that VB
cannot bridge. However, in the presence of large datasets, this gap becomes negli-
gible and VB methods had demonstrated to work extremely well (Hoffman et al.,
2013, 2010; Teh et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2012).
Another important point to keep in mind is that VB is a non-convex problem and
commonly suffered from the local minimal problem in high dimensional parameter
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space resulting in worse predictive performance than Gibb samplers. Recent works
have attempted to address these issues by employing the idea of collapsing in Gibbs
sampling into VB approximation. Collapsing means that some parameters can be
integrated with the analytical form. Collapsing also leads to smaller space of para-
meters while still maintaining the dependency between collapsed variables in the
original models in the spirit of the Rao–Blackwell theorem (Wasserman, 2013, The-
orem 9.42).
Existing works on collapsed variational Bayes inference are limited. They do not
reduce the parameter space because of the introduction of auxiliary variables. We
address this complication with the collapsed inference algorithm for HDP models
by deriving the analytical forms for variational updates without introducing any
auxiliary variable. Our method is based on the conjugacy of generalized Dirichlet
distribution – an equivalent representation for the truncated stick breaking construc-
tion of Dirichlet process. Our inference methods are not only developed specifically
for HDP-LDA proposed in (Teh et al., 2007) but also applicable for any kind of
likelihood distributions as long as they follow the exponential family form. More
crucially, based on the derivations, we facilitate the scalable implementation on the
distributed Apache Spark platform in which the GraphX - an embedded graph pro-
cessing framework is used as a data structure for distributed data representation.
We conduct extensive experiments in a variety of domains including text, medical
text data, etc. Direct comparison with the LDA and other collapsed implementation
demonstrates that our method obtains a significant improvement in accuracy while
it is still comparable in running time.
Our main contributions in the chapter include: (1) a new inference algorithm
for Hierarchical Dirichlet process using collapsed variational Bayes which we refer
to as truly collapsed variational HDP (HDP-tCVB); (2) a scalable implementation
of the proposed algorithm on Apache Spark denote as SkHDP-CVB; (3) extensive
experiments show that the proposed algorithms outperform its parametric counter-
part - LDA (which is available in Apache Spark Machine Leaning library) and other
collapsed models with a competitive running time.
5.1 Problem Statement
Bayesian nonparametric models are increasingly applied to modern datasets in dif-
ferent contexts of applications including information retrieval, topic modelling, stat-
istical genetics, image segmentation, word segmentation (in speech recognition),
etc. (Teh and Jordan, 2009). Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) are among
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the most popular Bayesian nonparametric models which allow us to discover top-
ics in grouped data. The HDP models are attractive for learning massive datasets
since they support the number of topics to expand smoothly as more data instances
appear.
There are plentiful existing inference algorithms for HDP, but the efficient inference
methods can be classified into two broad categories: collapsed Gibbs sampler (Teh
et al., 2006; Buntine and Mishra, 2014) and collapsed variational Bayes inference
(CVB) (Teh et al., 2007). The CVB methods are variational optimization-based
algorithms then enhanced by using the collapsing idea from collapsed Gibbs sampler.
The intuitive idea behind collapsed variational Bayes is to reduce the parameter
space and helps the optimization process less likely be stuck in the local minima. The
work of Teh et al. proposed a collapsed version for variational Bayes for HDP (Teh
et al., 2007). The following work by Sato et al. (Sato et al., 2012) was suggested to
improve the memory usage of inference algorithms. The existing inference algorithms
are based on the collapsed idea. However, auxiliary variables have been introduced
to obtain the analytical forms for variational updates. Auxiliary variables are likely
to increase the search space of the variational parameters. Expanding the search
space not only consumes more computation time and memory but also leads to
local minima (of non-convex lower bound function). In this chapter, we develop a
novel collapsed variational Bayes inference for HDP in which we collapse the stick-
breaking variables at the document level and global topics without introducing any
auxiliary variables. Hence, we call the algorithm as truly collapsed variational Bayes
(HDP-tCVB).
Modern massive datasets at a large scale such as collections of images from Flickr or
documents from Wikipedia, tweets from Twitter are becoming more common. The
magnitude of these datasets requires more efficient machine learning algorithms
which can handle them efficiently regarding computation time and memory require-
ments. For instance, the collection of documents from Wikipedia (Hoffman et al.,
2013) contains millions of text documents requiring approximately fifty GBytes on
disk space and up to tens of GBytes of memory. When learning these datasets with
a complex model with millions of parameter, a desktop machine cannot afford the
memory requirements. Moreover, when dealing with small or moderate datasets
which are usually able to be fitted into stand-alone computer memory, the advant-
age of the modern computer with multi-core should be leveraged to speed up the
learning algorithms. A new emerging class of frameworks that allows learning al-
gorithms being deployed on desktop machines or distributed systems like clusters is
Apache Spark (Zaharia et al., 2010). Apache Spark is a cluster computing platform
that supports distributed computing, scalability, and fault tolerance. Compared
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with MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008), a well-known disk-based distributed
framework, Spark provides an in-memory processing solution which bypasses the
heavy disk I/O bottleneck of reloading the data when performing iterative machine
learning methods. In addition, the platform also supports high-level APIs which
are more friendly to developers and especially supplies REPL (read-eval-print-loop)
environment for data scientists.
Our second goal in this work is to investigate a truly distributed collapsed variational
Bayes for HDP model called SkHDP-CVB. We will use the distributed graph struc-
ture called GraphX – an embedded graph processing framework built on top of
Apache Spark to represent the sparse relationship between documents and words.
This data structure is naturally fitted with the bag-word representation in topic
modelling and built with many efficient operations on distributed systems. As a
consequence, it usually takes days (to weeks) to learn the large corpora with a single
machine. We can learn the same data with the distributed learning algorithms for
hours.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: In Section 5.2, we review the HDP
and present a truncated view of the model. Section 5.3 describes our truly collapsed
variational Bayes algorithm for HDP. Distributed implementation of the proposed
algorithm with GraphX on Apache Spark is provided in Section 5.4. A compre-
hensive evaluation of the capability and scalability of the proposed algorithm on
large-scale datasets with approximately billions of data points is provided in Section
5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Recent Advances in HDP Inference Algorithms
In this section we briefly review the truncation representation of Hierarchical Dirich-
let processes, the stick-breaking based generative process for HDP, which is conve-
nient to develop the collapsed variational Bayes inference algorithms, and variational
inference for HDP. This section then lays the groundwork for our model developed
in the sequel.
5.2.1 Truncation representation of Dirichlet process
Stick-breaking representation for Dirichlet process G0 ∼ DP (γ,H) which is de-
scribed in Equation (2.25) can be approximated with truncated representation as















, k < K, βK = 1.
(5.1)
We call that Dirichlet process is approximated at truncated level K. The truncation
error of truncated Dirichlet process priors is bounded according to the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.1. (Ishwaran and James, 2002) The truncated stick-breaking represen-
tation of Dirichlet process has the error bound as
ˆ
Ω








where βk are the stick random lengths defined in Equation (5.1), and n is the number
of observations from the process.
The theorem guarantees that the truncated Dirichlet process is exponentially accu-
rate with respect to the truncation level K. The bound for the prior also implies the
bound for the truncated Dirichlet process posterior. Let consider the case when we
have observed n samples from Dirichlet process, the indicator vectorZ , (z1, . . . , zn)
denoted the sticks that data come from. When using the truncated Dirichlet process,
the support for each zi is {1, 2, . . . , K} while it is {1, 2, . . .} for Dirichlet process.
We denote Zn ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}n as the indicator for truncated Dirichlet process and
Z∞ ∈ {1, 2, . . .}n as the indicator for Dirichlet process. It is obvious that Zn ∈ Z∞.
The bound for truncated Dirichlet process posterior DPK (Zn |X) is stated as fol-
lows
Lemma 5.2. (Ishwaran and James, 2002) The error of stick-breaking representation












where DPK (Z |X) and DP∞ (Z |X) are the posteriors for Z under truncated
and original Dirichlet process respectively; DP∞ (X) is marginal density under the
Dirichlet process.
As the result of the above theorem and lemma, we can truncate the Dirichlet process
at a certain level with some desired error bound. In the following sections, we recall
the HDP model without truncations and some variational inference methods that
use truncated version of the Dirichlet process for variational distribution. However,
we use the truncated version for the model and obtain analytically closed forms for
the variational updates in Section 5.3.
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(a) Generative view (b) Stick breaking view (c) Stick breaking combining Chinese
restaurant franchise view
Figure 5.1: Graphical representation for the HDP model.
5.2.2 Variational Inference for HDP
Let us consider the case when we have a corpus with J documents. With the
assumption that each document is related to several topics, we can model each
document as a mixture of latent topics using Dirichlet process mixture. Though
different documents may be generated from different topics, they usually share some
of the topics together. This is also known sharing statistical strength across groups
which is a key property of the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) (Teh et al.,
2006). In HDP, the topics among documents are coupled using another Dirichlet
process mixture G0. For each document, a Dirichlet process Gj, j = 1, . . . , J , is used
to model its topic distribution. Gj (s) are ’linked’ together by G0; and due to the
discreteness of G0, topics are naturally shared among Gj (s). Formally, generative
representation with the graphical model shown in Figure 5.1a is as below:
G0 | γ,H ∼ DP(γ,H) Gj | α,G0 ∼ DP(α,G0) (5.2)
θji | Gj ∼ Gj xji | θji ∼ F (θji).
The stick breaking representation of HDP is described as follows








zij ∼ pij, φk ∼ H(λ), xji ∼ F (φzji), (5.4)
where the GEM(γ) distribution is constructed as follows
β = (βk)∞k=1 s.t βk = vk
∏
s<k
(1− vs) with vk iid∼ Beta (1, α) .
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However, in Equation (5.4), stick length pij for each document Gj can be construct














(1− ujl), k = 1, 2, . . . ,∞.
Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2011) used stick-breaking construction combining with
Chinese restaurant franchise to develop variational inference method for HDP. The
developed representation using two stick-breaking constructions for corpus and doc-
ument level is defined as follows












where the corpus construction remains the same in Equation (5.3). To map the
atoms in the document level ψjt to the atoms in the corpus level φk, a series of
indicator variables cj = {cjt}∞t=1 is introduced and drawn from Mult(β) distribution,
cjt ∼ Mult(β). The mapping is ψjt = φcjt . The document-level indicator variable
zji will map customer i in restaurant j to table t and be used as the index of cjt for
generating the word xji,





The graphical model for stick-breaking and Chinese restaurant franchise is de-
picted in Figure 5.1c. Bayesian learning means to learn the posterior distribution
p (β,φ1:K ,Z,C,pi1:J) which is intractable. Variational inference scheme uses the
tractable proxy distribution q (β,φ1:K ,pi1:J) as follows
























are stick-breaking distributions truncated













is Dirichlet distribution. Note that we
removed the hyperparameters of variational distributions to reduce the clutter of
Equation (5.5).
Using the standard derivation of variational approximation (Bishop, 2006; Wang
et al., 2011), we can obtain the variational updates for stick-breaking distributions
as follows





k1 = 1 + nk, γ
β















jit. The hyperparameters for indicator











µzjitE [ln p (xji | φk)] + E [ln βk]
}
,
where E [ln βk], E [ln pijt], E [ln p (xji | φk)] can be computed using derivation in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. Finally, update for variational topic proportion is






Teh et al. (Teh et al., 2007) have also developed the collapsed variational infer-
ence for HDP which introduced auxiliaries variables to obtain the analytical forms
for variational updates. The Taylor approximation at second order has been used
to obtain the collapsed updates which are memory consuming to compute Hessian
matrix. Later, Sato at al. (Sato et al., 2012) have improved memory usage of in-
ference algorithm by using the first order approximation. In this work, we use the
representation proposed by (Wang et al., 2011) to derive the collapsed variational
inference without introducing the auxiliary variables. Furthermore, we have derived
the analytical forms for variational updates with the general exponential family dis-
tributions while the works as mentioned earlier have just introduced derivations for
a particular case, the Dirichlet distribution.
5.3 Truly collapsed variational Bayes for HDP
As shown in Section 5.2, HDP model can be truncated at some level with the given
bound. This bound gives the theoretical guarantee to approximate the HDP and
its truncated version. In this section, we first introduce the truncated version of
HDP for only topic level, while the Dirichlet process for document level remains as
infinite stick-breaking.
5.3.1 Marginalizing out document stick-breaking
We develop our truly collapsed variational Bayes for HDP in this section. We present
the variational inference method for HDP in which the document stick lengths pij’s
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are marginalised out. This approach can be considered to be similar to the vari-
ational Bayes algorithm of (Wang et al., 2011) but in our case pij’s will be margin-
alised out. Hence, the indicator variables cjt’s are also eliminated. These steps are
anticipated to result in much more efficient inference algorithms with lower variance
as a consequence of the Rao-Blackwell theorem. The representation of the HDP
model described in Section 5.2.2 can be truncated with the number of topics K and
represented as follows
β ∼ GD (1,γ) pij ∼ GD (a, b)






where γ is a (K − 1)–dimensional vector with each element has a value of γ, and
a = [αβ1, . . . , αβK−1] b =
[








Our proposed variational distribution then take the following factorised form:





















; λβ.1 and λβ.2 are vectors of (K − 1) dimension while µzji is the










∝ exp (E [ln p (β,φ, z,x)])





ln p (zji | β)
+ E [ln p (β)]

Using the conjugate property of Generalized Dirichlet distribution and Multi-
nomial, we have























∝ exp (E [ln p (β,φ, z,x)])





ln p (xji | φk, zji)
+ E [ln p (φk)]

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If p (x | ·) is Categorical as in topic modelling with LDA, using the conjugate
property of Dirichlet distribution and Categorical p (xji | φk), we have





µzjikI (xji = w) (5.7)
However, when p (x | ·) has the exponential from, we also obtain the analytical









∝ exp (E [ln p (β,φ, z,x)])
= exp (E [ln p (xji | φ, zji)] + E [ln p (zji | β)] + const)
∝ exp (E [ln p (xji | φ, zji)] + E [ln p (zji | β)]) .
Now we compute E [ln p (zji | β)]. Using the result from Equation (2.16), we
have
p (zji | β) = Γ (
∑
k I (zji = k) + 1)∏
k
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where (1) = 1. Therefore,
p (zji | β) =
K−1∏
i=1
Γ (ai + bi)


































We can compute each individual factor as follows
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Γ (al + bl + 1)
K−1∏
l=zji+1
Γ (al + bl)
Γ (al + bl)
= 1∏zji
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Therefore,




















µzjik ∝ exp (E [ln p (xji | φk)] + E [ln (βk)]) . (5.8)
5.3.2 Marginalizing out topic atoms
In this section, we further present the update equations for our inference algorithm
when the topic atoms φ’s are also marginalised out. In this case, our variational
distribution is simplified to:












The updates for stick length variable β remain the same Equation (5.6). Since the






∝ exp (E [ln p (β,φ, z,x)])
= exp (E [ln p (xji | z,x−ji)] + E [ln p (zji | β)] + const)
∝ exp (E [ln p (xji | z,x−ji)] + E [ln p (zji | β)]) ,
where the term E [ln p (zji | β)] can be computed as in Equation (5.8). Now we
compute E [ln p (xji | z,x−ji)] for each zji = k. Using the conjugate analysis in
Section 2.2 with the prior p (φ | η) ∝ exp
(



























Since two terms are related to the expectation w.r.t q (z). We develop the approx-






, the other will be computed similarly. If we use
the zero-order (also first-order) Taylor approximation, we can approximate this term
as follows
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Figure 5.2: Spark Architecture (taken from (Scott, 2015))































































































5.4 Distributed Inference for HDP on Apache Spark
In this section we scale up the collapsed inference algorithms by deploying them
to the distributed computation platform called Apache Spark1. Our distributed
algorithms now can handle up to billions of data points using our existing computing
infrastructure which consists of 8 physical nodes, each node equipped with 32 virtual
cores CPU and 128GB RAM. In the next subsection, we introduce Apache Spark
and built-in distributed graph data structures called GraphX which is used to store
data for learning with HDP. We then develop inference algorithms on this platform
for massive datasets.
5.4.1 Apache Spark and GraphX
Apache Spark is a general-purpose data-distributed computation platform developed
by AMPLab in 2009. Spark’s flexibility and capability of handling several petabytes
1http://spark.apache.org












Figure 5.3: A graph example in GraphX
A
B
A B A B
Figure 5.4: Three different views of a graph in GraphX API
of data at a time on a distributed cluster make it well suitable to deploy machine
learning algorithms with growing massive datasets. Extensive support of popular
programming languages for data analytics such as Java, Scala, Python, and R al-
lows Spark be learned easily and incorporated into existing applications. The key
component in the platform is Spark Core which is responsible for system manage-
ment functions such as task scheduling. The heart of Spark Core is a programming
abstraction known as Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) which is designed to
support in-memory data computation across the cluster. Operations with RDD
is guaranteed with fault-tolerance and efficiency implementation. When possible,
RDDs remain in memory, greatly increasing the performance of the algorithms that
require for iterative processing. Figure 5.2 depicts the architecture of Spark system
in which we will use GraphX module as the data structure for our Sparkling HDP
algorithm.
GraphX (Gonzalez et al., 2014) is a graph processing framework built on top of
Apache Spark and allows graph-parallel computation. At a conceptual level, GraphX
extends the RDD data to provide a set of operators to simplify graph analytics tasks.
A typical graph in GraphX includes edges and vertices. Each of them is attached
with a property which can be any programming object. An example graph, as shown
in Figure 5.3, is a directed graph that represents a small social network. The node
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5
1
(a) Document-term association graph repres-
entation
(b) Topic aggregation from term nodes
Figure 5.5: Data representation for topic modelling with GraphX
property denotes the age of the actor while an edge property shows the number of
likes of an actor to the other. While working with the graph, GraphX API provides
three views: two standard vertex and edge views and a convenient triplet view as
depicted in Figure 5.42. The user will choose the convenient views when working
with the graph. In our following algorithm, we mainly use the edge and triplet view.
Before describing how we use GraphX to represent the document-term association
and deploy the learning algorithm on Apache Spark framework in the following
section, we will briefly explain two operators in GraphX API: sendMessage and
aggregateMessage which are the main operators in our distributed algorithm. First,
the sendMessage is the operator associated with each edge in the graph, we can
traverse all or part of edges to sendMessage to the corresponding nodes. Each node
might receive multiple messages from edges it belongs to. To handle coming messages
at a node, GraphX API provides aggregateMessage handler to process them. After
aggregateMessage, the graph can be updated with new information.
5.4.2 Sparkling HDP
A document consists of terms (tokens) coupling with the number of occurrences
in that document. A corpus with a collection of documents can be represented as
a bipartite graph with two sets of vertices: documents and terms as denoted in
Figure 5.5a. Each edge contains the number of occurrences of the corresponding
term in the document. For instance, in Figure 5.5a, document 1 contains two terms
1 and w with the number of occurrences 5 and 1 respectively. Each term node is
2The blue cylinder is the property associated with the node while the green cylinder denotes
the property of edge.
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Algorithm 5.1 Sparkling tCVB learning for HDP
procedure SparklingtCVBHDP(D)
Construct the graph G using data D
while not converged do
for each edge in G do
Compute µzw using Eq. (5.8)
sendMessage with vector njwµzw to term node w
end for
for each term node in G do





Collect µtw to compute λβ and λ
φ
1:K using Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7)
end for
end while
return λφ1:K and λβ
end procedure
accompanied with a vector K–dimension, µtw, which is store the probabilities the
term belongs to (K) topics. As demonstrated in Figure 5.5b, we can aggregate and
concatenate these vectors into a matrix that is the K global topics for the entire
corpus. The matrix has K × V dimensions where K is the number of topics and V
is the vocabulary size. Each row is a topic (hyper-)parameter.
After constructing the graph, the algorithm will update the graph until conver-
gence (very small or no change in ELBO). The procedure of update is as follows.
Visiting every edge in the graph, the topic assignment is computed using Equa-
tion (5.8) then sent (using sendMessage operator ) to the corresponding term node
multiplied with the term occurrence. At each term node, the algorithm will merge





w. All node properties are aggregated and constructed into a matrix
K × V dimensions which then is used to update λβ and λφk ’s using the Equations
(5.6) and (5.7) respectively. The procedure can be summarised into Algorithm 5.1.
5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Inference Performance and Running Time
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the performance of our proposed meth-
ods on three tasks: validating the inference method with the held-out likelihood
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Data 20 Newsgroups Wiki PubMed
vocab 8, 033 7, 660 10, 000
# words 285, 945 66, 170, 564 90, 294, 628
# train docs 5, 000 (90% length) 896, 670 1, 276, 415
# test docs 5, 000 (10% length) 99, 630 141, 824
Table 5.1: Data statistics of there datasets.
and ELBO; comparing the inference performance the proposed method with the
baseline methods of (Wang et al., 2011) and (Teh et al., 2007); demonstrating the
scalability of SkHDP-CVB in training large-scale datasets. We directly compare
the performance of our proposed model with several existing methods implemen-
ted in machine learning library (MLlib) of Apache Spark including LDA-VB and
variational inference for HDP (without collapse), SkHDP-VB.
We run all experiments on a Hadoop-Spark cluster consisting of 8 physical nodes,
each node equipped with 32 virtual cores CPU, 128GB RAM.
5.5.1.1 Datasets and statistics
We use two categories of datasets in our experiments including medium-scale and
large-scale datasets. For medium-scale dataset, we extract a subset of 5,000 doc-
uments of the 20 Newsgroups dataset3. Vocabulary for this dataset is constructed
by removing stop words, stemming words, and words with a frequency less than 3.
As a result, we obtain a vocabulary list with the length of 8,033 words. We also
split each document into training and testing parts with 90% of tokens for training
portion. We further use two large-scale datasets: Wikipedia and Pubmed. Wikipedia
dataset contains about 1.1 million English documents from Wikipedia website. We
pre-processed these documents using the vocabulary list taken from the top 10,000
words in Project Gutenberg. This vocabulary list has been further removed all words
less than three characters (Hoffman et al., 2013). The second massive text dataset
is PubMed which comprises 1.4 million abstracts acquired from pubmed.gov. The
documents in this dataset are chosen with the published year from 2000. Similar to
Wikipedia, we also extracted the vocabulary from the whole dataset and kept words
with more than two characters. A top list of 10,000 words is used as vocabulary list
for computing bag-of-word.
3J. Rennie. 20 Newsgroups dataset. http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups.
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Methods Perplexity Time (s) per iteration
HDP-CVB 1,482 5.213
SkHDP-CVB 1,356 5.862
Table 5.2: Perplexity and running time for 20 newsgroups dataset with two different
collapsed variational inference. Note that HDP models in both methods are trun-
cated at the same K = 100 topics. Hyper-parameters for topics and stick-breaking
distribution are γ = 0.01 and α = 1, respectively.
5.5.1.2 Evaluation metric
Perplexity We use perplexity as the evaluation metric to compare the modelling
performance between inference algorithms or between models (HDP vs. LDA). The









j ln p (wj | D)∑
j nj
}
where D is the training data. Since the term p (wj· | D) is intractable and can be
computed using its bound as follows
ln p (wj | D) = ln
ˆ
p (φ1:K ,β | D) p (wj | φ1:K ,β) dφ1:Kdβ
≈ ln
ˆ
q (φ1:K ,β) p (wj | φ1:K ,β) dφ1:Kdβ
≥
ˆ
q (φ1:K ,β) ln p (Xj | φ1:K ,β)
=
ˆ












p (Xj,Zj | φ1:K ,β)
q (Zj)
= E [p (Xj | Zj,φ1:K)] + E [p (Zj | β)]− E [q (Zj)] ,
where q (φ1:K ,β) is the posterior obtained during the training phase with variational
inference, whilst q (Zj) is computed for new data wj using variational update in
Equation (5.8). Note that in two inequalities of above derivation, we use the Jensen’s
inequality for log function.
5.5.1.3 Results
First, we demonstrate the learning efficiency of the proposed learning methods com-




Perplexity Time (s) (#epoch) Perplexity Time (s) ( # epoch)
LDA-VB 2,076.20 6,976 (100) 5,060.49 11,050 (100)
SkHDP-VB 1,978.94 1,622 (20) 4,163.33 4,480 (20)
SkHDP-CVB 1,798.48 1,424 (20) 4,023.1 3,213 (20)
Table 5.3: Perplexity and running time for two large-scale datasets for three differ-




Purity NMI F-measure RI
HDP-Gibbs 0.691 0.581 0.666 0.836 1945
SkHDP-CVB 0.665 0.502 0.277 0.920 54
Table 5.4: Clustering performance on StudentLife dataset.
investigation, we use the 20 newsgroups dataset and learn with our proposed meth-
ods and the baseline method of (Teh et al., 2007), denoted HDP-CVB. We use the
implementation of HDP-CVB written in Java provided by Brad Block4. We com-
pare the learning performance and the running time where both are run on Intel
i7-3.4GHz machine with installed Windows 7. Since the HDP-CVB code is imple-
mented using multi-thread programming. HDP-CVB is set to 5 threads while our
implementation is run on Apache Spark framework. We execute the algorithms for
100 iterations. Table 5.2 shows the performance of our method and the baseline
method. Our proposed method can obtain better predictive performance (lower
perplexity) with approximately equivalent running time and is able to handle the
larger scale of data which is up to millions of documents.
In the next experiments, we deploy our algorithm on a cluster with 8 nodes of 240
virtual cores and 896GB memory in total. We use two baseline methods for com-
paring with our proposed algorithms. The first algorithm is learning algorithm for
LDA model which is available in Machine Learning Library (MLLib) as a package
of Apache Spark. We denote this method as LDA-VB. The second algorithm is
the variational inference method for HDP model suggested in (Wang et al., 2011)
but we developed an implementation under Apache Spark framework which is de-
noted SkHDP-VB. Table 5.3 depicts the perplexity and running time of our meth-
ods comparing with other baseline methods on two large-scale datasets. The results




Figure 5.6: Three tag-clouds of topic 7 with MDC data.
5.5.2 Robust Pervasive Context Discovery
In this section, we demonstrate our proposed framework for context acquisition. We
use two popular large datasets Student Life (Wang et al., 2014) and Mobile Data
Challenge (Laurila et al., 2012) for analysing pervasive signals with applications in
pervasive and human dynamics application.
5.5.2.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
The StudentLife and Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) large and real-world datasets
that are frequently used in pervasive and ubiquitous computing research. The former
is collected from smartphones of 48 students at Dartmouth College over a 10-week
spring term in 2013, while the latter are collected from smartphones of 191 parti-
cipants in 18 months from 2009 to 2011 at Lausanne, Switzerland. Both datasets
contain multi-channel data (e.g., SMS and call history, accelerometer, etc.). How-
ever, in our experiments, we limit their use only in Bluetooth and WiFi signals. We
applied similar procedure mentioned in (Nguyen et al., 2016a,b) to pre-process the
two datasets. That is, for WiFi data, we eliminate access points that have been
scanned less than 100 times and for Bluetooth data, we eliminate Bluetooth devices
that have been scanned less than ten times as they are not statistically meaningful
and would not affect the topic discovery. The only different point is that in this
paper, a Bluetooth and a WiFi scan are considered to be from the same scan if their
timestamp difference is less than 5 seconds, instead of having the same timestamp
as in the two aforementioned papers.
In the first experiment, we compare our inference framework with Gibbs sampler
in (Nguyen et al., 2016a,b) on two datasets. We would like to demonstrate the
advancement regarding of running time of our proposed method but still obtaining
comparable performance.
In the next experiment, we propose a new representation of data for learning HDP
with product space in our proposed framework. Our observations in StudentLife
dataset include two channels: WiFi and Bluetooth. The dimensions for channel
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observations are x and y respectively. We merge these two channels into one using
a dimension of x × y. After learning, we can marginalise this joint distribution to
obtain the atoms for each channel. We then compare our results with Gibbs sampler
in (Nguyen et al., 2016b) which is available for StudentLife dataset only. We then
proceed the qualitative analysis for MDC datasets.
5.5.2.2 Learned Patterns from Pervasive Signals
We compare our proposed framework with existing works which applied HDP with
Gibbs sampler (HDP-Gibbs). Table 5.4 presents clustering performance comparison
between our method (SkHDP-CVB) with HDP-Gibbs on StudentLife dataset. We
also compare the running time of two methods. In comparison with Gibbs sampler,
our method outperforms on RI and are still comparable on other metrics. However,
the time for running our method for 100 epochs is significant (36 times) less than
required time to run Gibbs sampler for 500 iterations.
We visualise each topic by 3 tag-clouds. Firstly, as the model produces a number of
topics where each topic is a distribution over WiFi hotspot IDs, we can visualise each
topic by a tag-cloud of WiFi hotspot IDs. The size of each WiFi ID is proportional
to its contribution to the topic. Moreover, the MDC dataset also provides a table
visits_20_minutes, which contains the places and the time that participants have
been visited for at least 20 minutes. By matching the time of WiFi scans and
the time from the table visits_20_minutes, we can infer a place ID for each WiFi
ID. Thus, we produce another tag-cloud in which WiFi IDs are replaced by theirs
corresponding place IDs. Furthermore, the dataset also provides a ground-truth
table places in which users give a label for each place ID. Hence, we associate the
inferred place IDs and the participant ID, which corresponding to the phone where
the scans took place, to produce labels (e.g. 5980_home is the home of participant
5980).
Visualising topics as 3-tuple tag-clouds can help us infer some meaningful contexts
of the topics. An example is the visualisation of topic 7 (Fig. 5.6). From this
visualisation, we can see that this topic is a group of WiFi hotspots located around
location number 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, which are labelled as the home of many users.
Thus, we can infer that topic 7 is highly likely a residential location or a dormitory.
To facilitate the exploration of relationships between location/proximity topics and
WiFi/Bluetooth IDs, we employ the GEXF Viewer tool and display discovered topics
as a graph. Fig. 5.7 shows the network built from discovered topics, where nodes are











































































































Figure 5.7: The relationship of discovered topics and Bluetooth/WiFi IDs with
StudentLife data. Nodes and edges are: (1) WiFi ID; (2) Bluetooth ID; (3) The
edge means that the Bluetooth ID 52 contributes the most to the proximity topic
9; (4) Proximity topic; (5) This edge links a proximity topic with its corresponding
location topic; (6) Location topic.
topics (aqua) and Bluetooth ID (purple). The size of each location/proximity node
is proportional to its contribution in the location/proximity topic mixture. For each
topic, we visualise the connection with the 5 IDs that contribute the most to this
topic. For example, when we choose the proximity topic 9 (P9), the viewer will
highlight the 5 Bluetooth ID nodes 21, 24, 34, 57, 44 to indicate that these are the
5 most contributing IDs to the proximity topic 9. Moreover, the connection edges
size also relatively reflects the contribution of each node to the topic. We also use
GEXF Viewer tool to interactively display discovered clusters and data as a graph.
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5.6 Conclusion
We have presented a scalable method for inference one of the most important class of
model in Bayesian nonparametric clustering – the Hierarchical Dirichlet processes.
The derivation is obtained only for coordinate descent variational inference. How-
ever, it is straightforward to use the results for stochastic variational inference (Hoff-
man et al., 2013). Another direction of the extension includes applying the methods
to more advanced models which use the same hierarchical modelling mechanism as
in HDP such as nest Dirichlet process (Rodriguez et al., 2008), our context-sensitive
DP developed in Chapter 3 and our subsequent Bayesian nonparametric multilevel
clustering models developed later on in this thesis. The experimental results demon-
strate that our methods are faster than the existing variational inference methods
while yielding the better model quality. Most importantly, our work enables to scale
seamlessly with data and the applicability of HDP to modern real-world datasets
which can contain millions of documents.
Chapter 6
Scalable Bayesian Nonparametric Multilevel
Clustering
Science, engineering, and technology in the era of big data are contributing to theexplosive growth of data with high velocity. A consistent research theme of this
dissertation is to develop richer, fast and sophisticated models through the theory
of Bayesian nonparametrics, graphical models and approximate inference. Besides
massive data stream, big data also has large (petabyte and exabyte) scales, wide
variety and considerable uncertainty. For instance, the textual data from Wikipedia
are growing vastly in spectra day by day, while there are other side information and
metadata associated with each article such as the article editors, topic categories,
authorship information, time-stamp, publication venues and so on. For scientific
publication, PubMed maintains a growing collection of medical related publications
around the world. Apart from the abstract, each paper also includes valuable meta-
data such as authors, titles, and medical heading subjects. In this chapter, we will
tackle clustering problems in such massive data stream containing variety data (and
meta-data) fields.
A prominent feature in numerous modern datasets tackled in machine learning is
how the data are naturally layered into groups in a hierarchical representation:
text corpus as collection of documents, which are subdivided into words; user’s
activities are organized by users, whose sessions divided into actions; electronic
medical records (EMR) organized as sets of ICD1 codes diagnosed for the patients.
Probabilistic modelling techniques for grouped data have become a standard tool in
machine learning, including topic modelling (Blei et al., 2003; Teh et al., 2006) and
multilevel data analysis (Hox, 2010; Diez-Roux, 2000). Another important feature
in such datasets is the availability of rich sources of additional information known as
contexts and group-specific meta-data. These include information about authorships,
timestamps, various tags associated with texts and images, user’s demographics, etc.
For consistency, we shall refer to the content groups (e.g., text documents, images,
1Stands for International Classification of Disease.
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user’s activity session) broadly as documents, and its associated side information as
document-specific context.
Existing works on this problem are limited to small datasets due to the use of
the Gibbs sampler. We address the complication of scaling up multilevel cluster-
ing under a Bayesian nonparametric setting, extending the MC2 model proposed
in (Nguyen et al., 2014). We ground our approach in structured mean-field and
stochastic variational inference (SVI) and develop a tree-structured SVI algorithm
that exploits the interplay between content and context modelling. Our new al-
gorithm avoids the need to run repeatedly through the corpus as in Gibbs sampler.
More crucially, our method is immediately amendable to parallelization, facilitating
a scalable distributed implementation on the Apache Spark platform. We conduct
extensive experiments in a variety of domains including text, images, and real-world
user application activities. Direct comparison with the Gibbs-sampler demonstrates
that our method is an order-of-magnitude faster without loss of model quality. Our
Spark-based implementation gains another order-of-magnitude speedup and is able
to scale to large real-world datasets containing millions of documents and groups.
Our major contributions in this chapter then can be summarised as: (a) a new
theoretical development of stochastic variational inference for an important family
of models to address the problem of multilevel clustering with contexts. We note
this class of models (MC2) include nested DP, DPM, and HDP as the special cases;
(b) a scalable implementation of the proposed SVI-MC2 on Apache Spark; and (c)
the demonstration that our new algorithm can scale up to very large corpora.
6.1 Motivation
The rich and interwoven nature of raw document contents and their contextual
information provide an excellent opportunity for joint modeling and, in particular,
clustering the content-units (e.g., forming topics from words) and the content-groups
(e.g., forming cluster of documents) — a problem known as multilevel clustering
with context (Nguyen et al., 2014). There have been several attempts of multilevel
clustering in the probabilistic topic modelling literature. A simple approach is to
subdivide this task into two phases: first learning a topic model and then perform-
ing document clustering using the topic-induced representation of the documents
(Lu et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2013). An elegant approach is to unify these two
steps into a single framework (Nguyen et al., 2014; Xie and Xing, 2013; Rodriguez
et al., 2008; Wulsin et al., 2012). Among these works, the Bayesian nonparametric
approach to multilevel clustering with group-level contexts (MC2) (Nguyen et al.,
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2014) offers a powerful method capable of jointly modelling both content and con-
text in a flexible and nonparametric manner, and generalising on several previous
modelling techniques. The key idea of the MC2 model is a special Dirichlet Process
(DP) whose base-measure is a product between a context-generating measure and a
content-generating DP. This construct enables both clustering of documents associ-
ating with their contexts and clustering of words into topics. (Nguyen et al., 2014)
have shown that their MC2 integrates the nested DP (Rodriguez et al., 2008) and
DP mixture (DPM) (Antoniak, 1974) into one single unified model wherein margin-
alising out the documents’ contents results in a DP mixture, and marginalising out
document-specific contexts results in a nested DP mixture.
The need for jointly accounting for both context and content data in a flexible
Bayesian nonparametric fashion also underlies a formidable computational challenge
for model fitting. In fact, the MC2 model of (Nguyen et al., 2014) was originally
equipped with a Gibbs sampler for inference; hence the usefulness of the model could
only be demonstrated on relatively small datasets. This inference method seriously
hinders the usefulness and applicability of MC2 in tackling big real world datasets
which can contain millions of documents or more, along with it the millions of useful
pieces of contextual information.
Our goal in this work is to address the multilevel clustering with contexts problem at
scale, by developing effective posterior inference algorithms for the MC2 using tech-
niques from stochastic variational inference. A challenging aspect about inference
for MC2 is the computational treatment in the clustering of discrete distributions
of contents jointly with the context variables. Unlike either the Dirichlet process or
HDP mixtures, the context-content linkage presented in the MC2 model makes the
model more expressive, while necessitating the inference of the joint context and
content atoms. These are mathematically rich objects — while the context atoms
take on usual contextual values, the content atoms represent probability distribu-
tions over words. To maintain an accurate approximation of the joint context and
content atoms, we employ a tree-structured mean-field decomposition that explicitly
links the model context and content atoms.
Models for clustering documents
Two of the most well-known probabilistic models for learning from grouped data
are Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) and its nonparametric
counterpart, Hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006). These models
allow us to exploit the group structure for word clustering but not to cluster the
groups of data. To clustering documents, some authors employed a two-step process.
In the first step, each document is represented by the feature of its topic proportion
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using topic models, e.g. LDA or HDP. Now each document is considered as an input
data point for some clustering algorithm. (Elango and Jayaraman, 2005) used LDA
combined with K-means to cluster images while (Nguyen et al., 2013) exploited
features by HDP and used Affinity Propagation for clustering human activities.
Incorporating topic modelling and clustering in one unique model is a more elegant
approach. Nested DP (nDP) (Rodriguez et al., 2008) is the first attempt to handle
this challenge in the context of Bayesian nonparametric. The model by (Rodriguez
et al., 2008) has tried to group documents into clusters, each of which shares the
same distribution over the topics. However, in the original nDP, the documents do
not share topics. An extension to nDP, the MLC-HDP model with 3-level clustering,
has been done by (Wulsin et al., 2012). This model can cluster words, documents
and document-corpora with shared topic atoms throughout the group hierarchy with
this model. Later, Multi-Grain Clustering Topic Model which allows mixing between
global topics and document-cluster topics has been introduced by (Xie and Xing,
2013). The most recent work, the Bayesian nonparametric multilevel clustering with
group-level contexts (MC2) (Nguyen et al., 2014), offers a theoretically elegant joint
model for both content and context. To our best of knowledge, this model is the
current state-of-the-art for this problem.
However, authors in (Nguyen et al., 2014) only provide a Gibbs sampling method for
inference. This seriously hinder the usefulness and applicability of MC2 in tackling
modern datasets which can contain millions of documents.
Stochastic Variational Inference
In Chapter 2, we introduced two main inference approaches for graphical models
including MCMC and deterministic variational methods. The variational inference
is usually preferred due to its predictable convergence. In variational inference
scheme, the problem of computing intractable posterior distribution is transformed
into an optimization problem by introducing tractable variational distribution.
One of the most popular approximation is mean-field which assumes that the vari-
ational distribution is fully factorised. The objective function called Evidence Lower
BOund (ELBO) is defined asKL divergence between approximated distribution and
the posterior distribution plus a constant. To solve this optimization problem, co-
ordinate descent can be used. However, this optimization method is not suitable for
modern datasets with millions of documents since all documents are visited in each
iteration. To circumvent this challenge, the earliest, but very recent, the attempt
can be traced back to (Hoffman et al., 2010) where SVI framework for Bayesian
nonparametric inference was proposed by combining mean-field approximation and
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(a) Generative view. (b) Stick-breaking view.
Figure 6.1: Graphical presentation for Multilevel clustering with contexts models.
stochastic optimization. SVI for the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) was also
presented in (Wang et al., 2011).
Instead of using coordinate descent, stochastic variational inference (SVI) (Hoffman
et al., 2013) using stochastic gradient descent to optimize the ELBO. In order to keep
optimization process converge faster, SVI uses the coordinate descent for the local
update which is related to each data point and updates global variables involving
multiple data points with the stochastic gradient. Moreover, as suggested by (Amari,
1998), learning with natural gradient may lead to faster convergence. In the SVI
framework with exponential family distributions, the natural gradient updates are
not only more likely to improve optimization speed but also produce simpler update
equations.
We ground our methodology on the work of (Hoffman et al., 2013) and develop
the SVI updates for MC2. However, we note at the outset that, unlike HDP, our
model is not completely factorised, hence our solution does not simply follow a naive
mean field, but rather a variant of structured mean field approximation of Bayesian
nonparametric models.
6.2 Multilevel clustering with contexts (MC2)
We first describe the MC2 model of (Nguyen et al., 2014). Consider J groups
where each group j contains Nj exchangeable data points, represented by wj ={
wj1, . . . , wjNj
}
. Besides, group specific context data xj is presented in each group
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j. We assume the exchangeability between data groups. The overall data includes
two collections: {w1, . . . ,wJ} representing observations of the group contents, and
{x1, . . . , xJ} depicting observations of the group-level contexts. The generative pro-
cess for MC2 model (see Figure 6.1a) can be summarised as follows
U ∼ DP (γ (H ×DP (υQ0))) where Q0 ∼ DP (ηS) ,
(θj, Qj) ∼ U for each group j
xj ∼ F (· | θj) , ϕji ∼ Qj, wji ∼ Y (· | ϕji) .
In the above, U is a DP realization, hence a discrete measure with probability 1,
and therefore enforces the clustering of documents. The sample pair (θj, Qj) ∼
U represents the context parameter and content-generating measures of the j-th
document. Distinct measures Qj are effectively drawn from DP(υQ0) where Q0 ∼
DP (ηS), so the samples ϕji share atoms just like in a hierarchical DP (HDP).
F (.|θj) and Y (.|ϕji) are the likelihoods for context and content with parameters
θj and ϕji. Their base-measures H and S are assumed to be conjugate with the
respective likelihoods.
The stick-breaking representation for the MC2 model is given in Figure 6.1b. When
integrated out the random stick length, the model has an intuitive Polya-Urn view
known as the Chinese Restaurant Franchise Bus (CRF-Bus) (Nguyen et al., 2014).
Each word in a document is viewed as a customer in a bus. The buses deliver
customers randomly to a set of restaurants following a Chinese Restaurant Process
(CRP). After getting off the buses, the customers in the restaurants behave as in
the HDP - Chinese Restaurant Franchise (CRF). The MC2 model thus inherits the
metaphor of tables at restaurants and global dishes from the CRF. The detailed
stick-breaking representations are
• Stick length for content generation  = {m}∞m=1 and content shared atoms
{ψm}∞m=1




• Stick length for context generation β = {βk}∞k=1 and context shared atoms
{φk}∞k=1




• Choosing document group (restaurant) for document j = 1, . . . , J and gener-
ating context observation
zj ∼ Cat (β1:∞) , xj ∼ F (· | φzi) .
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• Stick length for each document group k = 1, . . . ,∞, {τkt}∞t=1, choosing tables
t, dishes c and generating content word, j = 1, . . . , J and i = 1, . . . , nj










We consider general exponential family forms for the likelihoods2
Y (w | ψ) = exp (〈T (w) , ψ〉 − A (ψ))
















λφ∗ , [φ;−A (φ)]
〉)
.
The notation [v; c] represents the stacking of two column vectors.
6.3 SVI for MC2
6.3.1 Truncated stick-breaking representations
The approximation of DP by truncated stick-breaking representation has been in-
troduced by (Ishwaran and James, 2001) and later used by (Blei and Jordan, 2006)
for variational inference in DP mixtures model. In this work, we also use the trun-
cated stick-breaking approximation for all three stick-breaking length variables of
the model which are β, , and τ . As pointed by (Ishwaran and James, 2001), the
truncated stick-breaking is equivalent to the generalized Dirichlet distribution (Con-
nor and Mosiman, 1969; Wong, 1998) which is a distribution on K− 1 simplex with
2 (K − 1)-parameter λ =
(
λ11, . . . λ(K−1)1,, λ12, λ(K−1)2
)
. Each pair of parameters
(λk1, λk2) corresponds to the parameters for a Beta distribution in stick-breaking
process. Generalized Dirichlet (GD) distribution is a member of the exponential
family and is conjugate to Multinomial distributions (for more details, see the Ap-
pendix). For this reason, the mean-field update of a GD-distributed stick length
also has a GD form. We used this conjugacy to compute the variational updates for
stick-breaking variables.
2Note that T (w) and T (x) may have different forms.
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6.3.2 Mean-field variational approximation
The objective of inference problem with the model is to estimate the posterior dis-
tribution p (Θ | x,w) where Θ is the collection of parameter variable of the model,
Θ , {β, , τ, c, z, t, ψ, φ}. In variational Bayes inference, this intractable posterior
will be approximated with a tractable distribution called variational distribution,
q (Θ). In order to ensure that q (Θ) is tractable, one usually uses mean-field assump-
tion which assumes that all variational variables in Θ are independent. However,
because of the nature of the MC2 model, two group of variables zi (restaurant)
and tj1, . . . , tjnj(tables) are highly correlated. We will maintain the joint distribu-
tion of these variables as a collection of tree-structure graphical model. Thus, the
variational distribution q is factorized as
q (Θ) = q (β) q () q (τ) q (c) q (z, t) q (ψ) q (φ) .
All the factorized q’s have exponential family form and for convenience we shall use
either the natural or mean parameterization when appropriate. We use the following
convention in naming the variational parameters: λ denotes a natural parameter, µ
denotes a mean parameter, superscript denotes the collection of random variables
of being parameterized and subscript denotes the index of variables. For instance,
under this convention, λφk is the natural parameter for q(φk). The actual paramet-
erization of q’s are




, q () = GD ( | λ),
and q (τ) = ∏Kk=1 GD (τk | λτk) where λβ, λ, and λτk are 2K − 2, 2M − 2, and
2T − 2 dimension vector, respectively. K, M and T are the truncated levels
for restaurants, dishes and tables in the CRF-Bus process respectively.
• For the group of content and context atoms q (ψ) = ∏Mm=1 q (ψm | λψm) and
q (φ) = ∏Kk=1 q (φk | λφk).
• For the group of indicator variables q (c) = ∏Kk=1∏Tt=1 Mult (ckt | µckt) and
q (z, t) = ∏j [Mult (zj | µzj)∏nji=1 Mult (tji | µtjizj)] where µzj , µckt, and µtjik are
K, M , T -dimension vectors, correspondingly. Note that two groups of vari-
ables z and t are not fully factorized but form a forest of trees, with each tree
rooted at zj.
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Figure 6.2: Variational factorization and global vs. local variables for SVI.
6.3.3 Mean-field updates
All the individual q’s in our model are in the exponential family and are locally
conjugate. Thus, standard naive mean-field updates (Bishop, 2006; Blei and Jordan,
2006), can be derived for all the variational parameters in a straight-forward manner.
We provide more details on the update for the variational parameters of z and t
which are coupled since structured mean-field is needed (Wainwright and Jordan,
2008). At a high-level, for each tree rooted at zj, exact inference needs to be done
to convert from natural to mean parameters. The actual update equations for these
parameters are
µtjikl ∝ µ˜tjikl, (6.1)












µcklmE [ln p (wji | ψm)] + E [ln τkl]
)
.
The update for the rest of the parameters uses naive mean-field. The following
equations include updates for the content side of the stick-breaking and atom
variables. For the stick-breaking variational distribution q() and q (τ), we have
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The content-atom variational distribution q(ψ) comes with the following variational
updates















[T (wji) ; 1] .
The context side includes the stick-breaking variable β which will be updated as











While the context-atoms are changes using the following equations
λφk = λφ∗ +
J∑
j=1
µzjk [T (xj) ; 1] .
All of detailed derivations for above variational updates are presented in Appendix
A.2.
6.3.4 Stochastic variational inference
We follow the SVI framework (Hoffman et al., 2013) and divide the set of variables
Θ in the posterior into the set of local variables {z, t} with the rest as global variables
(see Figure6.2). The variational Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) function is
L (x,w,Θ) , E
q
[ln p (x,w,Θ)] +H(q (Θ))
and can be re-written as L = ∑Jj=1 Lj where J is the number of documents and Lj
depends on the global and only the j-th local q’s
Lj = H [q (Θ
g)] + E [p (Θg)]
J
+H [q (zj, tj.)] + E [ln p (xj, wj., zj, tj. | Θg)]
where Θg , Θ\ {z, t} is the global parameters of the model.
We will reuse the coordinate descent updates for local variational parameters µzj
and µtjik given in Section 6.3.2. To derive the stochastic gradient descent updates
for the global parameters, instead of taking the gradient of L which would result
in messages being passed from all the documents, we take the gradient of Lj which
is sufficient to yield a stochastic gradient of L. The gradients are multiplied with
the inverse Fisher information matrix to obtain the natural gradients (denoted as
∂(ng)
∂
). The gradient with respect to the content atom and stick breaking variational
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Computing the gradient w.r.t. q(ckt) is easier using the minimal natural parameter-
ization of the multinomial. Let λckt be the minimal natural parameter corresponding









+ (aktm − aktM ) (6.5)




jiklE [ln p (wji | ψm)] for m = 1 . . .M . Conversion from
natural to mean parameters for the multinomials is standard as follows
µcktm =
exp (λcktm)
1 +∑M−1m=1 exp (λcktm) ,m = 1, . . . ,M − 1
and µcktM = 1−
∑M−1
m=1 µktm.
With above derivations, we can summarise the procedure of stochastic variational
inference for MC2 model in Algorithm 6.1.
In the aforementioned updates, the stochastic gradient is obtained for one document.
In practice, a mini-batch of documents is used in each iteration to reduce the variance
(Hoffman et al., 2010, 2013). In this case, the gradients with a single document are
replaced by the average gradients of all the documents in the mini-batch.
6.4 Experiments
We evaluate our inference algorithm on real datasets with two different scale settings:
small datasets with thousands of documents which can also be run using Gibbs
sampler; large-scale data with millions of documents which cannot be practically run
with sampling methods. For small-scale settings, we illustrate competitive perplexity
of our inference methods compare to Gibbs sampler but with much less computation
time. We also report the running time and performance of our model for large-scale
datasets.
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Algorithm 6.1 Stochastic variational inference for MC2
procedure SVI4MC2(D, ι, % ) . D: input including xij and scij , forgetting rate ι and delay %
Initialize λψ(0)m , λ
φ(0)
k and set t = 1; . ι ∈ (0.5, 1] and % ≥ 0
repeat
Choose uniformly document j from data
Compute µtjik and µzj with Eq. (6.1)
Set $t = (t+ %)−ι
Update stick-breaking variable hyperparameters λβ, λ, λτk
using corresponding gradient similar to Eq. (6.4) as follows
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + J$t ∂
(ng)Lj
∂λ
Update content and context atom hyperparameters λψ, λφ
using corresponding gradient similar to Eq. (6.3) as follows
λ(t+1) = λ(t) + J$t ∂
(ng)Lj
∂λ
Update “dish-table” indicator variable hyperparameters µcktm
using gradient in Eq. (6.5).
until Convergence
return λψ(t)m , λ
φ(t)
k . return learned parameters of model
end procedure
6.4.1 Datasets
As aforementioned, we use two groups of different scales of datasets. For the small
scale setting, in order to compare with Gibbs sampler, we use the same datasets in
(Nguyen et al., 2014): a text dataset, NIPS, and image dataset, NUS-WIDE.
• NIPS3 consists of 1, 740 documents with the vocabulary size 13, 649. To eval-
uate predictive performance, we randomly split into 90% training and 10%
held-out for computing perplexity.
• NUS-WIDE (Chua et al., 2009) contains a subset of 13 animal classes which
totally include 3, 411 images. Held-out data includes 1, 357 images and the
rest is used for training the model. For the image features, we use bag-of-word
SIFT vector with dimension 500. For the context observations, we use the
tags for each image which are 1000-dimension spare vectors.
For the large-scale setting, we use three different datasets including Wikipedia,
Pubmed, and Application Usage Activity (AUA).
3http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html
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• Wikipedia includes about 1.1 million documents downloaded from wikipe-
dia.com. We pre-process data using a vocabulary list taken from the top
10, 000 words in Project Gutenberg and remove all words less than three char-
acters (Hoffman et al., 2013). For the context features, we use the (first) writer
of the articles and the (top level) categories inferred from tagged categories in
each article as described in (De Vries et al., 2010).
• PubMed comprises 1.4 million abstracts acquired from pubmed.gov. These
documents are filtered with the published year from 2000 onward. Similar to
Wikipedia, we also extracted the vocabulary from the whole dataset and only
kept words with more than 2 characters. A top list of 10, 000 words is used
as vocabulary list for computing bag-of-word. We further extract the Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) and consider as the context.
• Application Usage Activity (AUA): This dataset contains the usage behaviour
from more than one million users of a popular software application. Each user
is treated as a document in which a word refers to a specific functionality of the
application and word frequency refers to the number of times the user inter-
acts with the corresponding functionality. The total number of functionalities
(vocabulary size) is roughly 10, 000. In addition to the current application,
each user also uses a host of other related software products which can be
used as the context of the user. Applying MC2 to this data effectively clusters
the set of users into different segments. To measure the clustering quality, we
simply use a ground-truth of two clusters of paid and free users. Note that
this information is not present in the context or the word content.
6.4.2 Experiment setups
Since our observed data are discrete, we assume that they are generated from either
Categorical or Multinomial distributions endowed with Dirichlet priors. The learn-
ing rate for stochastic learning at iteration t is $t = (t+ %)−ιwhere % ≥ 0 is the
delay parameter, and ι ∈ (.5, 1] is the forgetting rate which controls how quickly
previous statistics is forgotten. In the experiment for computing perplexity, we fixed
% = 1 and ι = 0.8. The hyperparameters for Dirichlet distributions are set to 0.01
and 0.1 for content and context, respectively.
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Small-scale setting
The experiments for NIPS and NUSWIDE datasets are carried out on an Intel Xeon
2.6GHz machine with 16 cores, 16GB RAM using a C# implementation running on
Windows 7. SVI method can be parallelized when computing local updates. We
run the experiment using both datasets in serial and parallel modes. The parallel
implementation is accomplished using the Task Parallel Library (TPL) in .NET
framework.
Large-scale setting
In order to handle big datasets, we implement our algorithms on Apache Spark
platform4. The experiments for Wikipedia, Pubmed, AUA are run in two main
settings with no context observations, and with full context observations for each
corresponding context. Since HDP implementation is not available on Spark, we use
the LDA implementation provided by Spark machine learning library (MLLIB) to
compare perplexity with our algorithm. We set the number of topics for LDA equal
to the number of topics truncated in the MC2 model.
6.4.3 Evaluation metrics
Perplexity. We use perplexity as the evaluation metric to compare the modelling
performance between inference algorithms (Gibbs vs. SVI) or between models (our













where wtest is the content words in the test set and D is the training data. Since
we wish to compare our SVI algorithm with Gibbs sampler, we implemented im-
portance sampling (Wallach et al., 2009) to compute ln p (wj. | D) in both cases. In
Spark MLLIB, there is no implementation for computing perplexity with importance
sampling, we instead used the code given by (Wallach et al., 2009).
Clustering performance. Since our model can carry out clustering for docu-
ments, we wish to compare clustering performance. However, documents usually do
not have a “strong” ground truth and most of them are with multiple-cluster. For
instance, with PubMed data, we use MeSH for each article as ground truth cluster
4http://spark.apache.org/
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but each article usually associates with several MeSH terms. Some popular cluster-
ing performance metrics including purity, Random Index(RI), Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI), Fscore (Manning et al., 2008, Chap16) are designed for single
cluster ground truth. Whenever there is single cluster ground truth, for example, in
the AUA dataset, we use the above four metrics. In other cases, we use the extended
Normalized Mutual Information (eNMI) which is defined as follows. Let suppose
that we have N objects each of which belongs to one of K clusters. A clustering
algorithm will assign this object to one of T clusters. With N objects, we denote
W as an N × K ground truth matrix where each row of this matrix represent a
(transposed) one-hot vector encoding of the cluster it belongs. Similarly, we have
N × T matrix as a result matrix. The joint probability when an object has the
ground truth cluster k and is assigned to cluster t is p(w, c) = WTC. The mutual




p(w = k, c = t) ln p(w = k, c = t)
p(c = t)p(w = k) .
The normalized mutual information is
NMI(W,C) = 2MI(W,C)
H(C)H(W ) ,
where H (·) is the entropy of histogram of clusters. In the case of multiple clustering,
we have the matrixW and C where each row is not one-hot vector but a vector with
the sum as 1. We use some equations above for computing extended NMI (eNMI).
6.4.4 Experimental result
Results on small -scale setting
First, we demonstrate the performance of our proposed methods (SVI) compared
with Gibbs sampler of (Nguyen et al., 2014). For Gibbs samplers, we ran 1, 500
iterations and SVI with 50 documents in each mini-batch and computed perplexity.
Figure 6.3 showed the predictive performance of them over running time. In both
datasets, SVI can approach the performance of Gibbs sampler within one epoch5;
after the first epoch, the perplexity only improved a little. To obtain the competitive
performance with Gibbs sampler, our algorithm needs only one-fourth of the amount
of running time. Furthermore, SVI algorithm is parallelizable. As shown in Table
6.1, running time with parallelized version on a single machine with 16 cores is
further reduced significantly, 8 and 12 times for NIPS and NUS-WIDE, respectively.
5Each epoch is an iteration in which algorithm visited all data points.
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Perplexity for NIPS data with author context with mini-batch size=50
 # docs=1566, training data proportion=90% iota=0.60                
SVI with two epoch
Gibbs from iteraton 100 to 1400 (+ 100 burnins)
End of epoch 2
End of epoch 1
(a) NIPS - context: author














Perplexity for NUSWIDE with tag context with mini-batch size=64
 # docs=2054, Training Data=90% iota=0.60                      
SVI
Gibbs from iteration 100 to 1400 (+100 burnins)
End of epoch 2
End of epoch 1
(b) NUS-WIDE - context: tag
Figure 6.3: Perplexity with respect to running time on two datasets: NIPS and
NUS-WISE. The blue line denotes the change of perplexity over running time with
two epochs of data for SVI learning algorithm while the green line depicts perplexity
running with Gibbs samplers. The results for Gibbs sampler are shown for every
100 iteration from 100-th to 1, 400-th iteration (excluding 100 burn-in iteration).
Running time (s)
Sequential Parallel
NIPS 11, 213 1, 431
NUSWIDE 8, 373 682
Table 6.1: Running time of two implementation versions
Note that our parallel SVI-MC2 only parallelizes the local updates, hence, the per-
core speedup also depends on the fraction of parallelizable local updates and the
global update. In the case of NIPS dataset, the dimensions of the (global) content
and context topic are 13, 649 and 2, 037, respectively, while those of NUS-WIDE are
500 and 1, 000 which could explain why parallelization is more effective for NUS-
WIDE.
Results on large-scale setting
In this setting, we validate the robustness of our algorithm with large-scale datasets.
We ran our inference algorithm withWikipedia, PubMed, and AUA datasets together
with the LDA baseline on an 8-node Spark cluster. We used writer, MeSH, and other
products used as contexts for Wikipedia, PubMed, and AUA, respectively. For each
dataset, we ran data with full observations of context and without context. Table 6.2





Wikipedia - writer 2,167 2,280 2,635
Pubmed - MeSH 2,294 2,448 3,178
AUA - other products 142.3 149.7 209.3




Table 6.3: Extended Normalized mutual information (NMI) for Pubmed data
LDA. The predictive performance of SVI-MC2 improved remarkably compared to
LDA.
For PubMed dataset, we used MeSH as the ground truth for clustering evaluation.
As each document contains several MeSH terms, we use extended NMI (eNMI) for
computing clustering performance. For each mini-batch, we computed eNMI of this
mini-batch with its ground truth. The table 6.3 depicts the average eNMI for all
mini-batches in an epoch. With a very little availability of the ground truth as
context, our algorithm can considerably improve clustering performance.
For AUA dataset, three different levels of context availability are used including no
context, 1%, and full context. Since the ground truth clusters do not overlap, we
can use the conventional metrics for clustering evaluation such as NMI, RI, purity,
and Fscore. We also computed the average of the above indices for all mini-batches
in an epoch. The clustering results are shown in table 6.4. All clustering metrics
showed the advantage of context observation (very small percentage is needed) to
improve the clustering performance.
It is not possible to run the Gibbs sampler for these large datasets; even the serial
version of SVI takes too much time, hence we only report running time for Spark
SVI-MC2. With the mini-batch size of 500, the best running times are achieved
using an 8-node cluster: Wikipedia: 17 hours; Pubmed: 18.5 hours; AUA: 18 hours.
However, using a single-node (with 16-core) could also suffice with running time
roughly 1.5 times slower than on a full 8-node cluster. We note that the size of the
mini-batch (500) in this case strongly affects the effectiveness of the distributed-
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0% 0.027 0.14 0.284 0.12
1% 0.035 0.174 0.286 0.128
100% 0.033 0.179 0.287 0.131
Table 6.4: Clustering performance for AUA data
cluster setting. For example, with a mini-batch size of 1, 000, the speed-up factor
on an 8-node cluster (compared to single-node) increases from 1.5 to 1.8.
6.5 Conclusion
We have presented a scalable method for Bayesian nonparametric multilevel cluster-
ing with contextual side information. We proposed a tree-structured SVI approxi-
mation for an efficient approximation of the model’s posterior. The approach can be
directly parallelizable, and we have provided parallelized implementations that work
on both a single machine and a distributed Apache Spark cluster. The experimental
results demonstrate that our method is several orders of magnitude faster than the
existing Gibb-sampler while yielding the same model quality. Most importantly, our
work enables the applicability of multilevel clustering to modern real-world datasets
which can contain millions of documents.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Directions
Our objective of this dissertation is to develop machine learning approaches thatallow us to turn massive data into actionable information. We ground our
methods on Bayesian nonparametrics which provide us with a flexible mechanism
for learning streaming data without redesigning model. We briefly summarise our
contributions and potential directions for future research.
7.1 Summary of contributions
We have dealt with four main dimensions of challenges in big data including volume,
variety, velocity, and veracity. Our developed approaches mainly tackle the unsu-
pervised problems in machine learning including clustering, topic modelling, and
multilevel clustering. These approaches are built based on the Bayesian nonpara-
metric framework which is particularly applicable to the problems of big data where
fixing the size of models is usually difficult, especially in streaming settings. The un-
derlying reason for choosing Bayesian (and especially Bayesian nonparametrics) in
this thesis is due to its capability of modelling the uncertainty of massive data (with
biases, noise, and abnormality). The remaining three challenges (volume, variety,
and velocity) have been addressed in our thesis as follows: (1) a complex model
that can capture information from multiple data sources presented in Chapter 3; (2)
streaming clustering algorithms which can learn on the fly in the truly streaming
setting in Chapter 4; and (3) learning algorithms which can learn up to billions of
data points introduced in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
In Chapter 3, the first goal of our thesis is achieved by constructing the novel
Bayesian nonparametric models for learning multiple data sources which are highly
correlated. We have proposed a flexible class of fully Bayesian nonparametric mod-
els to capture the correlation of naturally correlated covariates which are widely
presented in a broad range of practical applications across many domains. The pro-
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posed modelling approach, first, induces mixture distributions over a primary data
attribute using hierarchical Dirichlet processes. Next, conditioning on atomic topics
generated from the previous step, other data attributes are produced independ-
ently, again, according to an array of mutually independent hierarchical Dirichlet
processes. Thus, this modelling approach results in a nonparametric prior on a joint
distribution over multiple-record attributes with a conditional independent structure
embedded within them. When conditioning on the primary attribute of interest,
termed “content”, the remaining attributes, termed “context(s)”, are rendered inde-
pendently. We then illustrated a utilisation of context-aware computing applications
which discover latent activities from mobile data, e.g. Reality Mining dataset, to
answer popular questions on human dynamics “Whom, where, when someone has
activities with?”. With its expressiveness, the proposed model not only discovers
latent activities (topics) of users but also reveals time and place information.
A richer model provides us more expressive capabilities. However, it requires more
computational expense to learn from data. In Chapter 4, we resolve the velocity
dimension challenge for clustering problems by proposing streaming learning al-
gorithms for infinite mixture models. We developed two truncation free variational
algorithms for learning with Bayesian nonparametric models, particularly Dirichlet
process mixture models with exponential family derivation solutions. Based on these
two algorithms, we further introduced the streaming learning algorithms which can
leverage the “expanding complexity with data” nature of Bayesian nonparametric
models. Besides, regarding coping with the availability of multiple data sources in
practice, we proposed a richer model called Dirichlet process mixtures with product
space for modelling multiple channels of data. Compared with the model proposed in
Chapter 3 which assumes that data channels are conditionally independent, our pro-
posed model in this chapter is based on the independence among data channels given
the data cluster indicators. We demonstrated the applicability and performance of
our proposed algorithms in the context of image and text analysis applications which
reveal quantitative and qualitative efficacy on clustering performance.
In the following two chapters, we aim to deal with the volume, or the scalable in-
ference in the presence of really big datasets. Distributed and paralleled systems
provide us solutions for massive data processing challenges. However, current learn-
ing algorithms for Bayesian nonparametric models are not straightforward to be
deployed on distributed and paralleled systems. Our achievements in these two
chapters are to develop more scalable learning algorithms which can learn up to
billions of data points and further scale these algorithms up by deploying them on
robust distributed systems, e.g. Apache Spark. The work in Chapter 5 strives to
develop large-scale learning algorithms for a fundamental building block (but not
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simple) in Bayesian nonparametrics, the hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP). Our
inference algorithms were developed with two approaches of scaling up. First, we
proposed a new inference for hierarchical Dirichlet process using collapsed variational
Bayes called the truly collapsed variational HDP (tCVB-HDP). In this algorithm, we
integrated out a part of parameters in the model to obtain the analytical form which
led to smaller space of parameter. Hence, our developed algorithms converge faster
and less likely to be stuck on local minima. We further scaled up the algorithms by
developing a scalable implementation of the proposed algorithms on the distributed
system, Apache Spark. Our extensive experiments demonstrated that the proposed
algorithms outperform their parametric counterpart - LDA (which is available in
Apache Spark Machine Leaning library) with a competitive running time.
Continuing from Chapter 5, we developed scalable learning algorithms for a richer
class of model for multilevel clustering with context (MC2). The original MC2 model
(Nguyen et al., 2014) was originally supplied with a Gibbs sampler for inference.
Hence, the usefulness of the model could only be demonstrated on relatively small
datasets and hence, hinder its applicability to interesting real-world problems. One
of the challenging aspects of inference for MC2 is the computational treatment in
the clustering of discrete distributions of contents jointly with the context variables.
We grounded our methodology on (Hoffman et al., 2013) and developed the SVI up-
dates for MC2. However, we note at the outset that, unlike HDP, our model is not
completely factorised. Hence our solution does not simply follow a naive mean field,
but rather a variant of structured mean field approximation of Bayesian nonparamet-
ric models. The experimental results have demonstrated that our method is several
orders of magnitude faster than the existing Gibb-sampler while yielding the same
model quality. Most importantly, our work enables the applicability of multilevel
clustering to modern real-world datasets which contain millions of documents.
7.2 Future directions
We now present some potential pathways for future research in two directions: richer
modelling for practical problems within the Bayesian framework and alternative
scalable inference for such complex class of models.
For the first avenue, graphical models provide a powerful framework to capture de-
pendencies between large collections of random variables with complex interactions.
Probabilistic graphical models in general and Bayesian models, in particular, have
been proven their success in machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) in re-
cent decades since they provide the flexible tools for consistent interpretation and
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inference. Each node on graphical models usually represents a probability distri-
bution. Classical probability distributions such as Gaussian, Beta, Multinomial,
Poisson, etc. have their limitations to express richer phenomena in the real world.
Stochastic processes are random entities that possess more flexibility and express-
iveness compared with classical random variables. In principle, we can consider a
stochastic process as a random variable and use it as a node in graphical models.
Our proposed model in Chapter 3 (context sensitive Dirichlet processes) is construc-
ted using this mechanism in which we form a conditionally dependent relationship
between two Dirichlet processes. One extension that we are pursuing is modelling
stochastic processes with graphical models. A node in graphical models can be rep-
resented as a stochastic process. Some popular processes in machine learning are
Beta processes (Griffiths and Ghahramani, 2005; Thibaux and Jordan, 2007) (and
its general class of complete random measures ), Gaussian processes (Rasmussen,
2004; MacKay, 1998), Hawkes processes (Hawkes, 1971; Simma and Jordan, 2012),
etc. which currently attract a lot of attention in the machine learning community.
These stochastic processes can be used as the role of Dirichlet process in forming
a richer model. Some initial works combining Dirichlet process with Gaussian pro-
cesses (Rasmussen and Ghahramani, 2002; Meeds and Osindero, 2006; Tayal et al.,
2012) or with Hawkes processes (Du et al., 2015) within the graphical model frame-
work have been accomplished recently. Richer random objects such as finite random
sets have also been investigated for clustering under the framework of the graphical
model in (Phung and Vo, 2014; Vo et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2016). This pathway of
extension appears to be fruitful to pursue.
Deep learning is one of research branches in machine learning and artificial intel-
ligence which can surpass human-level cognitive recognition in some domains of
applications such as computer vision (He et al., 2015; Szegedy et al., 2015). How-
ever, most current modern deep learning models do not possess the capability of
learning the uncertainty of the parameters. Furthermore, the major advances in
deep learning are mainly witnessed in perception tasks such as visual object re-
cognition and text understanding. For a higher level of intelligence, probabilistic
graphical models are more powerful modelling tools. Incorporating two fields is a
natural appeal. This will bring machine intelligence closer to human intelligence
by producing learning algorithms that can learn from perception level to reasoning
and planning levels. The ideas of unifying these classes of models can be traced
back to the works of (Neal, 1996; MacKay, 1992; Dayan et al., 1995). There is an
increasing interest recently in machine learning and AI community to achieve this
unified framework (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Kingma et al.,
2015; Gal and Ghahramani, 2015). The potential research which we next endeavour
to resolve lies in this direction. Probabilistic graphical models have a close relation-
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ship with exponential families which are constructed by natural parameters θ and
their sufficient statistics T (x). For standard exponential families, sufficient statistics
T (x) are presented in a simple form (vector or matrix). However, we can construct
more complex sufficient statistics which are the output of the top level of neural
networks. Therefore, a neural network can be considered as a feature function for a
node in graphical models. Learning with recommended models can be challenging,
but also appears to be an interesting and promising direction.
In the variational framework, the posterior computation problem is reconstructed
to an optimization problem on probability space where Kullback–Leibler (KL) di-
vergence is used as a distance function between two probability densities. However,
working with KL divergence involves computing the expectations with respect to
the probability densities of the parameters which are challenging to obtain the ana-
lytical form for non-conjugate models. Wasserstein distance or optimal transport
(Villani, 2008) provides a natural metric for evaluating the distance between prob-
ability densities. Since the high complexity of computation, this metric is usually
used in the theoretical analysis for statistical models (Nguyen, 2013; Ho and Nguyen,
2016). However, recent developments in Wasserstein distance approximation (Cu-
turi, 2013; Cuturi and Doucet, 2014; Genevay et al., 2016) have introduced this
metric into the inference framework of graphical models (Cuturi and Peyré, 2016;
Montavon et al., 2016). This direction of research is our future focus which allows us
to develop alternative practical inference methods, not only for the existing Bayesian
models but also for the Bayesian deep learning models aforementioned.
Appendix A
Supplementary Proofs
In this appendix, we provide the formal proofs and full derivations for severalformulas, theorems, and lemmas presented in previous chapters.
A.1 Properties of Exponential Family
Let p (x | θ) be exponential family distribution defined in Equation (2.5). We have
the following properties with respect to this distribution.
Lemma A.1. (Derivatives of (log-)likelihood) The derivatives of likelihood and log-
likelihood are
∂p (x | θ)
∂θ
= p (x | θ)
(
T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ)
)
(A.1)
∂ ln p (x | θ)
∂θ
= T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ)





= −Cov [T (x)] p(x|θ).
Proof. The derivative of likelihood can be computed as follows
∂p (x | θ)
∂θ
= ∂ exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)}
∂θ
= exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)}
(
T (x)− ∂A (θ)
∂θ
)
= exp {〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ)}
(
T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ)
)
= p (x | θ)
(
T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ)
)
.
While the first derivative of log-likelihood is
∂ ln p (x | θ)
∂θ
= ∂ (〈θ, T (x)〉 − A (θ))
∂θ
= T (x)− E [T (x)]p(x|θ) .
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The second derivative of log-likelihood can be easily obtained by applying the de-
rivative to the first derivative.
Theorem A.2. (Log-partition function derivatives) The first and second order par-
tial derivatives of log-partition function are
∂A (θ)
∂θ
= E [T (x)]p(x|θ) and
∂2A (θ)
∂θ∂θ>
= Cov [T (x)]p(x|θ) .












T (x) exp (〈θ, T (x)〉)´





T (x) p (x | θ) dx = E [T (x)]p(x|θ) .
We used the Leibniz integral rule for measure space case for the second equation,
while the third equation is obtained using the integration of probability density as





























p (x | θ)
(







− E [T (x)]p(x|θ) E [T (x)]Tp(x|θ)
= Cov [T (x)]p(x|θ) .
In the third step of the above derivation, we use the property of derivative of likeli-
hood in Equation (A.1).
A.2 Variational updates for multi-level clustering
model (MC2)
In this section, we present detailed derivations for variational updates in Chapter
6. We introduce native mean-field and tree-structured approximation in following
sections.
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A.2.1 Naive Variational for MC2
The objective of inference problem with the model is to estimate the posterior dis-
tribution p (Θ | x,w) where Θ is the collection of parameter variables of the model,
Θ , {β, , τ, c, z, t, ψ, φ}. However, since this posterior is intractable, in variational
Bayes inference, this will be approximated with a tractable distribution called vari-
ational distribution, q (Θ). In order to ensure that q (Θ) is tractable, we use the
naive mean-field approximation for q (Θ). The variational distribution is
q (Θ) = q (β) q () q (τ) q (c) q (z, t) q (ψ) q (φ) ,
where (in truncation setting with K level in β and T level in τk and M level in ).
Each variational distribution is














































where the hyperparameters for variational distributions are summarized as follows
• λβ =
(








is a 2K − 2 dimension vector;
• λ =
(








is a 2M − 2 dimension vector;
• λτ =
(








is a 2T − 2 dimension vector;
• µzj is aK−dimension vector; µckt is aM−dimension vector; µtji is a T−dimension
vector.
The relationship between variational variables is depicted in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Variational distribution dependency for naive mean-field.
A.2.1.1 Stick-breaking variable updates
Now we compute the updates for stick-breaking variables
Update equations for β, we have
q (β) ∝ exp (E [ln p (x,w,Θ)]) ,
where
E [ln p (x,w,Θ)] = ln p (β) + E [ln p (z1:J | β)] + const





µzjk ln βk + const.
Hence,







Since p (β | η) has the form of generalized Dirichlet distribution with parameters
(K−2 dimension) [1, . . . , 1, γ, . . . , γ]T. Therefore, using result from Equation (2.14)











the updated distribution q (β) with new hyperparameter λβ as
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Update equations for , the updates for q () can be similarly computed as follows
q () ∝ exp (E [ln p (x,w,Θ)]) ∝ exp (ln p () + E [ln p (c | µc)])
∝ exp
(




















Hence, we obtain the following updates















Update equations for τk, we have
E [ln p (x,w,Θ)] = E
ln p (τk) + J∑
j=1
(ln p (tj., zj = k | τ, β))
+ const
= ln p (τk) +
J∑
j=1
E [ln p (tj. | zj = k, τ, β)] + const
= ln p (τk) +
J∑
j=1
µzjkE [ln p (tj. | zj = k, τ, β)] + const









 ln τkt + const
Hence,











As a consequence, we have

















A.2.1.2 Content and context atom updates
Update equations for context atoms φk, using the VB standard update, we
have
q (φk) ∝ p (φk) exp (E [ln p (x | z, φ)])
= p (φk) exp
 J∑
j=1
µzjk ln p (xj | φk)
 .
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Using conjugacy, we can obtain
λφk = λφ∗ +
J∑
j=1
µzjk [T (xj) ; 1] ,





Update equations for content atoms ψm, similarly, we compute q (ψm) as follows
q (ψm) ∝ p (ψm) exp (E [ln p (w | c, z, t, ψ)])















ln p (wji | ψm)

Therefore, the variational hyperparameter of ψm is computed as















[T (wji) ; 1] .
A.2.1.3 Indicator variable updates
We now compute the variational distributions for indicators variables, q (z) , q (t)
and q (c). The distribution q (tji) is computed as follows









µcktmE [ln p (wji | ψm)] + E [ln τkt]
))
.
This variational distribution q (zj) is








E [p (xj | φk)] + E [ln βk] +
nj∑
i=1













µcktmE [ln p (wji | ψm)] + E [ln τkt]
))
.
Finally, the update for µckl now reads
µcktm ∝ exp (E [ln p (x,w,Θ)])







µtjitE [ln p (xji | ψm)] + E [ln m]
 ,








µtjitE [ln p (xji | ψm)] + E [ln m]
 .
A.2.2 Structured Variational for MC2
Because of the nature of the model, two group of variables zi and tj1, . . . , tjnj are not
totally factorized. Instead of assuming total independence on q (Θ), we will maintain
the joint distribution of these variables in variational inference. The structured
variational distribution now is
q (Θ) = q (β) q () q (τ) q (c) q (z, t) q (ψ) q (φ) ,
where (in truncation setting with K level in β and T level in τk and M level in ).
It is noticed that q (z, t) is joint distribution in which tji conditional dependent on
zi.



















































The hyperparameters for these variational distributions are similar to Section A.2.1.
Figure A.2: Variational distribution dependency for structured mean-field.
The dependency of variational random variables is depicted in Figure A.2
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A.2.2.1 Stick-breaking variable updates
Now we compute the updates for stick-breaking variables
Update equations for β and , similar to naive mean-field, we are also able to
obtain the updates as


























Update equations for τk, however, differ from those in naive mean-field. We can
compute as
E [ln p (x,w,Θ)] = E
ln p (τk) + J∑
j=1
(ln p (tj., zj = k | τ, β))
+ const









 ln τkl + const.
Hence,











As a consequence, we have

















A.2.2.2 Content and context atom updates
Update equations for context atoms φk remain the same as in naive mean-field
approximation.
Update equations for content atoms ψm, we compute q (ψm) differently as
follows
q (ψm) ∝ p (ψm) exp (E [ln p (w | c, z, t, ψ)])















ln p (wji | ψm)
 .
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Therefore















[T (wji) ; 1] .
A.2.2.3 Indicator variable updates
Now we compute variational distribution for indicators variables, q (z, t) and q (c).
The join distribution q (zj, tj.) are factorized as follows q (zj, tj.) = q (zj)
∏nj
i=1 q (tji | zj)
and compute
µtjikl = q (tji = l | zj = k) ∝ q (tji = l, zj = k)













µcklmE [ln p (wji | ψm)] + E [ln τkl]
)
, µ˜tjikl.
In the above equation, µ˜tjikl is the unnormalized value for µtjikt. This term will be










E [p (xj | φk)] + E [lnβk] +
nj∑
i=1
{E [ln p (wji | zj = k, tji, c, ψ)] + E [ln p (tji | τk)]}
)





exp ({E [ln p (wji | zj = k, tji, c, ψ)] + E [ln p (tji | τk)]})





















Therefore, we obtain the update equation for µzj as follows
µzjk ∝ exp
(










Finally, we need to compute update for µckl as
µcklm ∝ exp (E [ln p (x,w,Θ)])







µtjiklE [ln p (xji | ψm)] + E [ln m]
 ,








µtjiklE [ln p (xji | ψm)] + E [ln m]
 .
A.3 Stochastic Variational for MC2
We provide detailed manipulations of stochastic variational for MC2 model in this
section. However, we first introduce some properties regarding the derivatives and
expectations of exponential family as follows.
Lemma A.3. (Expectation of the log likelihood) Let p (θ | η) be a distribution which
we call the likelihood function and q (θ | λ) be a variational distribution used to ap-
proximate p (θ | η). Both distributions are supposed belonging to the same exponen-
tial family form (but different (hyper)parameters), i.e.,
p (θ | η) ∝ exp (〈η, T (θ)〉 −B (η)) q (θ | λ) ∝ exp (〈λ, T (θ)〉 −B (λ))
Then








Eq(θ|λ) [ln p (θ | η)] = Eq(θ|λ) [〈η, T (θ)〉 −B (η)]
However, recall the fact that E [T (θ)] is the derivative of log partition function of
q (θ | λ) , i.e. E [T (θ)] = ∂B(λ)
∂λ
, we have







Lemma A.4. (Partial derivative of the entropy) Let q (θ | λ) be a distribution be-
longing to exponential family , i.e., q (θ | λ) ∝ exp (〈λ, T (θ)〉 −B (λ)), then
∂
∂λ







Eq(θ|λ) [ln q (θ | λ)] = ∂
∂λ
Eq(θ|λ) [〈λ, T (θ)〉 −B (λ)]
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However, recall the fact that E [T (θ)] is the derivative of log partition function of
























Lemma A.5. (Partial derivative of log likelihood) Let p (θ | η) be a distribution
which we call the likelihood function and q (θ | λ) be a variational distribution used
to approximate p (θ | η). Both distributions are supposed belonging to the same ex-
ponential family form (but different (hyper)parameters), i.e.











Eq(θ|λ) [ln p (θ | η)] = ∂
∂λ
Eq(θ|λ) [〈η, T (θ)〉 −B (η)]
However, recall the fact that E [T (θ)] is the derivative of log partition function of

















The Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) function for the model, which is
F (x,w,Θ) , E {ln p (x,w,Θ)} − E {ln q (Θ)} ,
can be represented as F = ∑Jj=1Fj = E [JFj] where J is the number of observation
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groups; Fj is lower bound function only related to document j-th and defined as
Lj = E [ln p (xj | zj, φ)] + E [ln p (wj. | zj, tj., c, ψ)] + E [ln p (zj | β)] + E [ln p (tj. | zj, τ)]
− E [ln q (zj)]− E [ln q (tj. | zj)]
+ 1
J


















(E [ln q (c)] + E [ln q (β)] + E [ln q (τ)] + E [ln q ()])
− 1
J
(E [ln q (ψ)] + E [ln q (φ)])
A.3.1 Stochastic updates for stick-breaking variables
Update equations for β, using results from Lemmas A.4 and A.5 with generalized
Dirichlet distributions, we get
∂
∂λβk
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E [ln p (tj. | τ, zj)] + 1
J
E [ln p (τ)]− 1
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E [ln p (τkl)] =
∂2B (λτkl)
∂λτkl∂ (λτkl)
> [0; υ − 1]
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A.3.2 Stochastic updates for content and context atoms
Update equations for content atoms φk, compute gradient of Lj with respect






















































































































−λφk + λφ∗ + Jµzjk [T (xj) , 1]
J
Update equations for content atoms ψm, computing gradient of Lj with respect
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jikl [T 〈wji〉 ; 1]
J
A.3.3 Stochastic updates for global indicator variables
Since updating µckt involving computation form all data groups j′s, we will use “lazy
update” with stochastic gradient. The gradient of ELBO function over µckt is needed
to compute. However, the mean-parameterization of q (ckt | µckt) with constraints∑
m µ
c
ktm = 1 and 0 ≤ µcktm ≤ 1 is difficult to compute gradient. We therefore
prefer to work with a minimal natural parameterization in exponential family form
as follows
q (ckt | λckt) = exp (〈λckt, T (ckt)〉 −B (λckt))
where λckt =
[




; T (c) = [δ (c− 1) , . . . , δ (c−M + 1)]TandB (λckt) =
1 +∑M−1m=1 exp (λcktm). The relationship between these groups of parameters is
µcktm =
exp (λcktm)
1 +∑M−1m=1 exp (λcktm) ,m = 1, . . . ,M − 1
and µckM =
1
1 +∑M−1m=1 exp (λcktm)
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+ (aklm − aklM ) (A.2)




jiklE [ln p (wji | ψm)] , for all m.
A.3.4 Comparison between naive and structured mean field
We compare the difference of update equations between two approximations: naive
and structured mean-field. Table A.1 presents variational updates which we use the
whole dataset in each iteration, while Table A.2 compare the stochastic variational
update which use mini-batches for each iteration.
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Springer reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i) the license
details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing transaction and (ii) these
terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.
License Contingent on Payment
While you may exercise the rights licensed immediately upon issuance of the license at the
end of the licensing process for the transaction, provided that you have disclosed complete
and accurate details of your proposed use, no license is finally effective unless and until full
payment is received from you (either by Springer or by CCC) as provided in CCC's Billing
and Payment terms and conditions. If full payment is not received by the date due, then any
license preliminarily granted shall be deemed automatically revoked and shall be void as if
never granted. Further, in the event that you breach any of these terms and conditions or any
of CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, the license is automatically revoked and
shall be void as if never granted. Use of materials as described in a revoked license, as well
as any use of the materials beyond the scope of an unrevoked license, may constitute
copyright infringement and Springer reserves the right to take any and all action to protect
its copyright in the materials.
Copyright Notice: Disclaimer
You must include the following copyright and permission notice in connection with any
reproduction of the licensed material:
"Springer book/journal title, chapter/article title, volume, year of publication, page, name(s)
of author(s), (original copyright notice as given in the publication in which the material was
originally published) "With permission of Springer"
In case of use of a graph or illustration, the caption of the graph or illustration must be
included, as it is indicated in the original publication.
Warranties: None
Springer makes no representations or warranties with respect to the licensed material and
adopts on its own behalf the limitations and disclaimers established by CCC on its behalf in
its Billing and Payment terms and conditions for this licensing transaction.
Indemnity
You hereby indemnify and agree to hold harmless Springer and CCC, and their respective
officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all claims arising out of
your use of the licensed material other than as specifically authorized pursuant to this
license.
No Transfer of License
This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed, assigned, or transferred by you
without Springer's written permission.
No Amendment Except in Writing
This license may not be amended except in a writing signed by both parties (or, in the case
of Springer, by CCC on Springer's behalf).
Objection to Contrary Terms
Springer hereby objects to any terms contained in any purchase order, acknowledgment,
check endorsement or other writing prepared by you, which terms are inconsistent with these
terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions. These terms and
conditions, together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions (which are
incorporated herein), comprise the entire agreement between you and Springer (and CCC)
concerning this licensing transaction. In the event of any conflict between your obligations
established by these terms and conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and
Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions shall control.
Jurisdiction
All disputes that may arise in connection with this present License, or the breach thereof,
shall be settled exclusively by arbitration, to be held in the Federal Republic of Germany, in
accordance with German law.
Other conditions:
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Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1­855­239­3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1­978­646­2777.
